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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The present study was undertaken to assess and analyze certain

aspects of manageriaì motivation in the private sector industries in

the Province of Manitoba. The focus of the study is on a particular

type of employee-manager. They are a'large and d'iverse group with one

common characteristic that all are heìd responsib'le for the iob per-

formance of persons other than themselves. In an expanding industria'l

society such as ours, the managerial role has achieved a level of

imoortance that rnakes it a key job. The managers are in a position

to jnfluence complex enterprises that contain unparaìleled human

and physical resources. The pervasiveness, imnortance and complexity

of the rnanageriaì job demands that we learn as much as possible about

it. (Porter and Lawler, 
.l968)

Manageria'l studies quite often concentrate on the study of

work motivation, primarily because work has always been and continues

to be the maior non-family activity that is undertaken by most

individuals. A study of work motivation is of importance to industry'

the community and the individual. The payoff to industry is in terms

of increased productivity whereas to the community it is in terms of

proper utilization of human resources and reduced psychological

casual ty.

In an organizational setting there eÍists an ongoing

individua'l-organization interaction. The actívities of the individuals

should be directed towards the goals and the obiectjves of the organization.

The organizatiOn rewards, for a successful interaction' mus t be adequate
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to meet individuals needs and goa1s. The individuals expend effort

based on their skills and abilìties and according to their percept'ion

of performance and rewards. The jndividual needs and goals could be

expectationsaboutrnoneyinexchangefortimeatwork;socialneed-

satjsfactioninexchangeforworkandloyalty;opportunitiesfor

self-actualization and challenging work in exchange for high productivity;

quality work and creative effort in the service of organizational

goals; or varlous combinatìons of these or other variables' The resources

oftheorganizationmayormaynotbeadequatetomeeta]]these

expectations satisfactorily. The continued membership of an individual

is based entìrely on the successful interaction with the organization'

Thisstudyisconcernedwithsomeimportantaspectsofindividual-

organization interactíon. The three specific areas on which the study

concentrated are (a) Need Fulfitlment and Motivatíon (b) Job

Characteristics and Motivation and (c) 0ccupational Stress and l'lanager's

General Health. The results of the present study have imp'lications for

policyandorganizationaìchanges'aswellasforthedevelopment'

selection and.training of the human resources' It has further implications

for organizational resources, the reward system and organizational

innovation.

A

ful fi I lment

It is based

NEED FULFILLMENT AND }{OTIVATION

well known instrument employed in the varìous need

studiesisPorter,s(]961)needsatisfactionjnstrument.

on Maslow's need classification system and has been adopted
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by others (Haire, chiseJlj and Porter,1966; Evan,.|966; l4i1ler,'|966;

Porter and Mitchell, 1967', Porter and Lawler, l968; Rhinehart et a'l ,

196g; Ivancevich, 1969; Hackman and Lawler, 'lg7l; Blunt, 1973). The

need fulfillment studies suggest that the higher the need discrepancy

for any given need category, the higher will be the degree of dissatis-

faction. Higher need discrepancy will result from either (a) low

levels of existing need fulfillment or (b) high levels of desired

need or (c) uotfi

In this study, five need categories, based on Maslow's

hierarchy of needs, were incorporated. These needs, in order of the

hierarchy, are securjty, social, esteem, autonomy and self-actualization-

The questionnaire items and instruments used are described in detail

in Chapter III. Manager's responses to specified questionnaire iterns

were combïned to deve'lop measures of (a) Need Fulfillment (b) Need

D'iscrepancy (c) Need Importance and (d) Higher 0rder Need Strength'

The main focus of the study was on analyzing the need fulfillment or

discrepancy levels for the various need categories amongst Manìtoba

managers. The data was analyzed to see 'if signìficant differences

exist in manager's percept'ion based on independent variables of the

study such as levels of management, size of firm' age, etc. The

objective, here, l,tas to establish those areas where high need discrepancy

exists for managers. The fìndings from this area of study were expected

to have policy innplications for the development, selection and traìn'ing

of human resources and organizational compensation poìic,v.
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JOB CHARACTERISTICS AND I4OTIVATION

l,lumerous schol ars (Argyri s, .l964; 
Bl auner , 1964; Davi s ,

1g57; Friedmann, l96l; Guest, 
.l955; Herzberg et al , 1957; Ì¡lalker'

1950) have shown that simp'le routine iobs often lead to high

empìoyee dissatisfaction, to increased absenteeism and turnover' and

to substantial difficulties in effectively managing employees who

work on simplified jobs. Additional studies (Turner and Lawrence' 
.¡965;

Hackman and Lawler, l97l; Brief and Atdag, 1975) indicate that a

posìtive relationship exists between emoloyee work motivation' satis-

faction, performance and attendance on one side and some SpecÍfic iob

characteristics on the other side. These job characteristics consist of

such items as (a) variety - the degree to which a iob required employees

to perform a wide range of operations jn their work (b) autolomy - the

extent to which employees have a major say in scheduling their work

(c) task identity - the extent to whjch employees do an entire or whole

piece of work and can clearly ìdentify the results of their efforts

and (d) feedback - the degree to which employees receive information

as they are working which reveals how well they are performing on the

j ob.

In this study, instruments were selected to measure a

manager,s perceptions about the existing degrees of variety'

autonomy, task identity and feedback in their iobs. The data were

anaìyzed to see if a manager's perception is affected by such varÍables

as levels of management, size of firm, age, etc. The questionnaire items

and the instruments adopted, are presented in chapter III' They
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provide measures of (a) core-dimensions - variety, autonomy, task-

identìty and feedback (b) specific satisfaction and (c) iob-design'

The objective, here, was to establish the iob characteristics which

could be emphasjzed to increase managerial motivation' The findings

from this area of stud.y were expected to have policy ìmplications

for organizationa'l jnnovation and changes

Another measure of iob satisfactjon is the Job Descriptive

Index (Sm;tfi, Kendaìl and Hulin,1969; Herman and Hulin' I973; Brief

and Aldag, 
.l975; Gillet and Schwabo 

.l975). JDI measures satisfaction

wjth five areas of a job; the type of work, the pay, the opportunities

for promotion, the supervision and the co-workers on the iob' In

the l4anitoba study, JDI was emp'loyed to study a manager's perception

of these areas of hjs job. Here again, managerial perceptions were

related to the independent va¡iables of the study : levels of management;

size of firmo etc. The questjonna'ire items and the instruments adopted

are presented in ChaPter III.

OCCUPATIONAL STRESS AND GENERAL HEALTH

in the l4anjtoba study, questions on occupational stress and

generaì health were included because of the implications that iob dissatis-

faction may contribute to heart dìsease- A recent report (Upiohn' .l973) notes

that work role, work condjtions, and other social factors may contribute

about 75% to the risk factor leadìng to heart disease. In the present study'

occupational stress was measured by incorporating the iob-related
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tension index used by Kahn, hjolfe, Quinn and Snoek (1964)" Questions

on genera] health (Dunn and Cobb,1962; Tannenbaum et al, 1974) were

selected to investigate the relationship between hierarchical status

and manager,s health in the organizations studied' The questionnaire

items selected and the instruments adopted are presented in chapter III'

This area was incruded in the study with the objective of

examjning the relationship between iob dissatisfaction and occupational

stress for a sample of l4anitoba managers'

VARIABLES OF THE STUDY AND ANALYSIS

Table I summarizes the proposed area of study' The

following independent variables were selected for study' They are

described in detail in ChaPter III

(a) Level of Management - Senior and Intermedìate

(b) Size of Firm

(c) EarlY life
(d) Ase

(e) Level of Education

- Large or Medium

- Urban and Rural Background

- Younger or Older

- Low or High

Major propositions' as given in Chapter IiI' were for-

rnulated based on these independent variables to examine differences

inmanager.sperceptionaboutdependentvariab]esinthefo]]owing

areas.

(a) Need Fulfillmento Need Discrepancy and Need

(b) Higher 0rder Need Strength

(c) Core-Dimensions of Variety' Autonomy' Task

Feedback.

Importance

IdentitY and
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(d) Job-design as a measure of job characteristics

(e) Job Descriptive Index as a measure of satisfaction

(f)Specificsatjsfactionasameasureofsatjsfaction

(g) OccuPational stress

ThedifferencesinmanagerperceptionsWeretestedfor

statistjcal significance at the 0.05 level using either the Mann-

l,lhitney U-Test or two-tailed t-test'

In addition, suggest'ive inferences were drawn for

differencesinmanager,sperceptionofdependentvariablesbased

on four key areas of management - General Management' Marketing and

Sales, Finance and Accounting and Production'

The complete questionnaire is given in Appendix A and is

discussed in chapter III. Table 2 gives the nature of the industry

andthenumberofrespondentsselectedforstudy.Thedatawas

analyzed usìng the computer facilities at the university of Manitoba

The Statjstical Package for Social Sciences o Znd edition (1975) was

extensjveìyused.Someprogramsu,ererunusingthel4anitoba

statistical Package particularly to perform the Mann-l^lhitney u-test

for specific sets of data. The results of the study are presented

in subsequent chaPters as follows:

InChapterllacomprehensivereviewoftheliteratureis

presented to gain an jnsiEht into earlier work done in the fields of Need

Fulfillment, Job Satisfaction and General Hea'lth" Based on the literature

revjew,appropriatequestionnaireitemswereselectedforthestudy

and various instruments were clesigned for the ana'lysis of the data' as
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presented in Chapter III. The first part of the questionnaire dealt

with assernbling personaì demographic data from the respondents such as

sex , age , 'level s of educati on , 'length of servi ce, i ncome and fri nge

benefits, etc. Based on the results from this part a typica'l profile

of the Manitoba manager was developed and is presented in Chapter IV.

The results from this part aìso gave the statistics for the independent

variables of the study such as the number of managers for each, levels

of management, size of firms, âgê, education level and rural/urban

background. The results from the Need Fulfillment and Need Discrepancy

area are presented in Chapter V. After analyzing manager's perception

about the various need categories the emphasis of the research shifted

to job characteristics. These were analyzed using the concepts of

core-dimensions and JDI and the resu'lts of the analysis are presented

in Chapter VI and VII respectiveìy. The area of general health was

analyzed last. This was done to see if meaningful relationships or

trends Were prevaìent ín terms of managers occupational stress and

need discrepancy. The results are given in Chapter VIII. Chapter IX

summarjzes the conclusions of the study, ties in some of the po'licy

implications and suggestions for future research.
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TABLE 2

MEDIUM & LARGE SIZE FIRMS

NATURE OT INOUSTÉV ÃNó NiSTNTgUT

Medium Size Fi¡rng Large Size Firms

Nature of Industry (Sl-loo)

Açjri cu1 tural Imp'lements , Heavy 
-

r'lã.hiñ.i and Eqlipment (302, 303, 56

30¿, iog, gll, 315' 321, 333, 372,
393).*

(201 -5oo)

36

159

Clothing and Textiles (175' .|86'

189, 243, 244)

Construction Materials (353'
354, 359).

Electroni cS, Scienti fic
and Professi onal Equ'iPment
(268, 324, 325, 335, 375,
3el ).

Food and Beverages (10.|, 104,

108, l09).

Furniture (261 , 266).
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l3
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l9
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4

22
Lumber, PulP and PaPer (25J, t3
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_L
TOTALS ?-24
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CHAPTER I I

LITERATURE RTVIEhJ

Qne has to organize in order to manage an enterprise, so as

to produce with increasing efficiency goods and services for the society

at large. The dominant form of human organization employed throughout

the industrial world is a unique and extreme'ly durable social arrange-

ment called 'bureaucracy' - a social inventjon perfected during the

industrial revolution to organ'ize and direct the activities of a

business firm. Today it is the most prevailing type of organization

where peop'le direct concerted efforts towards the achievement of some

goal. This holds for university systems, for hosp'itals, for large

voluntary organizations, business and for governments

According to weberian theory of bureaucracy (l¡leber, 1947)

bureaucracies are organized hierarchicalìy wjth a strict chajn of

command from top to bottom. They create an elaborate divisjon of

labor, by assigning spec'ialized roles to their personnel to an extent

that often seems to reduce the indívidual to the status of a small

cog in the vast machinery of the whole organization. In addition there

are detai'led genera'l rules and regu'latjons which govern a'lì conduct

in the pursuit of offical duties, and personnel are seJected primarily

on the basis of competence and specialized training rather than according

to prerogatives of birth and privi'lege. Office-ho'lding in a bureaucracy'

tends to be a life-long vocation (Thompson,.|9561 Blau and Scott' 1962).

The bureaucratic 'machine-model' was develÒped as a reaction
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against the personal nepotism, subiugation and cruelty and the subiective

and capricious judgements which passed for managerial pract'ìces during

the early days of the jndustrial revolution' Bureaucracy emerged out

of the need for order for the organizations and worker's demand for

fair treatment. It came as an organizational system idea'lìy suited to

the values and demands of the victorian era

Fourmajorchangeshaveoccuredinoursocietywhichcha]]enge

both the production and social sub-systems of organizations (a) a break'

at first gradual and now pronounced, with traditional authority and

thegrowthofdemocraticidealogy(b)economicgrowthandaffluence

(c) tne resultant changes in needs and motivation patterns and (d) the

accererated rate of change (Katz and Georgopouros, 1971).

Bennis(1966)consideredthebureaucraticpyramidasobsolete.

He suggested a more flexible structure for the future to meet the demands

ofourchangingsociety.Thecoreproblemsfacinganorganizatìon

were considered as (a) integration (u) sociar-infruence (c) coilaboration

(d)adoptionand(e)revitalizat.ion.HeconsideredbureaucracyWaS

(in sorne sense it still is) a suitable social arrangement for routine

tasks of the lgth and 20th century but not for today's uncertain and

dynamic environment. It Ís suggested that the conditions which will

governtheorganization]ifeinthenexttwoorthreedecadesare

(a) the envìronment (b) population characteristics (c) work values and

(d)tasksandgoals.Thesocia]structureoftheorganizations

will have some unique characteristics' The key word will be 'temporary"

There will be rapidty changing, adaptìve, temporary systems' These
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will be task forces organized around probìems'to be soJved by groups

of relative strangers with diverse professional skjlts' The group

will be arranged as an organ'ic rather than a mechanical model' They

Will evolve in response to a probìem rather than to programmed role

expectati ons.

INDIVIDUAL IN THE ORGANIZATION

Tounderstandwhypeop.lebehavethewaytheydoinorgani

zations, one needs to make some basic assumptions about the'nature of

human bejngs; assumptions about what people seek and what they avoid'

how people decide what they wilt do and what they are capable of

doing, and so on. A number of 'ready-made' models of man exist jn the

field of psychology and philosophy, and have been described in detail

elsewhere,Porteretal(1975).InthissectiononlyeconomicVersus

self-actualizing man has been described

Economic Versus Self-actualizing man - Many early writers on organi-

zational theory and management practice' conceptualize man in strictly

economic terms. He is a rational beìng and uses his reason prìmarily to

calculate excactly how much satisfaction (money) he may obtain from the

smallest effort. He is natural'ly competitive, is self-interested and

in the battle of life, strives hard to outwit every other man' His

sole concern is his own survival (Brown, 1954). Tayïor's scientific

management uses this concept as central to its development' The twin

designprinc.ip1esofspecia]izationandstandardizationleadto

creationofjobswhicharesimplifedandrepetitive,andcanbeperformed

by almost anyone after a short period of train'ing' The highly paid
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assembly-ljne iob is a classic illustration of a iob so designed' If

people cared Only about issues which were economic, they should find

these iobs very satisfying' Unfortunately' people who work on such

routine specialized and simplified iobs usually are not well satisfied

(Blauner , 1964; Shepard and Harrìck, lg72; Upjohn Institute, 1973)

This has cast considerable doubt on the general usefulness of a strict

economic model of man in an organizational setting'

Theself-actualizingviewofmanis,inmanyways,direct]y

opposedtotheconceptofeconomicman.Suchpsycho.logistsasMcCe]land,

l,lhite, and Mas]ow note that many peop]e seem to be motivated by the

opportunitytoincreasethejrcompetanceandtogrowanddevelopas

individuals. It is concluded that man cannot be described adequately

in terms of physiological or economic considerations' It is suggested

that he strìves towards such ideas as self-fulfillment and self

actualization. Maslow (1943), for example, describes self-actuaìization

as fol lows:

Even if all these (lower-leve1) needs are satisfiedn we

stilt may often (if nöi aìways)_expect that a new discontent

uno ".riT.;t;;;r'"ili'-ioõn 
àäuálop, un'less the individual

isdojnqwhathejsriiiãäiõr.A-musicianmustmakemusic'
un u"iilt"*iit"i"iñt, ã-ñóet must write, if he is-to be

ultimaiãiv ññp;.' wrrai ã *gn ggn be he must be. The need

we may call sel f actuiii iation-l-. I (se'lf -actual i zation)

ref";Ë ä'ir'ã-ååtîrã-iór-ielt-tulfillrnent, namelv, to the

ten¿eicy"foï-0"ã-io-UeãomÁ-actualized in what one is poten-

tialív.'Thistendenðy_mi'ghl!.phrasedasthedesire
to uåËåme'*år.-ãnã-*oi" wñat one is" to become everything

that one is caPable of becoming'

Manjsmorecomplexthanthe.ready.mademode].portrays

him to be (schein, 1970). Organization and management theory has
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tended toward s'imp'l i f i ed and general i zed concepti ons of man ' Empi ri ca1

research has consistentìy found some support for the single generaìized

conception, but only some. The major impact of many decades of research

has been to vastly complicate our models of man, of organizations and

of management strategies. Man is not only more compìex within himself'

being possessed of many needs and potentials, but he is also l'ikeìy to

differ from his neighbor in the patterns of his ov,,n complexity. It has

aîways been difficult to generalize about man and jt is becoming more

difficult as society, and organ'izations within socíety' are themselves

becomjng more complex and djfferentiated. According to schein this

bhe basis of the following assumptions'complexitY can be iustified on 1

L. Man is not only complex but also highly variable'

2.Maniscapableoflearningnewmotivesthrough.his..

ót"*otivation and' the psycho'logicaì contract which
he establishás wltf' tf'ä õrganiiation is the result
ói ã .o*plex-inieraction between initial needs and

organizational exPeriences'

3. Man's motives in different organizations or different
tüU-puitr of thò same organizãtion may be different;
the person wnó is alienaied in the formal organization-
ñt hirã luiïillment o:f his social and self-actualization
nãä¿r in the union or in the informal organization;
li tn" iob itself is complex, such as that of a manager'

some parts of the iob may engage some motives while
other Parts engage other motives'

4.Mancanbecomeproductívelyinvo]vedwithorganìzations
on the Uasii ot'*uny Oiffeient kinds of motives; his
ultimate tuiiifuãtiän an¿ the ultimate effectiveness of
ir,é orgunirãtion-áepends only^in. part on.the nature of
his motivation. Thä nature õt tnä task to be perforped'
ïfiã anilitiei and experience of the person on the iob'
and the natuie of thb other people if.the organization
all interaci io-produce a certain pattern.of work and

feel i ngs . Èor-.lu*pl e, a hí ghly ski 11ed but poor'l.y

motivated worker may be as eifective and satisfied as

i uu.y unskilled but hishly motivated worker'
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5. Flan can respond to many different kinds of managerial
strategies, depending on his own motives and abilities
and the nature of the task; in other words, there is no
one correct manageria'l strategy that will work for alì
men at all times

Man has many djfferent ne-eds - Needs are generally used to refer to

clusters of goa'ls or outcomes a person seeks. In the context of an

organization, the fol'lowing needs (similar to the listing by Maslow

1954) are generally suggested.

1. A number of existence needs - including sex, hunger,
thirst and sleep

A security need - iob security, order, protection
against danger

A social need - identification, love, group
i nte racti on

4. A need for esteem and reputation - self-respect,
success, status

5. A need for autonomy and 'independence

6. A need for competence, achievement and self-actualization

Although several theorist have proposed theories which have

needs arranged in a hjerarchy, Maslow's (1943,.|954) work has been

the most influential. According to him, a man moves successive'ly

only if his existence needs, his securÍty needs, his social needs, and

so on are well satisfied. It is also implied that if a lower-level

need is threatened, it will again become potent and the person wilì

reduce hís efforts to satisfy all higher-order needs. Furthermore' a

satísfied need, according to Maslow, is not motivating. There is

strong evidence to support the vjew, that unless the. existence needs

are satisfied, none of the higher-order needs will come into play-

There is also some evidence to indicate, that unless the security

2.

3.
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needs are satisfied, people will not be concerned with higher-order

needs (Cofer & ApplêV, lg64; Alderfer, 1972). There is, however,

little evidence to support the view that a hierarchy ex'ists once an

individual moves above the security leve'l (Lawler & Suttle, 1g7?). It

appears safe to assume that a two-step hierarchy exists, with existence

and security needs at the lower level, and all the higher-order needs

at the next level" Also, it can safely be assumed that unless the

lower-order needs are satisfied the higher-order needs will not come

into pìay. However, it has not been estab'lished as to which higher-order

need or needs (or in what order) will become salient after the lower

ones are satisfied. While a person might be motivated by either a

set of higher-order needs or a set of severaì lower-order needs, it is

less likely that a person wi'll be motivated simu'ltaneously by both

sets, (Porter et al, 1975)

There is a substantial amount of research which indicates

that as needs are satisfied they become less important and other needs

emerge. This is generally true except for self-actualization need.

This need, un'like others, appears to stay important (Alderfer, 1972).

In facto the more it is satisfied the rnore important it becomes.

The only thing which makes this need Tose its importance, is a threat

to the satisfactjon of a person's lower level need. Thus, once the

self-actualization need appears, it stays and.continues to be a strong

moti vator

The outcomes, which satisfy the needs, can be both intrinsic

and extrinsic. A number of research studies show that certain types

of outcomes (e.g. events, objects, behaviors) are useful in satisfying

several different needs. Pay is the classic example. It appears to
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satisfy not only existence needs, but security and esteem needs as well

(Lawler and Porter, 1963; Lawler, 197ì).

Some writers have specuìated that the strength of various

needs, in the population in general, has been changing over the past

several decades. Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence to

either support or refute this view. Some data, however, suggests that

higher-order needs have become more important. It has been shown

that younger managers place greater importance on self-actualization

needs than do older managers (Porter, 1963). This may be a function

of age, but it could also be due to a hígher education level of these

managers and the fact that many of them have never experienced a

threat to their existence needs'

Large differences in the nature of man's needs are evident

and must be considered when viewing the individual in the organization.

These differences lead to individuals seeÍng different things when they

perceive the same iob and to thejr performing their iobs differently.

Because of these differences, a job which is satisfying and motivating

to one person wilì often be seen as borjng by another' Similarly,

the pay system which will motivate one person is often seen as irrelevant

by others, simply because the rewards provided by the pay system are

valued differently by different people-

Alderfer (lglZ) presented a conceptual and empirical system

for understanding, explaining and predicting the satisfaction and

desire properties of human needs. He called it existence, relatedness

and growth (ERG) theory. Each of the basic needs in the ERG theory

is defined in terms of a target toward which efforts at gratification
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are aimed and jn terms of a process through whìch satisfactjon can be

achieved. Based on the theory he hypothesized a curvilinear relation-

ship between relatedness, satisfactions and desires and confirmed the

relationship in subsequent studies (Alderfer, '1975)'

Selection of Plans - The expectancy theory, which was originally

formulated by Tolman and Lewin jn the 1930's, has recently been use-

fully applied to behavior in organizatìonal settings (e'g' vroomn 
.l964;

porter and Lawler, l968). In essence this model posits that the

motivational force to engage in a behavior, is a multiplicative function

of (a) the expectancies the person holds about what outcomes are tikely

to result from that behavior and (b) the valence of those outcomes' In

symbol s

MF=ExV

where MF = motivational force

E = ExpectancY

V = Valence

Thus, if the behavior one is considering, is 'working hard on the job"

one needs to do the following to predict the effort exerted by an

individual on his iob.

1. Identify the outcomes the individual expects as a

consequen." oi-"õ"[ing hard. Most peop'le-consider

fewer than six ôt ttvén salient outcomes for any

contemPlated behavior'

2.Determinethedegreetowhichtheindivjdua]issurethat
each outcome-wìîí tãtult from engaging in the behavior'

Estìmates of ðonfidence can be máde on a probability
scale from zero to one'

3. Determine the valence of each of the outcomes for
the indivi¿úã1. valence can be assessed on any scale

which is tvt*åiricál around zero: for exampìe

-ä'i;;ã,-:i"iõ+iandsoon'Theontvrequirement
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isthat.itbepossibletodetermjnewhetherthe
in¿ivi¿ual fjnäs each outcome attractive, unattractive
o"-i.rõ" ff'. valence associated with a given-outcome

is ãétãrrtned iojntly by (a) the degree to which the
outãõmã is diréctly need-sat.isfying itself and

lbi-ih. degree to wtrich it leadi to other outcomes which

have valence.

4. Muttiply the expectancy and the valence of each outcome

and their add thb resuliing products. The figure that
results will indícate wheter

(a)theindividualhasabasictendencytoengagein' iñ bàhavior (positive number)

(b) the individual has a basic tendencv l9,1y1id' enéasing 'in the behavior (negative number)

(c)theindividualisindjfferentaboutwhetheror
not to engage in the behavior (zero)

Tomakeactua]predictionsofbehavior,however,itis

usually necessary to know how the motivational forces' towards engaging

in various alternative and possible behaviors, compare

Mostresearcherswhohaveappìiedthistheorytowork

situations, have asked employees to report on thejr valences and

expectancìes. blhile there are some technjcal difficulties associated

with exact formulations of expectancy theory, there seems to be widespread

research support for the utility of a generaì expectancy - theory

approach to understanding the behavior of people in organizations

It should be emphasized that the expectancy theory model appl'ies

only to behaviors which are under the voluntary control of the individual'

In relation to work performance' an individual has voluntary control

over.

the amount of g.¡ffgr'[ and energy.he puts illo.fis work

ãäitritiäi 1inmñ-ôi pá"sõ-n's wirrk activities)

the performance strategies or appro-aches he uses in

õäi'g-åu'uit'l'ffiàtioi.,.oftheseactivities)

1.

2.
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For example, a person's decision about whether to work hard

or take it easy on the iob is a decision about effort. His decision

about whether to try to do high quality work or to produce ìarge

quantities of work instead, is a decision about strategy. strategy

considerations are more 'important in many complicated higher levet

jobs.

INDI VI DUAL.ORGANI ZATION INTERACTION

psychologists have been studying the interaction between the

work and workers for over ha'lf a century. Munsterberg's (1913) origínal

textbook serves as a landmark as it indicates the start of the

psychologist's concern with work behavior. Initiaìly, the emphasis

was on techniques of personne'l selectÍon and placement and upon problems

of improving physical aspects of the work situation. The late .ì930's

saw an increase in interest towards studies of the attitudes of employees

and their relationship to employee behavior. Hawthorne's studies

(Roethlisberger and Djckson, 1939) provided the strongest stimulant

for this switch in emphasis. The importance of the individual's

attitudes and feelings about their work was emphasized further by the

work of Lewin (Lewin, Lippit and White,1939) and Coch and French (1948)'

By the late thirties and early forties it became acceptable to study

things like iob satisfaction and 'importance of work factors'

The study of worker's attitudes developed very rapidly. By

the mid-fifties Herzberg et al (1957) were able to find several hundred

studies of worker's job attÍtudes. It is not surprising that industrial

psychologists have devoted so much attention to this topic, because' as

Tannenbaum (1966) pointed out, job attitudes are a distincily psychoìogical
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variable. Herzberg et al also found a number of studies, as did Brayfield

and Crockett (1955), that focused upon the relationship between worker's

job attitudes and their job behavior. These reviews also cite a number

of studies of absenteeísm and empìoyee turnover. Studies looking at

manager's job attitudes, however, were almost entirely missing in this

review. The early 1960's mark the beginning of the large-scale studies

of manager's job attitudes. Some such studies are briefty summarized

in the previous section. Before commenting further on current empirical

studies, some theoretical concepts will be reviewed.

0rganizations are characterized by (a)orientation towards

goals or objectives (b) differentiated functions within the organizations

and (c) rationaì co-ordination of the various subsystems of the

organizations. Organizations must, to some extent, develop and use a

system of control which ensures that (a) activities of the members are

directed towards goals of the organization (b) organization members,

who have the responsibility for specific functions, actually do perform

those functions and (c) explicit means of co-ordinating, among

ìndividuals and sub-units provide to the employees (i) expectations

as a consequence of their membership and position and (ii) resources

To ensure that demands or expectations, that organizations

place on iñdividuals, are experienced and responded to by them, various

forma'l mechanisms are used:

1. Selection System - only those selected who can meet
the expectations of the organization

2. Socialization and Training.

3. Evaluation and Reward.

4. Measurement and Control System.
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5. SupervisorY Practices.

The individual or employee characteristics are as follows:

(a) His needs and goals, such as - what is his orjentation towards

achievement and growth, how múch he cares about achieving important

social or status satisfactions and what are his career aspirations in

terms of maintaining his job security. These are described in detail

in an earlier section. (b) His skills and energies - he has more

control on the amount of energy but tess on the skilì. Two indìvidual

employees holding the same iob within an organization may have very

different orientations" Their preference for extrinsíc (salary, security,

interpersonal climate, etc.) and intrinsic factors (responsibility,

opportunity for growth, independence) may differ, consequently they may

derive different levels of satisfaction from what the iob offers them

and thus may be differentially motivated on the iob according to the

expectancy theories of motivation. (Vroom, 1964; Porter and Lawler,

1968; Graen, 1969; Campbell et al, 1970; House,1971; Lawler, '1971)'

Assessment of work motivation requires not only finding out what the

job offers to an employee, but also incorporates an assessment of

employee orientation and values towards the iob outcome' Korman

(lgZl ) has suggested that orientations towards iob factors may stem

primarily from the influence of the reference group to which employees

belong. It is interesting to note that Bobbitt et al (1974) have

suggested that another organizatjonal dysfunction-goal dispìacement

occurs, when activities and values originalìy intended for use i

attaining end goals become ends in themselves - or are adapted to

ends other than those for which they are intended. This further
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compljcates the organízation - individual interaction.

THE DECISION MAKER - MAN AT THE TOP

In the present study the emphasis is on a particular type of

employee - managelî. The manager's job is a pivotal iob' It is a link

between the workers and the top levels of the organization. It also is

a link with the various elements of the environment around the organi-

zation. The manager's role is to mediate between the technical sub-

organization under him and the environment outside, over which he has

'litile or no control. In the case of a technical sub-organization, he

decides such matters as the broad technical task which is to be

performed, the scale of operations, the emp'loyment and purchasing

po'licy, etc. There is some certainty and rationality. In the case

of environment around the organization he must be flexible and adapt-

abl e.

There is of course, an 'important reason for studying

managerial motivation. Increased knowledge in this area may lead to

applications that ìmprove the productivity of the organization'

Although enough data exists in the ìiterature about the attitudes and

behaviors of workers, yet very little research has been carried out on

the manager,s job attitudes. It is somewhat surprising, that managers

have not been that well studied sìnce they represent a highly significant,

and visible part of the work force of any organization. In addition,

there are important reasons for believing that, since managers find

themselves in a considerably different psychological environment from

that of the workers, the same kinds of behavior relationships that

exist at the worker level, ffidy not necessarily hold at the managerial
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ìevel. Likert (1961) has, for examp'le, hypothesízed that job satis-

faction may be more closely related to manageriaì performance than it
is to worker performance.

It seems that the early 1960's were the beginning of large

scale studies of manager job attitudes. Studies by Rosen and

l^leaver (tS0O¡ and Porter (lg0l ) perhaps are the best signals of the

start of the trend. Managers are indeed an identifiable group whose

attitudes are worth study in their own right, independent of the attitudes

of workers (Porter and Lawler, J965; Vroom 
.|966). 

Most of the studies

prior to 1964 did not invoìve individua'ls with supervisory responsi-

bilities. A few studies looked at first level supervisors and their
job attitudes, but none studied the job attitudes in relation to

performance. Since that time quite a few studies have been carried

out to study the need satisfaction of managers in the industry.

Limited data exists for the pubìic sector managers. These studies

are reviewed in the next section.

OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

One of great inherent needs of any organization is dependa-

bi'lity of role performance. The more comp'lex and specialized the

organization becomes, the greater becomes the degree of interdependence

and the need for conformity to the requirements of organizational roìe.

The need for confirmity calls for influence over member behavior. To

the costly ideology of bureaucracy confirmity, is added the irony of

conflicting and ambigious directions. There are a'lso requirements to

produce innovative solutions to problems for which routine and precedent
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are lacking. Most significant, for prob'lems of conflict and ambíguity,

is a climate that prescribes extreme leniency, tolerance and nurturance.

It permits the focal person a great deaì of freedom, but it also

burdens him with greater responsibility for his decisions. It exposes

him to attempts at correction from outside his immediate work group and

presents him with probìems trying to live successfully in two organizational

worlds. Sufficient organizational stress may produce neurotic symptoms

even in those who show little predisposition to neurotic anxiety (Kahn,

l,Jolfe, Quinn and Snoek, 1964). Some of their appìicable research

findings are:

1. High job status brings high level of tension. It is
more prevalent at middle management level than at the
top. (It could be because of the unsatisfied mobitity
aspirations of the middle level managers. They also
experience the role conflict more often)

2. IndÍvidua'ls in high status jobs report themselves in
excellent health more fre-quently than those ìn the
occupation of lower levels. This confirms a previous
finding by Kasì and French, (1962).

Dunn and Cobb (.|962) carried out a study on the frequency of

peptic ulcers among executives, craftsmen, and foremen and they report

that the foremen show consistent evidence of a greater frequency and

severity of peptic ulcer than do craftsmen or executives. They did

not find any evidence to support the widely held notion, that executives

have an unusual prevalence of u'lcer disease. Srivastava and Sinha

('1972) in a study of semi-skilled blue-collar workers in a textite mill

in India concluded that an inverse relationship exists between job

anxi ety and job sati sfacti on. l,Jel ford (lSl +¡ di scussed the effects

on performance of varying types of stress deriving from, imbalance
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between capacity and the demands of tasks, environmental conditions

and the social situations which either overload or underload the

individual. Ronan et al (1974) did not find any substantial

re'lationship between mentaì health and job satisfaction. They

hypothesized that the relationship between mental health and job satis-

faction exists only on the lower skill routine work leve'|.

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

Ondrack (]SZS¡, in a study carried out on graduate students,

presented a set of contemporary occupationaì values in a rank order.

It was found in the study that there exísts a strong emphasis on

independence and individual achievement. These values suggest that

near-entrepreneuríal job designs would be satisfyíng to contemporary

managers. These values are:

1. Challenge in work
2. Good salary
3. Quality of peers
4. Opportunity for achievement
5. Independence
6. Individual responsibility
7. Socially useful work
8. Individual recognition
9. Opportunity for travel

10. l^lorking condítions
11.. Status
12. 0pportunity for advancement
13. 0pportunity for personal growth
14. Personal life
15. Equitable company policies
16. Good supervision
L7. Good relations with subordinates
18. Security
lg. Good reiations with superÍor

The purpose of the above study was to obtain a current sampling

of occupational values among students and to compare them to values found
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by Kilpatrick (ì964). These values reflect the shifts described by

gndrack (1971) and Mínor (1971). The nature of the shift in occupational

values was described as follows, contemporary students are no longer

interested in conventjonal careers working their way through the

administrative hierarch¡r of an organization, especially a bureaucratic

organization. They reject authoritarian supervision and show a strong

preference for a consultative-participative relationship with their

supervisors. They reject narrow, cìosely defined iobs and prefer

work situations which allow for independence, individual responsibitity,

achievement and recognition. Finally they prefer to work with co-workers

wíth skjll and competence equal to theirs, in a co-operative team

relationship and or as a group of colleagues, rather than in an

ìnterpersonal competitive relationship. This is in many ways an

idealistic group of occupatjonal vaìues. To the extent large scale

organizations are bureaucratic and authoritarian, a fundamental

incompatibility may develop between occupational values of contemporary

students and organizational iobs and envjronmentso and may imply

modifications in organizational structure and managerial practice.

It was in this context that in the present study some selected

occupational values were incorporated to study the managerial

preferences for Manitoba

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Figure I shows a model of individua'l performance on organizations,

as presented by Porter, Lawler and Hackman (1975)' It shows an overview

of major classes of variables which affect individual behavior in
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organizatìonsanditshowshowthesevariablesinteracttodetermine

the behavior of individuals in the organizations. The following

variables are emphasized in the model:

1.

2.

Circles A and B represent the obiectjve demands'

ä-i,ãåi.ti'oir-uñ¿' ;ü;;;;;'ñti plãced on individual
organization *e,o¡ãrl-uy agents' of the organizat'ion

as a whole. rnelã ãei"ive"from-the overall goals of
the organizationi-unã iti requirement that large numbers

of people operat; i¡-toñt"tt to obtaìn these goals'

Circle C shows the resources which are controlled by

the organizafion'.- ciicle D_represents the behavior -
outcome conting.n.iãi ãiiuutished bv .the glg3njzation

"r,iãr'ì 
ipããiri.ð-tñe circumstances under which these

resources are given to individual members'

Circle E indicates the personal needs, va]ues and goa]s

;; ih; indlviduals. These variables were seen as

Ttriijãtåï;ö l;i the wav grsanlzational demands are

experienced by il'ä"inã1vi¿üul (b)-the likelihood that

orqani zational ä;t;ä; wil l be då'i berately redef ined

;Tiüå'i;å;;îår;i uäiõrã execution and (c) the nature

of the persona,-iui[i-är éôqts.the jndividua] will set

iår-r,i*!.lf in tf,ä"iourt.'ãi ñis orgunizational activities-

Circ]eFemphasizestheva]encestheindividua]hasfor
various organ'izalional outcomes and the expectancies he

has learned aooüi irlã clrcumstances' under whi.ch he

will and will nä[ ,äã.ive various outcomes. valences

are yet another"i"iîããtión of persona'l needs and values

of the indiviouul"åi-áÈpìie¿.tô outcoTg: yli:l can be

obtained at toir.. 
-Ë*pããiuñcies are more cognìtive in

nature and are subiect-to considerable revision on the

Ë;;ir-.i it,. inãivì¿uals experiences in the organization-

Circle G incorporates, the level of an individuals'
skill, the u*out't-ài"Ë"tiõnul.energy avail.able and the

level of psychóiogicai arousal the-individual experiences

ar work. rnesá'äËårãåtãriitics of the individual
directly afteci if'ã totft behavior he actually exhibits'
Thev are not ¿i"råäilv-in¿ãt the voluntary control of

iüã'iràirïãr.i'äñã-t"r'.i.for" are viewed as moderatins

the degre. ro 
"tiär.'"'rrìr-uãr'ávioral 

p'lans are actuallv

real i zed '

This mode'l 'is explic'it1y.cyc'lic and systematic în

narure and the'uåitãnã:oi inäiui¿uats and ôf organizations

continuously feàdOact< upon and influence each other' In

3.

4.

5.
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the iight of this conceptional framework we will now
revert back to some recent emperical studies on work
motivation, need fulfiìlment, job satisfaction and
performance, with emphasis on managerial iob.

RECENT EMPERICAL STUDIES - JOB SATISFACTION AND PERFORMANCE

It has been shown by numerous scholars (Argyrìs, 1964;

Blauner, 1964, Davis , 1957; Friedmann, l96l; Guest, '1955; Herzberg

et al ,1957; l,latker, 1950) that simple routine jobs often lead to

high employee dissatisfaction, to increased absenteeism and turnover,

and to substantial difficuìties in effectively managing employees

who work on simplified iobs. Partialty in response to the above

findings, various experiments with job en'largement have been success-

fuìly reported in the literature (Biganne and Stewart, 1963; Conant

and Kitbridge,1965; Davis and Valfer,1965; Pelissier, l965). These,

with few exceptions, were case studies and often have lacked appropriate

experimental controls. Hu'lin and Blood ('l968) review the literature

on job enlargement in detail and point out possible difficulties in

procedure and methodology which may cast doubt on the validity of the

findings reported.

Some progress towards the deveiopment of theory for job

design has been made in recent years. The wetl known two-factor theory

of Herzberg can be used to derive general propositions regarding

conditions on the iob which wil'l be satisfying and motivating to

emp'loyees. It suggests that a job providing opportunities for a)

achievement b) recognition c) responsibil ity d) aCvancement

and e) growth in competence, should enhance employee motivations.

These principles have given rise to generally successful job enlargement
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experiments in the American Telephone and TeJegraph Company. Unfor-

tunately, a number of researches have been unabìe to provide support

for some of the major tenets of the theory, from which the principles

-used 
in AT & T studies were derived (Dunnette, Campbell and Hakel'

1967;Hinton,1968;Kingl970;SarveswaraRao'1973)'

The problems of measuring iob characteristics have been

explicitty and carefut'ly deaìt with by Turner and Lawrence (1965)'

They developed operational measures of six' requisite task attributes"

which on the basis of a review of existing literature' were predicted

to be positiveìy related to worker satisfaction and attendance' They

are a) varìety b) autonomy c) required interaction d) o.ptional

interaction e) knowledge and f) responsibi'lity' Examination of the

relationship among the six requisite task attributes for 47 jobs

reveaìed, that the attributes were very closely related to one another'

They formulated a summary measure called Requísite Task Attribute Index

(Rln tndex) by formulating a linear combination of six separate'ly

measured attributes. This index was used in ascertaining the relation-

ship betvreen the attributes of the iobs and worker job satisfaction and

attendance. However, the expectationo that employees working on iobs

which were high on RTA index would have higher iob satisfaction and

lower absenteeism, has not been fu'lìy supported (Blood and Hulin'

1e67)
j 

Hackman and Lawler (197i) work'ing on the basis of the expectancy

theory of motivatjon suggested the following five propositions:

1. To the extentthat an individual believes that he can

obtain un oüiãoñ h. values bv 919agi.n9.i1 some behavior

õi àláss of-¡ãñuutorr, the liiceliñood that he will
áctually engãé. in tftut behavior' is enhanced'
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Outcomes are valued by individuals to the extent that
they sati'sfy the physio'logical or psychological needs
of the individual. People frequently strive for
satisfying states of affairs which are quite inconsistent
with their long-term well being (Locke, .t969).

Thus, to the extent that conditions at work can be
arranged so that emp'loyees can satisfy their own needs
best by working effective'ly toward organizational goals,
employees wilì in fact tend to work hard toward the
achievement of these goals (McGregor, 1960).

Most 'lower level needs can be satisfied continually in
contemporary society and therefore will not serve as
motivalionai incentiVes except under unusual circumstances-
This is not the case for higher order needs. Masìow
(t943, .|954) 

and Alderfer (1971 , 1972) discuss in
detail the nature of higher order needs and their
motivational imp'l ications.

Individuals who are capable of higher order need satis-
faction will in fact experience such satisfaction when
they learn that they have, as a result of their own

efforts, accomplìshed something that they believe is
rneaningful or worthwhi le.

0n the basis of the above, Hackman and Lawler developed the

following six measures: a) variety - the degree to which a iob required

employees to perform a wide range of operations ín their work b) autonomy

the extent to which emp'loyees have a major say in scheduling their work

c) task identity - the extent to which employees do an entire or whole

piece of wohk and can cìearly identify the result of their efforts

d) feedback - the degree to which employees receive information as they

are working, which reveals how well they are performing on the iob

e) dealing with others - the degree to which the iob requires employees

to deal with other people and f) friendship opportunities - the degree

to which a job allows employees to talk with one another on the job and

to establish informal relationships with other employees at work.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Heckman and Lawler collected data from some 200 telephone

companyemployeestostudywhyjobdesignaffectsmotivation.The

research was designed to consider 1) the overall relationship between

job characteristics and empìoyee work attitudes and behavior and

2) whether the reaction of an employee to his work depends on the

kinds of outcomes he values. Thirteen different jobs were studied

and assessed on four core dimensions discussed above (a to d) and

the strength of higher order needs of'employees working on these

-r- --^.-^ ^^jobs, was assessed. Higher order needs were established by asking

employees how much, they would like to obtain certain kinds of

personal outcomes from their work (for example, feelings of personaì

growth, feelings of accomp'lishment and so on). The average empìoyee

in the company was found to be fairly high in self-described desire

for higher-order need satisfactìon. An overalt positive relationship'

between the four core dimensions and èmployee work motivation, satis-

faction, performance and attendance v',as confirmed as expected' 0f

special interest is the finding that when iobs were high on all four

dimensions, empìoyees reported havjng higher intrinsic motivation to

perform well, It was also interesting to note that core-dimensions

seemed to affect most stronglv, the satisfaction of higher-order needs'

Jobs designed according to scientific management principles' tend to be

low on the four core-dimensions. Hence these iobs provide limited
:rtisfytheirhigher-orderneedsandthus
opportunitY for emPloYees to si

employees on these iobs are not motivated by their higher-order needs'

to perform well. The study also found that rural workers have stronger

higher-order needs than urban workers and thus they should respond more
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poSitivety to enriched iobs, since enriched jobs provide them with

outcomes theY value.

Brief and Aldag (.|975) conducted a partial replication of

Hackmah and Lawler,s (lÒzl) conceptuaì model of the relationship between

job characteristics and effective employee reactions' 104 employees

occupying iobs aimed at rehabilitating inmates, completed a questionnaire

involving their (a) perceptions of iob core-dimensions (b) internal

work motivation (c) general iob sátisfaction (d) iob involvement

(e) higher-order need strength and (f) specific satisfactions measured

by Job Description Index ìtems. Signjficant positive correlations were

found between job dimensions and employee reactions. t^Jhile results

point in the direction of Hackman and Lawler's findings, that hìgher-order

need strength moderated the iob characteristics - employee reaction

relationship, the role of higher-order need strength was found to be

more complex.

Dermer (1975) administered a questionnajre assessing extrins'ic

and intrinsic motivation to 8l department store managers in a lat"ge

mu'lti-state department stòre chain. In an expectancy theory framework'

motivation for performance-contingent extrinsic rewards was measured by

the perceived instrumentatity of good budget performance to the attajn-

ment of 7 rewards (recognition, incieased responsibility, advancement,

better supervisory relations, better'peer relations, increased pay and

job security)" Intrinsic motivation was measured by three statements

about the degree to which good performance 'leads to hÍgher order

need satisfaction. The ffindings support the belief that intrinsic

motivation is a necessary co,requisite for extrÍnsic motivation. The
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higher a manager's intrÍnsjc motivation, the greater his motivation

for recognition, increased responsibility, advancement and increased

pa.y.

RECENT TMPERICAL STUDIES - NEED FULFILLMENT AND SATISFACTION

Two of the better known instruments used in the various studies

are Porter's (1961) need satisfaction instrument and the satisfaction

measuring Job Descriptive index of Smith, Kendall and Hulin, (1969).

Porter (lgel) designed items using Maslow's needs as a measure

of satisfaction. Empirical research, identifying a relationship between

job satisfaction and level in the organizational hierarchy, has utilized

the Porter need satisfaction questionnaire extensiveìy. There is some

data which suggests that pay and certain lower level needs are rated

as more important by workers than by managers (Porter and Lawler,'1965).

There is also Some evidence that suggests that higher order needs

are important to peop'le at al1 organizationa'l leve'ls today, but that

they are more important at the higher, than at the tower' levelsof

organization(Porter,1g62)andthatthehighleve]managersinlarge

organizations have more need satisfaction than high leveì managers in

small firms. The reverse is true for lower level managers (Porter,

1963b). Govjndrajan (1972) did not find significant differences in

need satisfaction in two levels of management - managers and assistant.

Chernik and Philan (1974) found that the amount of need satisfaction

was positively related to occupatíonal level and negatively rated to

the hierarchical level of need satisfaction.

Ivancevich (1969) reported the results of a study of overseas
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managers and compared his results wjth those of the international study

of Haire, Ghiselli and Porter (1966). The autonomy and self-actuaìization

needs appear to be the most critical areas of need discrepancy at alì

levels of management for both domestic and overseas executives.

Ivancevich found a relationship between the overseas manager's level

in the organized hierarchy and the opportunity to satisfy only two

specific need items" The top managers reported significantly more

prestige and goal setting opportunities within the company than did the

middle managers. In most need item scores, only relative'ly small

differences were found between the two management levels. Blunt (1973)

compared the managerial attitudes in South Africa with those of several

other countries. South African managers were more djssatisfied in

almost every need category, except in France and Itaìy where there

was more dissatisfaction with social needs. In developing countries -

Argentina, Chile and India, managers seemed to be more dissatisfied

in all need categories except, the írmportant category of self-

actual i zati on .

The above are Some of the important studies carried out in

this area in the private sector. In the publíc sector, sÍmilar studies

are few. Qne study (Pajnen Caryoll and Leete, 
.1966) 

assessed the

job satisfaction of civil service personneì. The results were compared

to porter,s (.|96ì) study from the private sector. The former indicated

less satisfaction in all need items as compared to the latter.

Rhinehart, Bamell, Dewolfe, 6riffin and Spaner (1969) carried

out a study to determine how managers of the Department of Medicine and
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Surgery of the Veterans Administration, compare with their counterparts

in private sector. Both groups show positive relationshïps between

levels of management hierarchy and need satisfaction (Porter's perceived

deficiency in need fulfillment), with satisfaction decreasinE as the

managenent scale is descended. For both groups, t!,ro higher-order néeds,

autonomy and self-actualization, are less well satisfied at äll levels

of management in the public sector. There was also some indication that

a college degree is a greater requisite for reaching the top in govern-

ment than in business. Costello aird Lee (1974) in a study of job

satisfaction among professional employees in a publicly owned utility
firm aJso found, that most of their lower level needs, were satisfied

and that the greatest discrepancy was among higher-order needs.

Herrick (l g73) in a study of federal and state executives found that

at the federal level, self-actualization needs were least satisfied and

at the state level, security needs were most unfilfílted. Males and

females perceived very little difference in the importance of their

needs

Although generaì agreement was found in terms of patterns of

need satisfaction in both of the sectors, government managers were

less satisfied than their counterparts in business. It is difficult
to answer why it is so, as it is a compìex problem; and many aspects

of work climate must be taken into account. One possibìe explanation

may be that governments are Jow in human relations area contrasted

with Business and Industries growing people - centered orientation and

it may be a contributing factor for the need satisfaction differences
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between the two groups

The other instrument of measuring satjsfaction, Job Descriptive

Index (Smith, Kendall and Hulin,1969)¡ has also been used by a number

of researchers. Smith et a1 present the concept of JDI as a measure of

satisfactfon based on fÍve areas.of a job; the type of work, the pay,

the opportunities for promotion, the supervision and the co-workers on

the job" This was done in an attempt to understand the sources of

satisfaction on the job and was considered to have important impli-

cations for menta'l health. Early hypotheses stated that satisfaction

on the job was related directly to productivity - that the happy worker

was the productive worker. However, no real'ly substantial, reìiable

or genera'l comelation between satisfaction and productivity has been

established. (Brayfield and Crockett, '1955; Herzberg et al , 1957'

Kahn,1960;Opsahl and Dunnette,.|966; Smith and Cranny,1968; Vroom,

1 e64)

Smith, Kendall and Huljn further noted that because they wanted

to study the laws relating situations, pe.rsonal characteristics, and

poììcies to satisfactions and to behavior, the measures must be applicable

to a wide variety of persons, on a variety of iobs and in a variety of

situationi. Job satisfaction was defined by them as the feelings a

worker has about his job. It was hypothesized that these feelings are

associated with a perceived difference between what is expected as a

fair and reasonable return (or, when the valuation of future prospects

is involved, what Ís aspired to) and what is experienced, in relation

to the alternatives available in a given situation. Their relation to

behavior depends upon the way in which the individual expects that form

of behavior to help him achieve the goals he has accepted.
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Herman and Hulin ('|973) report results of a study of 174

supervisors in a manufacturing firm. The hypothesis, of different

mean levels of satisfaction assoc'iated with different levels in the

hierarchy, was supported using the JDI but was not supported using the

Porter need deficiency scales.Brief and Aldág (tOZ+¡ partial'ly

replicated the Hackman and Lawler (1971) conceptual model involvìng

relationships between iob characteristics and empìoyee effective

reactions. Questionnaires were completed jnvolving (a) perceptions

of job core dimensions (b) internal work motivation (c) general iob

satisfaction (d) iob involvement (e) higher-order need strength and

(f) specific satisfactions. The last item was measured using the

Job Descriptive index items. Sign'ificant positive correlations were

found between job dimensions and emp'loyee reactions. l^lhile the

results of this study pointed in the direction of Hackman and Lawler's

find.ings that higher-order need strength moderated the iob characterìstics

- emp'loyee reactíon relationship, the role of higher-order need strength

was found to be more complex. It was found that individuals lower in

high-order need strength, displayed stronger relationships between the

core job dimensions and affective.responses more extrinsic to the work

itself (e.g. promotion) than do individuals high in higher-order need

strength

Gillet and schwab (1975) carried out a study to compare

standardized satjsfaction measures - Job Descriptive Index (JOI) and

the Mjnnesota satisfaction Questjonnaire (MSQ). In a comparative sense'

it was observed that higher convergent and discriminant validities

were obtained in their study than in a study by Er"ans (.¡969). The
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four job satisfaction scales common to JDI and MSQ showed very high

validitÍes, when judged against the absolute criteria of Campbell and

Fiske's (.l959) procedure"

The above briefìy summarizes the results of the review of the

literature. As different approaches, to asking people about the

importance of various needs to them, frequently produces quite different

resuìtsn the comments about the relätive importance of different needs

must be tentatively stated (Portal et aI .1975). In the next chapter

we will elaborate on the hypothesis of the study and the instruments

used in the rêsearch.

**

-j'ÏT.-l--1"
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RESEARCH FOCUS AND METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER III
RTSEARCH FOCUS AND METHODOLOGY

Man is complex and so is the interaction between

him and the organization. He enters the organization with certaìn

expectations and continual'ly moderates his efforts based on his per-

ception of performance, outcomes and rewards, etc. His continuing

membership w'i'll be based on the successful interaction with the organi-

zation. The interaction determines (a) whether or not the individual's

. skills and energies are adequate to meet organizational expectations

and (b) whether or not the organizational resources are adequate to

meet the individual's needs and goa1s. Depending on the results of this

interaction, recommendations for policy or organizational changes can

be made

The focus of the research is on a study of managers in the

priVate industry in Manitoba. The emphasjs is on a manager's perceptions

about certain characteristics of the job and the levels of need fulfill-

ment, need discrepancy and need 'importance. A summary of the research

setting is given elsewhere, (Tabìe 1, Chapter i). Two sizes of firms

were incorporated into the stuáy (a) ìarge size firms with 20t - 500

employees and (b) medium size firms with 5l - 100 employees. A

standard industrjal classification system was used to group industries

of similar nature together to defjne eight categories for each industry

size. The number of respondents was 
.|59 in the large size firms and

ZZ4 in the medium size firms (Table 2, Chapter I). l^lithin each organi-

zation, two levels of hierarchy were included in the studY - the senior

level and the intermedjate level. Four key areas of management -
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General Management, Marketing and Sales, Finance and Accounting and

Production were selected for the study. The djstribution of

respondents, based on levels and areas of management for ìarge firms,

is given on Tables 3,4 and 5. Similar informatjon for medium size

firms is included in Tables 6, 7 and 8.

A questionnaire (see Appendix A) was used to obtain the data

for the study. It consisted of four parts and it will be described

later on in this chapter.

VARIABLES OF THE STUDY

The following independent variables were selected for the main

body of the research:

(a) Level of Man.agement - In each size of firm, two levels of

management hierarchy were studied (i) Senior Managers and

(ii) Intermediate Þianagers. These were included to analyze the

diffeÈences in managerial behaviors because of manager's Jevel

of hierarchy in the organization.

(b) Size of the Firm - Two sizes of firms were studied in the ana'lysis

(i) Large size firms emp'loying 20'l to 500 employees and

(ii) Medium size firms with 51 to .l00 employees. These two sizes

were included to examine if there is any significant difference

between managerial behavior in relatíon to the si ze of firm.

(c) Early Life - Rural/Urban background. The background of the

early life of the managers (i.e. where did they spend most of their

early life up to 12 years) was used as an index. Those who came

from farm background were classified as rural whereas those who
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came from towns and cities were classified as urban

(d) Age- - The average age of the sampìe population was selected as

the approximate cut-off point. Managers whose age was less

than 50 years, were classified as young whereas, the rest were

classified as old.

(e) Level of Educatioq - This variable was included to examine whether

there is any significant differences in a manager's perception,

behavior and attitudes because of his educational background.

The above independent variables were used to formulate maior

propositions for research as given below.

PROPOSI TIONS

Level of Management:
1. Senior level managers wÍll have a higher degree of need fulfillment

as compared to the intermediate levei managers. (i.e. the higher
the level of management, the greater the degree of need satisfaction).

Size of Firm:
2. Managers of large size'firms will have a higher degree of neeci

fulfillment as compared to the managers of medium size firms.
(i.e the larger the size of the firm, the greater the degree of need
satisfaction).

Rural and Urban Background:
3. Managers with a rural background will have a higher need discrepancy

for all need categories as compared to the managers who were socialized
in urban areas

High-order Need Strength:
4. Senior level managers wiì1 have significantly more desired high-order

need strength, âS compared to intermediate level managers. (i.e.
the higher the level of management, the more the desired high-order
need strength)

Job Core Dimensions:
5. A manager's perception of his iob's core dimensions (i.e. variety,

autonomy, task identify and feedback) will be positively correlated
to measures of satisfaction and iob design.

5a. A manager's perception of his iob's four core dìmensions (i.e.
variety and challenge, autonomy, task identity and feedback)
will be positively correlated to specific satisfaction items
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for those wjth hjgh higher-order need strength, and it will be

higher than the rólationships for managers with low higher-order
need strength.

JDI and Level of Management:
6. The 'level of satiifaction (JDI) will be positiveìy correlaterl wit¡

u runág.r's level of hierarchy-in the organization. (i.e.the higher
the level of management, the greater the degree of satisfaction).

0ccupational Stress:
7. Ïntermediate level managers !úill have higher levels of stress as

compared to the senior level managers, imespective of the size of
the firm.

Data was collected uno'ln. above propositions tested by

ana.lyzing the manager's perception about the following dependent

variable. These are described in greater detail in the next section.

(a) Levels of need fulfiltment, need discrepancy and need ìmportance.

(b) Job satisfaction and job des'ign

(c) Core-Dimensions

(d) Job Descriptive Index

(e) Higher-order Need Strength

(f) Occupational stress

The differences in manager perceptions were tested for

statistical significance at the 5 percent level using the Mann -

t^lhitney U-Test or the two-tailed t-test.

DESCRIPTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire used jn the study is given in Appendix A.

It consists of four parts. The first part deals with assembling personal

demographic data from the respondent such aS sex, â9ê, levels of

education and income, fringe benefits, levels of his position within the
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organizational h'ierarchy and years of servjce, both total and in his

or her present job. Data was also collected to establìsh each respon-

dent's regional affiliation, specialization and professionaì

associ ati on.

In the second part, the respondents were asked questions

related to the Job Descriptive Index, (smith, Kendall and Hulin' 1969).

The JDI measures satisfactions within five areas of a iob; the type of

work, the pay, the opportunities for promotion, the supervision and the

co-workers on the iob. Five scales' as appf ied previously by other

researchers, Were incorporated to study these areas. For each area a

list of adjectives or short phrases is given. The instructions for

each scale would ask the respondents to put Y (for Yes) beside an

item if the item described the particular aspect of their iob (work,

pay, etc.), N(for No) if the item did not describe that aspect and to

enter a question mark (?) if they could not decide. This format has

been adopted to minimize response sets, which are more likely to arise

if response alternatives are printed in a fixed order on the sheet'

A summary description of these items is given below:

tlork (Item 7 to 24)
ffitems-8, lo,

Negat'i ve I tems - 7 ,9 ,.l 1

Supervision (Items 25 to 42)
,28,29,30,31 ,34,37,39,40 and 42

Negative ltems - 26,27,32,33,35,36,38 and 4l

Pav (Items 43 to 5'l)
ffiems - 43,44,47 and 50

Negative Items - 45,56'48,49 and 5l

12,13,1 4,1 6 ,17 ,19 ,20 and 24

,l 5,1 8,21 ,22 and 23
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Promotions (Items 52 to 60)
Positive Items - 52,54,56,59 and 60
Negative ltems - 53,55, 57 and 58

Co-l^lorkers ( Items 6l to 78)
Positive Items - 61 , 64, 66,67,68,71,75 and 7l
Negative Items - 62,63,65,69,70,72,73,74,76 and 78

For each item, the responses were scored accordìng to the

weights given below (Smith, Kendall and Hulin,1969; Gillet and Schwab,

r e75) :

Responses

Yes to a positíve item
No to a negative item
? to any item
Yes to a negative item
No to a positive item

l^Jei ght

3
3
I
0
0

In this way it was possible to establish the mean score and

the standard deviation of each of the five items for any independent

variable of the study for statistical analysis. (Smith, Kendall and

Hul in, 1969)

In the third part, twenty questions were selected to study

certain variables concerned with managerial motivation. How much of

a need gratification does the manager feeì he ís actualìy receiving from

his iob? How satisfied is the manager with the degree of need fulfillment?

Is it up to his expectations or, does it fall short of what he thinks

the job should supply in the way of need fulfi'llment? How important

are these needs to him? Maslow's need classification system - with

couple of modifications was used. The five needs investigated are

security, social, esteem, autonomy and self-actualizatÍon (in their
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order of theoretical priorìty). The questions were arranged randomly

in the questionnaire rather than in a theoretical order. Questions

of this nature have been used by other researchers. (Porter,1964;

Haire Ghiselli and Porter,.|966; Evan,1966; Miller,1966; Porter

and l'titchell, 1967; Porter and Lawler, ì968; Hackman and LawÏer, l97l;

Slocum, Topichak and Kuhn,1971; Blunt,1973;, Tersjne and Altimus,1974).

For each of the 20 items, the respondents were asked their

opinion about job attitudes or characteristics connected with their own

position in their organization. For each characterístic they were

asked to give three ratings:

a) How much of the characteristic is there now? (Actual)

b) How much of the characteristic do you think there should

be? (Ideal )

c) How important is this position characteristic to you?

Each ratjng is on a seven point scale, running from minimum

to maximum. The respondents were asked to put a mark (x) above the

number on the scale that represents the amount of characteristic beinE

scored. Low numbers represent low or ininimum amounts and high numbers

represent high or max'imum amounts. The responses to question (a) were

used to measure need fulfillment, and need discrepancies were measured

by using the responses to question (b) minus the responses to question

(a) for these twenty items. Questions generally represent the goals

for the satisfactìon of need categories described earljer. Responses

to question (c) were used to measure the importance of these needs.

The scores for an individual respondent for each need category were

obtaíned by averaging his responses to all the questions ín that category.
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In this way scores from each need category wilì be comparable directly

to those from another category, despite the fact that different numbers

of items have been used to measure the various categories. It should

also be possible to establish the perceived instrumentality of the

respondent's job according to his perceived importance.

The fourth part of the questÌonnaire was designed to study

some specific areas. It consists of three sub-parts" Part IV (a)

dealt with the study of occupational values of contemporary managers.

Based on the p.revious work of Kilpatrick (1964), Minor (197.|) and

0ndrack (197.l,1973) nine occupational values were selected for study.

They generally cover Maslow's five basic needs and in rank order are

as fol lows:

1. Challenge in lrJork
2. Good Salary
3. Opportunity for Achievement
4. Independence
5. Status
6. Opportunity for Personal Growth
7. Good Supervision
8. Good Relations with Subordinates
9. Securi ty

These items in the proposed study were arranged a'lphabetically

in Part IV (a) of the questionnaire and respondents were asked to rank

them in order of their preference. As we could not find sufficient

data to establish a proposition for contemporary managerial preference

for occupational values except that self-actualization values should

be rated higher, we have limited our analysis to a comparison among the

size of the firm and the levels within a firm.

Part iV(b) was designed to study the organizational stress

associated with job related items (Kahn, ÞJo'lfe, Quinn and Snoek, .|964).

The fourteen (14) questions chosen, are the same as those used by Kahn

et al in their national survey. The respondents were asked to choose
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one of the five fixed alternate responses: Never, Rare'ly, Sometimes,

Rather gften or Nearly Alì the Tjme. These alternatives were assigned

coding vaìues of from I to 5 respectiveìy. The respondents overall

stress score was his total score derived from all fourteen items. This

score was subsequently converted to a one-digit code for computation of

percentages and for making comparisons.

Part IV (c) of the Questionnaire was designed to deal with

questions of general health (Dunn and Cobb, 1962; Tannenbaum, Kavcic,

Rosner, Vianeìlo and [,liesner, 1g74) and was included to investigate

the relationship þetween the hierarchical status and a manager's health.

In a limited search of the literature, insufficient data was found to

formulate a decisive proposition for the general hea'Ìth of managers.

Hence, the proposition adopted was based on the widely held notion that

senior executive will have an unusual prevalence of ulcers.

INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURES

The following instruments and measures were developed to

assist in the analys'is of the data.

1. Job Descriptive Index - The JDI scores for type of work,

' ' - ey, promotion and co-workers were computed as measuressupervl s 1 on r pay ' promof,l on anq co-wo rKe I's we r'

of job satisfaction. For these measures the format, item development,

internal consistency, order effects' response-sets effects, scale

intercorrelations, scoring and score statistics have all been examined

in detaiì by Smith, Kendall and Hulin (.1969). These measures are

consídered very acceptab'le and have been used by other researchers

al so.
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2. Maslow's Need Hierarchy - Mean scores b,ere computed for

the need categories of security, social, esteem, autonomy and self-

actualization. For each of the five headings, the specifìc questionnaire

items used to measure these needs are listed beìow:

(a) Security
ng of security in my job.

(b) Socíal
The opportuníty to develop c'lose friendship in my job.

(c) Esteem
The feeling of self-esteem or self-respect.
The prestige of a job inside the company.

(ci ) Autonomy
The opportunity for indepencient thought and action.
The freedom to do things.
The opportunity for participation.

(e) Self-Actualization
The opportunity for personal growth.
The feeling of worthwhile accomp'lishment.
The opportunity to do challenging work.
The amount of variety in my iob

3. Specific Satisfaction Item - A measure for average need

satisfaction was developed on the lines of the previous work by Hackman

and Lawler (ì971)g. It was computed as an average score from the responses

to the following 12 items

- Personaì growth and development
Self-esteem obtained from the job

- Opportunity for independent thought
- Prestige inside the company
- Amount of close supervision received
- Security
- Pay
- Development of close friendships
- Promotion
- Respect and Fair treatment from the boss
- Feeling of worthwhiìe accomplishment

Partricipation in job-related items

4. Need Discrepany Scores - were obtained by averaging the
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scores of response (b), minus response (a), for all need categories and

need satisfaction items.

5. High-Order Need Strength : The higher order need satis-

faction was measured by averaging the scores of those items of Part

III in the questionnaire which related to autonomy and self-actualization

categories. These items were:

- Opportuni tY for Personel growth
- 0pportunity for independent thought
- OpPortunitY to find how I am doing
- Opportunity to complete the work I start

Opportunity to do challenging work
- fääling of- performing the iob welì or poor'ly
- 0pportunity to do a number of things
- OpportunitY to do the whole iob
- Freedom to do pretty much what I want
- VarietY in the iob
- Feeling of worthwhiìe accomplishment
- Participation in iob-related decisìons

6. Job Design - An average score for iob design was computed,

by averaging the responses to the following specific items, which are

related to iob characteristics

- OPPortunitY to do comPlete iob.
- Amount of close supervision received
- Opportunity to do challenging work
- Pay
- Opþortunity to do a number of things

OPPortunitY to do the whole iob
Promotion

- Respect and fair treatment from the boss'

7. Measures of Core Dimensions - These measures were used

to study job characteristics with emphasis on motivation. The measures

adopted are modifications of those used by Turner and Lawrence (.|965)

and are similar to those used by Hackman and Lawlern (1971) and Brief

and Aldag (.|975). In all, five instruments were developed in this

study - four as measures of core dimensions - variety and challenge'
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autonomy, Task Identity and Feedback, and one as a measure of inter-

personal dimension - friendship opportunities. These dimensions are

given below. Under each of the five headjngs, the specífic questionnaire

items used to measure these needs are also listed. These specific

items total eleven (ll) and are arranged randomìy in Part III of the

questionnaire. The core dimensions and the specific questions are

as follows:.

(a ) Vari ety and Chal'lenge= ,
@ challenging work
Oþportunity to do a number of different things
Variety

(b) Autonomy
Th-e opportunity for independent thought and action
Freedom to do pretty much what I want from my iob
Participation in job-reì ated decisions

(c) Task Identity' ' 
õpporEuniÇTo complete the work I start
0pportunity to do the whole iob

Feedback
Tñe opportunity to find how I am doing
fhe fääling thát I am performing the iob well or poorly

(e) FriendshiP OPPortunities-
ndshi Ps

B. gccupational Stress - An average tension/stress score was

computed by averaging the responses to 14 questions in Part IV(b).

A respondents overall average stress score was used for computation of

percentages and for comParison.

LIMITAT]ONS OF THE STUDY

This is the first extensive study of its kind for the Province

of Manitoba. Hopefully, the results of the study will be useful

for future pìanning. Although, for want of time and lack of funds, it

(d)
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was not possible to incorporate the managerial group in the public

sector, yet it ís hoped that the results will show industry trends, and'

will signal the start of similar studies in the government bureaucracies.

Some of the limitations of the study must be pointed out.

The research was carried out in the Province of Manitoba and covers.

the typical industrial character of the Province. There were very few

industries which incorporate a high degree of innovation (Electronics

Oriented) and/or sophisticated industrial production (Steel l4i1ls, etc.)

Consequently, generalization of the results of the study to other areas

may be questionable. It could perhaps be said that for similar settings

the results of the study can be genera'l'ized. In that context, the

results and findings could apply to the other major cities in the Prairie

Provi nces.

This completes the description of the research focus, methodolgy

and the limitations of the study. The results of the analysis are

presented in subsequent chapters. The'next chapter deals mainly with

the analysis of persona'l demographic data and presents a profile of a

typical Manitoba manager.
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TABLE 3

LARGE SIZE FIRMS
NATURI OF INDUSTRY bJITH LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

Level s of Management

Nature of llndustry

Agricultural Implements, Heavy Machines
and Equipment

Clothing and Textiles

Construction Materials

Electronics, Scientific & Professional
Equi pment

Food and Beverages

Furni ture

Lumber, Pulp and Paper

TOTALS

Seni or

ls

9

12,

7

l6

2

I

70

GRAND TOTAL

Intermedi ate

21

ìl
7

12

23

2

t3

B9

159
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TABLE 4

LARGE SIZE
NATURE OF INDUSTRY I^IITH

FI RMS

AREAS OF MANAGEMENT
RESPONDENTSDiSTRIBUTION OF

Nature of Industry

Agri cul tural Imp'lements , Heavy
Machfnes and EquÍpment

Ciothing and Textiles

Construction Material s

Electronics, Scientific
and Professional Equipment

Food and Beverages

Furni ture

Lumber, Pulp and Paper

TOTALS

Genera I
Mgmt.

8

6

4

5

Marketi ng
& Sales

7

5

6

4

Total s

36

20

t9

l9

Finan. &
Acct. Prod.

B 13

6

3

5

I

3

6

5

12

I

4

l0

2

6

39

4

22

9

l

75

4435394l 159
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TABLE 5

LARGE SIZE FIRMS
AREAS OF MANAGEMENT VTRSUS LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

Area Sen i or Intermediate Total s

General Management

Marketing and Sales

Finance and Accounting

Producti on

TOTALS

41

39

37

34

24

27

B9

il

17

70

35

44

159
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TABLE 6

MEDÏUM SIZE FIRMS
NATURE OF INDUSTRY l,.llTH LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

Nature of Industry

Agricultural Implements, Heavy
Machines and Equipment

Clothing and Textiles

Construction Material s

Electronics, Scientific &

Professional Equipment

Food and Beverages

Furn i ture

Lumber, Pulp and Paper

Pri nti ng

TOTALS

Levêl s of Management

Intermedi ate

28

t5

7

l0

l6

t3

6

l4

t09

GRAND TOTAL

Seni or

28

17

6

t8

l0

l6

7

t3

lt5

224
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TABLE 7

MED]UM SIZE FIRMS
NATURE OF INDUSTRY I^IITH AREAS OF MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

Nature of Industry

Agri cu'l tural Imp'lements , Heavy
Machines and Equipment

Clothing and Textiles

Construction Materi al s

Electronics, Scientific and
Professional Equi pment

Food and Beverages

Furni ture

Lumber, Pulp and Paper

Pri nti ng

TOTALS

General
Mgmt.

26

9

l0

6

7

82

Marketi ng
& Sales

Finan. &

Acctg. Prod.

56llt0

Total s

26

29

t3

?7

224

832
713
928

l5

I

I

5

5

6

3

5

5

3B

3

7

2

7

38

ll
7

5

I

66
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TABLE 8

MTDIUM SIZE FIRMS
AREAS OF MANAGEMENT VTRSUS LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

Senior Intermediate Total sArea

General Management

Marketing and Sales

70 12

731

82

38

, Finance änd Accounting ll 27 38

I 
Production 27 39 66

TOTALS II5 IO9 224
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CHAPTER IV

GENERAL PROFILE OF A MANITOBA MANAGER

In a special report'Young Top Management, the new goa'ls, rewards

l'ife styles' Business l,leek (1975), the typical profile of a young dedicated

top executive in North America has been summarized.

Never in this century have so many young executives climbed so

high so fast. Still under 40, these executives are making it bíg by

runn'ing some of the country's major corporations. This is a new breed of

organization man: the institutionalized entrepreneur. There is a príce

to be paid, and the young executive seems willing to pay ìt. As Luther

H. Hodge Jr., the 39-year old chairman of the North Carolina National Bank

says (Business l¡leek, 1975) "I have less religion, less family, ìess quaìity

of life, less of a lot of things because I am willing to mäke a commit-

ment to participate in running a company". These managers are flexible

in their management sty1e, worried about breadth of knowledge, wedded to

thejr work and intent on makjng a lot of money. They are young, and

because youth is impuls'ive, everythíng is challenged-

In this chapter, we present a general profile of a Manitoba

manager. This profiie is based on the results of the data received from

ll6 managers. In the survey, questionnaires were sent to 383 managers

and the response rate for managers from large size firms was 38.4% (61

out of 159) and for managers from small size firms was 24.6% (55 out of

224).

In developing a typical profile of a Manitoba manager, we have

examined such things as to how much education they have? Ìdhat are their
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experjence levels, areas of specialization in relation to work, income l

and fringe benefits? l,lhether their fathers' background was farming or

whether he was an employee or se'lf-emp'loyed? hjhether these managers

were Canadians by birth or came from abroad? l^lhat are their main hobbies

and what iournals dc they read and what languages do they speak at home?

In developing the profi'le, we also checked to see if there were any other

visibte trends or specific patterns.

In addition to the above general analys'is, the data was anaìyzed

in detail in terms of the variables of the study - level of management,

sizê of the firms, rural/urban background, age and level of educatìon'

GENERAL PROFILE

The world of industrial managers in the Province, is the urorld

of men. There were only iwo female managers out of a total of 1.|6

respondents. Four respondents declined to identify their sex' Inciden-

tally, both of the female managers are in the finance and accounting

area - one with a large size firm at a senior level and one wíth a medium

size firm at an intermediate level

The typical manager is married (96.5%\ and averages 47 years

of age. About 79% of the managers come from urban background with 21% from

rural background. In.terms of parental occupational background' 28.8% of

the grandfathers were farmers and 35.6% were employees t+hereas only 14%

ofthefatherswerefarmersand4s.2%wereemployees.Thisindicatesa

declining trend towards farming and an increase in the emp'loyee class'

This finding is consistent with the general shift away from farming in

industrial countries
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A maiority of managers were born wjthin the country and have been

residing here since birth. However, a significant proportion of managers

(15.3%) were born in other countries but have been 'living here for more

than 20 years. The ìanguage spoken predomìnantìy at home in inter-
personaì communication is tnglish (94.5%). Approximate'ly 67.3% of the

managers are Protestants, .|9.2!% 
are Catholics and 8.7% are Jewish.

The picture in terms of highest level of formal education is

not very good. Approximately ì8.6% did not complete high schooì. The

percentage of managers who completed their high school, the percentage

who had some colìege and the percentage who are college graduates are each

26.5%. 0n'ly ì.8% have had a post-graduate degree. By and ìarge, the

Manitoba managers are much better educated than their parents and are

generally better educated than their spouse

The average annual income of the typical manager is $25,420.

In terms of fringe benefits,63.8% reported receiving a bonus of some

sort, 25.3% get reinbursement of speciaì kinds of expenses and SZ.6%

have company vehicles. A majority of managers, 42.7%, were selected from

inside (tfie whole organization) to tfreir present position, 31 .B%, were

promoted from within the same department. It is interesting to note that

a significant proportion (25.5%) were selected from outside.

A majority of managers (66.4%) have business administration as

their major area of specialization in relation to work, followed by 27.0%

in accounting and 24.1% in engineering.

Managers were asked about their reading preferences for journals

of technical, professional or general interest. Financial Post was rated

as the journal of first choice by 54.9% of managers whereas, Canadian
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Business was ranked second (¡g.OZ). In magazines of genera'l interest,

most managers (55.6%) indicated reading Time as first choÍce. Newsweek

and Reader's Digest were seJected as second choice magazines by 22.9 and

18.6"/" of the managers respectively.

In the area of majn hobbjes, responses were sol'icited for

Fishing, Goìf, Curling, Hockey, hlater Skiing and others. Unfortunately,

a great proportion (37.9%) indicated "others" as their main hobbies.

They indicated such interests as hunting, boating, skiing etc. Apart

from that, a significant proportion (ZO% or so) selected Golf, Fishing

or Curling as one of their first three choices-

DETAILED PROFILE l^lITH EMPHASIS ON VARIABLES OF THE ANALYSIS

Age

The average age of the manager for the total sample is 47

years. The average age for managers in the'large size fjrms is 48'44

and for the medium size firms is 45.75 years. The distribution of the

managers, according to age in relation to the size of the firm and

levels of management, is given jn Table 9.

Age Group

AGE

Large
Seni or

TABLE 9

S OF MANAGERS IN ]975

Size Medium Síze
Intermediate Senior Intermediate

o(o%)
6(23.I )
e(s4.6)

ro(38.5)
ì (3.8)

26(4e.1 ) 2

45.75

missing from
i s the percen

Total

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or

Total
Mean

years
years
years
years
more

Age in

*
*

0(0%) 3(l 0.0%)
B(25.8) 2(6.7)
6(re.4) 1l (36.7)

r4(45.2) ll (s6.7)
3(e.7) 3(lo.o)

31(50.8) 30(4e.2)

Years 48.44

Two observations were* Number in parenthesis

6(5.3%)
23(20.2)
34(2e.8)
42 ( 36.8 )
e(7.e)

il 4* (1 oo. o)

47 .19

fi rms

3(ll.l%)
7 (25.e)
8(2e.6)
7 (25.e)
2(7.4)
7(50.9)**

the smal l
tage

slze
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It is interesting to note that in both sizes of firms, the

numbers of respondents was just about 50-50 for each level of management.

Rural -Urban Background

Out of the total of ll6 managers, 24(20.7%) came from a rural

background. In the ìarge size firms out of 61, j9.7% of the managers

came from a rural background. In the medium size firms, this percentage

was 21.8 out of a total of 55 managers. The percentage distribution

of rural-urban background, according to the size of the firms and the

levels of management, is given in Table 10.

TABLE IO

RURAL-URBAN BACKGROUND OF MANAGERS IN I975

Background Large size Firms t4edium Size Firms TotalSenior Intermediate Senior Intermediate
N=3J N= 30 N=?7 N=2g

Rural 22.6% 16.7% ZZ.Z% Zt.4% 20.7%Urban 77.4% 83.3% 77.8% 79.6% 7g.3%

Total 100 100 100 100 100

At the Senior level of management, the distribution of managers

from rural/urban background seems to be similar for both sizes of firms.

At the intermediate level, medium síze firms have more managers from rural

background as compared to the number of managers at intermediate leve'l

in the ìarge size firms.

Educational Background

(a) The educational background of the managers, according to

the size of the firms and the levels of management, is given in Tabìe

11(a)
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TABLE I I (a)

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF I'IANAGERS

Educational
Background

Large Si ze Fi rms
Senior Intermediate
N=31 N=30

t'ledium Si ze Fi rms Total s

Senior Intermediate
N=27 N=28

Less than
Higñ sCr'oot 8(?6.7%) 4(13.3%) 6(23.1/ò 3(11.1z*) 21(18.6/,)**
úrérr scrrool s(16.7)' e(30.0) 7\?9.?). e(33.3) 30(26.5)
soñe collese aizø.t\ ll(so.z) 4(15.4) 7122.?! 9q)?q.!)
co¡ese Delree iizs.s\ o(zo.o) e(34.6) 8(2e.6) 30(26.5)
Pos t-Graduate
Desree 2(6.7) 0(0.0) 0(0) 0(0) 2(t '8)

Total 30(50.0) 30(50.0) 26(4e.1) 27(50.e\ ll3*(100.0)

* Three missing observations - one in large size and 2
in medium size firms** Numbers in parenthes'is are the percentages of the total

0n1y a small percentage of the managers have obtained post-

graduatedegrees (and that is only in the ìarge size firms at'senior ìeve1).

percentages of those who have completed high schoo'l or have some col'lege

for both sizes of firms, are greater for intermediate managers than those

at Senior levels of management. The managers at intermediate levels of

management, irrespective of the sjze of the firm' are generally better

educated than those at senior levels of management.

(b) Professional non-university designat'ions - This is one area

in which the response rate in genera'l was verypoor and indicates that

few managers have non-university professional certificates. A summary of

the findings are given in Table 1l(b)
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TABLE 1 I (b)

UNI VERSiTY PROFESSI ONAL

Large Size Firms
Senior Intermediate

1(6.7%) o(o.o%)
1(6.7) 1(e.l)
4(26.7) 6(54.5)
e(60.0) 4(36.4)

15(57.7) ll (42.3)

DESI GNATIONS

Medium Size Firms Total
Senior Intermediate

Des i gnati ons

CA

RIA
P. Eng.
0thers

Total

Years

Less than
2 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
ll-15 years
16-20 years
More than 20
years

o (o%)
2(22.2)
2(22.2)
5(55.6)

e (50. o) 0 )**

1(2.3%)
5(l I .4)

r 4(31 .8)
24(54.5\

44*(1 00.

o(o%)
r (il.r )
2(22.2)
6(66.7)

e(so.o)

* Seventy-two observations were missing
** Number in parenthesis is the percentage.

The "others" class is comprised of other non-university desÍg-

nations i.e.: certificate or non-credit courses, etc. Although no clear

cut trends are obvious, it can be inferred from the responses reported,

that the Professional Engineer was rated highest, irrespective of the

size of the firm and the levels of management.

Work Experience

The data on work experience is summarized and reported in Tables

t 2 (a ) to 1? (c ) for 'both 
the si zes of f i rms .

TABLE l2(a)

TOTAL I^JORK EXPERIENCE

Large Size Firms Medium
Senior Intermediate Senior

Size Firms Total
I ntermed'ia te

o(o.o%)
1(r.e%)
7(6.1)
s(13.2)
T (e.6)

o(70.2)

4(r oo. o)

o(o.o%)
o(o.o)
4 (14.8)
4(r4.8)
3(1t.1)

16(5e.3)

27(50.e)

o(o.o%)
o(o.o)
I (3.8)
5(r e.2)
0(0.0)

20(76.e\

26(4e.r)

o(o.o%) o(o.o%)o(o.o) I (3.3)
r (3.2) I (3.3)
4(12.e) 2(6.7)
5(16.1) 3(ro.o)

21(67.7) 23(76.7)

3r (50. B) 30(4e.2 )

I
t

8

il
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From Table lZ(a) it can be seen that the typical manager in

private industry has more than 20 years of total experience (70.2%\ as

indicaùed by the total sampìe. This trend, however, does exist for

both the large síze firms (al.l to 76.7%) as wel] as for medium size

firms (59.3 to 76.9%). The number of managers who have less than 5 years

of total experience is not very significant.

Table 12(b) gives the duration of the first job experience

of the respondents.

Years

TABLE I 2(b)

FIRST JOB EXPERIENCE

Large Size Firms l'ledium Size Firms Total
Senior Intermediate Senior Intermediate

Less than
2 years
2-5 years
6-'10 years
It-15 years
16-20 years
More than 2C
years

8(25. s)
7 (2?.6)
2(6.5)
r (3.2)

e(2e.0) I (3.3)

3l (50. B ) s0(4e .2)

I 3(50.0%) 7 (25.e%)
4(r 5.4) 5(22.2)
r (3.8) 7 (?5.e)
3(il .5) t (3.7)
o(o.o) r (3.7)

5(r e.2) 5(18.s)

26(4e .1) 27 (50.e)

34(2e.8%)
30(26:3)
re(16.7)

7 (6.'t )
4(3.5)

20(t7.5)

il4(t00.0)

stay in

ir job in

y 17 .5%

A significant number of present day managers did not

their first job for more than 5 years. In fact, 29.8% left the

less than 2 years and 26.3% left it between 2 and 5 years. Onl

stayed in their first job for more than twenty years.

Few present day managers left the first job between the years

of ll and l5 (6.1%), and 16 and 20 (3.5%). The initial decision whether

to stay or move to another job was thus made in the first five years by a

significant p'roport'ion of the respondents. A few people left between

6-10 years (16.7%), but once they were with the company for that long they
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did not tend to re'locate in large numbers thereafter. These comments

genera'lly apply to the two sizes of firms, as we'll as to the managers

at both levels of management.

An examination of Table l2(c) indjcates that a very signi.ficant

number of present day managers (42.1%) have been wíth their present

company for more than 20 years. This trend exists for both sizes of

firms and for both levels of management. This is consistent with our

earlier observation that a significant number of managers are promoted

from withín the department or from within the organization.

TABLE l2 (c)

PRESENT WORK EXPERiENCE

Years Large Size Firms
Senior Intermedi ate

Si ze Fi rms Total
Intermedi ate

Medí um

Sen i or

4(3.5%)
20(r7.5)
r e(r 6.7)
13(r r .4)
r o(8.8)

,48 (42. t )

1r4(100.0)

1(3.7%)
4(14.8)
4 (1 4.8)
6(22.2)
2(7 .4)

ro(37.0)

27 (50.e)

Less Than
2 years 1,(3.2%) 2(6.7%) 0(0..0%)
2-5 years 6(19.4) 6(20.0) 4(15.4)
6-10 years 3(e.7) 7(23.3) 5(19.2)
1'l-1s years 5(16.1) 1(3.3) 1(3.8)
16-20 years 4(12.9) 3(10.0) I (3.S)
More than
20 Years 23(38.7) ll (36.7) 15(57.7)

3ì (50.8) 30(4e.2) 26(4e. r )

General Health

In terms of general health, a significant proportion (73.6%\

of the total respondents did not encounter pain in the stomach in the.

'fast thirty days. 0f the 26.4% who reported pain, a very significant

proportion reported relief in pain when they drank bicarbonate of soda.

A very ìarge proportion reported an occasional occurance of

depression (64 .2%), corffnon cold (86.6%) and headache (aq.s"/"). It must

also be pointed out, that a significant number never encountered a feeling
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of depression (33.9%), common cold (13.4%) and headache (27.3%\.

A detai'led anaìysis of mental and general health -s given else-

where jn the dissertation. These brief comments are included iust to

cover a manager's typical profile.

The above describes in some detail, a number of important facets

of a typical Manitoba manager working in the private sector. As compared

to a top executive across the border, he js significantly older. His

average age is 47 years, he is married and has over twenty years total

experience. He is generaìly a Canadian by birth and comes from an urban

background. In terms of a formal education, he has an equal chance of

having completed (a) High School (b) some Coììege and (c) College

degree

The average annual income of a Manitoba manager is $25,420

(.¡97S). A significant number of managers do receive a bonus and have a

company vehicle.

A majorjty of managers read "Fjnanciaì Post" and "canadian

BUSineSS". "Time", "NeWSWeek" And "Readef'S DjgeSt" are mOSt pOpUlar

in the generaì area of interest.

A large number of managers left their first iob within the

first fìve years, aìthough a significant number have been with the present

company for more than 20 Years.

In terms of general health, the occasional occurances of

depression, common cold and headache appear quite common. HoWeVer, a

large proportion of managers are enjoying good health and do not appear

to be suffering from peptic ulcers.



This completes the ;rÏrr. o, a typical industrial manager in

Manitoba. In the next chapter the analysis of the data based on Need

Fulfillment and Need.Discrepancy as perceived by these managers is

presented



CHAPTER V

NEED FULFILLMENT, NIED DISCRTPANCY AND NEED IMPORTANCE
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CHAPTER V

NIID FULFILLMENT, NEED DISCREPANCY AND NEED IMPORTANCE

Data for this chapter was obtained through the utilization of

eleven items out of Part III of the questionnaire. As described

earlier, the selected questions u,ere based on a modification of

Maslow's theory of need hierarchy (Porter, 196.|). The need categories

investigated are security, socia'1, esteem, autonomy and self-actua'lization.

For each question, respondents were asked to give three ratings.

a. How much of the characteristic is there now? (Acfual)

b. How much of the characteristic do you think there

should be? (Ideal )

c. How important is. this position characteristic to you?

Each rating v{,as recorded on a seven point scale runnjng from

minimum to maximum. The responses to question (a) were used to measure

the perceived level of fulfillment of the characteristics in question.

The difference between (b) and (a) determined the amount of perceived

discrepancy for each characteristic" Thus, the larger the difference

between "should be" and "actual" the greater the dissatisfaction. The

responses to (c) were taken as a singular indication of the relative

importance associated with each characteristic.

The findings are presented on the basis of key propositions

and on the indepen{ent variables of the study.

LEVILS OF MANAGEMENI

Generalìy speaking, executives at the highest levels of
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organizations set broad policies whereas managers at intermediate and

junior levels implement these policies and put them into action- Our

sample of 116 respondents is evenìy divided between 58 senior managers

at the top and 58 managers at an intermediate level. There were no

junior level managers in the sample.

Need Fulfillment

Proposition No. 1 Senior level managers will have a

higher degree of need fulfjìlment as compared to the
iniermediãte tevel managers. (i.e. the higher the level of
management, the greater the degree of need satisfaction).

Table 13 shows the mean Scores for the existìng perceived

need fulfillment for the entire population based on the manager's

level of hierarchy in the organization.

TABLE I 3

PERCIIVED NEED FULFILLMENT ACCORDING TO LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT

Need Cl usters Level s of l'lanagement
Senior Intermed'iate

Z Value Significance*

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy
Sel f-Actual i zati on

(N=58)

5.5.l7
4.379
5.741
5 .730
5.?37

5.51 7 -0.645 NS

4.448 -0.157 NS

5.198 -2.921 S

5.51'l -1 . 670 S

5.392 -0.724 NS

at the 0.05 level; NS = Not signìficant
at the 0.05 level

* S = Significant

It can be seen from the table that the Mann-l^Jhitney U-Test

indicates a s'ignificant difference between the two levels of management

for the need clusters of Esteem and Autonomy. The managers at the
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senjor level have a significant'ly higher degree of need fulfillment of

esteem and autonomy as compared to managers at the intermediate level '

The differences between the two levels of management for the need

categories of security, socia'l and self-actualjzation are not signi-

ficant. These find'ings confirm the proposition at least for two need

categories,andaregeneraltyinlinewithtrendsreportedinthe

I i terature.

Nedd DiscrepancY

Theneeddiscrepancyscoreswereobtainedbysubtractingthe

responses to part (a) from part (b) of the various ìtems' These scores

are considered to be more important for understand'ing manageria'l behavior

because they are theoretjcally more likely to determine an individuals

behavjor. It is not how much of somethjng we get that influences our

behavjor, as much as it js what we think we ought to get' The more

the need discrepancy, the greater wou]d be the general ]evel of dissatis-

factionofthemanagerpertainingtotheneedinquestion.

Table 14 shows the need discrepancy scores for two levels

ofmanagement.Foreachneedcategoryitalsoshowsthecritical

L-v'a1ue from the Mann-t^lhitney U-Test

TABLE I 4

LEVEL0FTqANAGEMENTANDNEEDDISCREPANCY

Need Category Seni or I ntermedi ate Z-Val ue S'i gni fi cance*

SecuritY 0' 310

Soci al 0 '224
Esteem 0' 

.l90

AutonomY 0' 253

sãl f-n.lral i zati on 0. 539

0"466
0. '190

0. 362
0.178
0.409

-1.078 NS

-1 .390 NS

-l .490 NS

-0.593 NS

-t.390 NS
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* S = Significant at the 0.05 level; NS = Not significant

at the 0.05 level

The results of Table l4 indicate that the senior level managers

have a higher need discrepancy in the categories of social, autonomy

and self-actualization needs, whereas the intermedÍate level managers

reported a somewhat higher need discrepancy in the areas of security

and esteem needs. Although the differences in need discrepancy are

not significant at the level tested and could have occurred just by

chance, yet they show a trend in partial support of, previous findings

(Porter, 1962; Chernik and Philan,1974; Rhinehart et al, 1969) regarding

the higher order needs

However, it is s'ignificant that l4anÍtoba managers reported

a comparative'ly high need discrepancy for the category of security,

with Íntermediate managers reporting somewhat hjgher scores as compared

to senior managers. Table l5(a) and l5(b) list the need discrepancy

Scores in an increasing order, as reported by Planjtoba managers at

senior and intermediate levels of management respectìvely. For comparìson

purposes, we have also included similar scores reported in a comparison

of American managers working in the United States as well as those

working overseas (Ivancevich, 1969). However, caution must be exer-

cised in the interpretation of Tables l5(a) and 15(b)

SEN I OR

Need Category

Esteem
Soci a I
Autonomy
Securi ty
Sel f-Actuaì i zati on

TABLE l5(a)

LEVEL MANAGER RANKING OF NEED DISCREPANCY

Manitoba United States 0verseas

0.19
0.22
0.25
0.31
0.54

0.42
0.27
0. 5B
0.36
0. 83

0. 25
0.34
0. 5l
0" 43
0.78
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The senior level managers in each study reported the highest

need discrepancy in the area of self-actualization" Surprisingly,

dissatisfaction with security needs v{,as rated quite high in the study

of overseas managers and it ranked similarly to the l4anitoba managers.

However, for managers in United States the ranking for security was

somewhat lower. The need discrepancy for autonomy was rated by the

senior Manitoba manager higher than esteem and socia'l need discrepancies,

but lower than security.

rABLE r5(b)

INTERÍqEDIATE LEVEL MANAGER . RANKING OF NEED DISCREPANCY

United States Overseas

Autonomy
Soci al
Esteem
Sel f-Actual i za ti on
Securi ty

Mani toba

0.18
0.t9
0. 36
0.41
0.47

0. 84
0. s4
0.32
I .01
0.?8

0. B0
0.46
0.44
0"93
0. 65

In the case of the intermediate managers, Table l5(b) shows

that aìthough self-actualization need discrepancy was rated quite high

by the Manitoba manager, the need discrepancy in autonomy was rated

'lowest. These managers in terms of autonomy and need fulfiìlment,

reported lower scores than senior managers (Table l3) but apparently

desired fewer opportunities for various Ítems of autonomy. '

Need Importance

Up to this point we have presented an anaìysis of need

fulfillment for the industriaì managers in Manitoba based on1evel of

management. Also we have shown how much need discrepancy exists in

terms of a manager's perception of how much they are getting from their
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jobs and how much they should be getting. In this section, we present

the results regarding their perceived importance of different needs.

Table l6 shows the scores for perceived need importance based

on level of management, aìong with the values of Z-ratio from the

Mann-l¡Jhí tney U-Test "

TABLE I 6

LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT - NEED IMPORTANCE

Need Category Senior Level Intermediate Level Z-Value
N=58 N=58

Si gn i fi cance*

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy

5.259
3.707
5.448
5.966

5.724
4.241
5. 440
5.839
5.784

0.05 level; NS

-0.884
-1.426
-0. 250
-1.652
-0.834

= Not significant at
0.05 1 evel .

NS

NS

NS

S

NSSel f-Actual i zation 5.836

*S=Significantat

It Ís evident from Table 16 that the five types of needs are

notSeen as of equaì importance by senior as well as intermediate

managers. In terms of need importance self-actualization and autonomy

needs are rated somewhat higher than the other needs by both levels of

management. Social needs are ranked lor,¡est by both the .|evels.

The senior level managers report somewhat higher scores for

the need categories of esteem, autonomy and self-actualization as

compared to the intermediate levels of management. The djfference

between the autonomy need 'importance is significant. These results

are as would have been expected based on the conclusions of the previous

two sections. It seems that there is a fairly strong, if by no means

perfect, tendency for the perceived importance of needs and the perceived

degree of need discrepancy to vary together (Haire, Ghiselli and Porter,.|966).
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Table 17 lists the need jmportance cluster scores for the

entire managerial popu'lation along with the mean cluster scores

reported by Slocume Topichak and Kuhn (lgZl) for United States and

Mexjco glass factory employees. The perceived need importance of

Manitoba managers is arranged in an increasing order.

TABLE I 7

MEAN NEED IMPORTANCE SCORES - MANITOBA, UNITED STATES AND MEXICO

Rank
0rder

Uni ted
(¡t=g¡ ) (N=94)

6.54
6.82
6.93
6. 83
6.79

Need Category

Soci al 3.97
Esteem 5.44
Securi ty 5.50
Self-actual ization 5. 8l
Autonomy 5.90

Mani toba
(N=ll6)

States Mexico

1

2
3
4
5

5.99
5.66
6.42
6.14
5.62

The above results show sorne striking similarities between the

results obtained in Manitoba and in the United States. In both cases'

the social and esteem needs were ranked lower than the needs for security and

self-actualization in terms of their importance. In the case of Mexico

all the needs were considered faìr1y equal in importance- It must,

however, be pointed out that the Manitoba study was on industria'l

managers, whereas the other studies Were on factory operators and

hence the generality of direct comparison is subiect to question.

Based on our findings for 'levels of management, it can then

be said that sen'ior managers have significantly more need fulfiIlment,

of esteem and autonomy categories. Intermediate managers in general

have a higher need discrepancy and hence hígher dissatisfaction.

Irrespective of their level, Manjtoba managers report comparative'ly

high need discrepancy for the categories of self-actualization and

security. Their high concern for security warrants some explanatÍon-
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These mangers have a long ìength of service' are oìd, and have a

relatively low education. Perhaps, because of the nature of the Prairie

economy, their mobitity is Iimited. By and large, these managers have

rearched a plateau in their career and are passing through a mid-life

crisis (Smith, 1975). If they lose their iob, they will find it

difficult to obtain a suitable job repìacement. No wonder security is

of a paramount concern. As implied by Masìow (t965), perhaps these

managers are somewhat fixated at the safety-need level, fee'l perpetually

afraid, feel the possibility of catastrophe, for instance of unemployment,

etc.

SIZE OF THE FIRM

size is an organiztional variable that has been studied

rather extensively. A few studies have focused on a comparison of small-

sized units within organizations, to ìarge-sized units within these

same or other organizations (Porter and Lawler, 
.|965). In making a

comparison on the basis of organization si'ze, categories representing

size must always be drawn along arbitrary lines, W" have called firms

employing 201-500 employees as large and those with 51-100 employees as

medium. This was established within the overall industrial context of

the Province of Manitoba

Need Ful fi I I ment

Proposition No. 2.Managels_of_]utgg síze firms will have

a higher degree of need fulfillment as compared to the
managers of medium size firms (i.e. larger-the-size of the
firm, the greater the degree of need satisfaction)'

Table l8 shows the mean scores for the perceived need fulfitlment

for the entire population based on firm size. Also included are the

Z-values from the Mann-Whitney U-Test.
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TABLE 1B

PERCEIVED NEED FULFILLI4EI'IT ACCORDING

Size of Firm

OF FI RI4

Significance *

TO SIZI

Z-Val ueNeed Category

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy
Sel f-Actual i zati on

Large
N= 6'l

5. 328
4.279
5. 393
5.383
5. 156

Si gni fi cant

-1 .381
-0. 507
-0.053
-0.892
-.603

I evel

Medi um
N=55

5.727
4.564
5.555
5.885
5. 49.l

at 0.05

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

*NS = Not

The results shown in Table 18 do not indicate any significant

dj'fferences in favor of either a medium size firm or a large firm. For

all need categories, however, the medjum size firms seem to produce

somewhat greater feelings of need fulfillment. These findìngs do not

confirm the proposition as formulated. They are however, in line with

some previous results (Haire, Gh'iselli and Porter, 1966).

Need Díscrepancy

Tabl e

large as well as

Need CategorY

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy
Sel f-Actual i zati on

Medi um

N=55

0.473 a.7170 NS

0.091 0.8463 NS

0.300 0.2609 NS

0.12'l I .3468 NS

0.532 0.7216 NS

at 0.05 level(two tailed t-test)

lg shows the need discrepancy scores for managers from

redium size firms.

TABLE I 9

SIZE OF FIRM AND NEED DISCREPANCY

Size of Firm
t-rati o Si gn i fi cance*Large

N= 6l

0.31 1

-0.115
0.254
0.301
0.422

si gni fì cant*NS = Not



It can be seen from t results that the size of the firm did

8l

he

not make any significant difference in our study for need discrepancy

of the managers. However a clear contrast, in the above results and

those of need fulfillment presented in Table lB, exists. l'lhereas the

fulfillment results showed a weak trend in favor of medium size firms,

the need discrepancy results are somewhat lower for large size firms

and suggest that generaììy managers in large size firms are mgre

satisifed. Thus even though medjum size firm managers reported slightly

greater degrees of need fulfillment, theìr dissatisfaction is greater

because perhaps, tfrey have higher expectation levels than do large firm

managers.

To ana'lyze these trends further, data for each size of firm

was separate'ly broken down for each level of management. Table 20(a)

and 20(b) show the results of need discrepancy for the two sizes of

the fi rms.

TABLE 20(a)

LARGT SIZE FIRM - NEED DISCRTPANCY ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT

Need category Senior Intermediate Z-Value Significance*
N= 3l N= 30

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy
Sel f-Actual i zati on

*NS = Not

0.226
-0. I 61

0.258
0.4.| 9
0.637

significant

0.400
-0.067
0.250
0.1 78
0. 200

at 0.05 level; S

-0.532
-0.028
-l .309
-0.756
-2.422

= Signi fi cant at 0.05 level

NS

NS

NS

NS

S
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TABLE 20 (b)

MEDIUM SIZE FiRMS - NEED DISCREPANCY ACCORDING TO LEVTL OF MANAGEMENT

Need Category Senior Intermediate Z-Val ue Significance*
N=27 N=28

Securi ty
Soci a I
Esteem
Autonom.y

0.407 0.536 -1.t35 NS

-0.296 0.464 -1.903 S

0. I I I 0.482 -1 .796 S

0.062 0.179 -1.095 NS

5.279 5.727 1 .?208 NS

3.869 4.091 0.6041 NS

5 .475 5.409 0.2143 NS

Sel f-Actual ization 0.4?6 0.634 -0.478 NS

* S= Significant at 0.05 level; NS = Not significant at
0.05 level.

These tables indicate very interesting results. For ìarge

size firms, senior managers have significant]y higher need discrepancy

as compared to intermediate managers for self-actualization. For

medium size firms, the intermediate managers have significantly higher

need discrepancy as compared to senior managers in the categories

of social and esteem. A simultaneous review of these tables indicates

that the intermedÍate managers in the medium size firms are generally

most dissatisfied. Thís stands to reason in view of the Prairie

economy. In terms of security needs specifically, the large size firm

provides a higher degree of satisfaction.

Need .Importance

Table 2l shows the scores of perceived need importance based

on the size of the firm.

TABLE 21

SIZE OF FIRM AND PERCEIVED NEED iMPORTANCE

Need Category Size of Firm
Large Medium t-ratio Significance *
N= 6l N= 55

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
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Need category size of Firm t-ratio signifl.cance*Large lledi urn
N=6.l N=55

Autonomy 5.738 6.085 1.3622 NSSeìf-Actual ization 5.664 5.973 l. t49B ña

*NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two taited t-test)
These results indicate that the si ze of the firm does not

make a significant difference on a manager's perceived need importance

The data however, does show a slight trend for managers from mrddium

size firms to attach greater importance to each of the five need

categori es.

The results indicate only a partial support for the proposi-

tion as formulated. ,Large size firms do tend to provide higher satis-
faction particu'lar'ly for security needs. Interms of need discrepancy

and hence levelof satisfaction, the results indicate that intermediate

managers in the medium size firms are most dissatisfied. In our study,

the si ze of the firm did not make a significant effect on a manager,s

perceptions of need importance.

These findings are by and rarge in line with those of Haire,

Ghiselli and Porter (ì966). However, it must be pointed out that the

size of the firms ín their study, was different when compared to the

síze of Manitoba firms. A 'large' firm in their study empìoyed more

than 500 peopìe and a firm with I - 500 employees was classÌfied as

'small'.

RURAL. URBAN BACKGROUND

In the study, managers were asked to indicate where they

had spent most of their early life (up to ìz years). Those who had

I
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spent their earìy life on a farm were classified as having a rural

background. The managers who had spent the early part of their life in

towns and cities were labelled as having an urban background.

Need Fulfillment

Proposition 3. Managers with a ruraì background will have
a higher degree of need fulfillment as compared to managers
who have an urban background.

Table 22 shows the perceived need fulfillment scores based

on rural/urban background.

TABLE 22

RURAL/URBAN BACKGROUND AND PERCEIVED NEED FULFILLMENT

Need Category Rural Urban t-ratio Significance*
N=24 N=92

Securi ty'
Social
Esteem
Autonomy
Self-Actualization 5.031 5.389 .l.0543 

NS

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two tailed t-test)

The above resuìts do not indicate any significant differences

in perceived need fulfillment just because of a manager's early life.
Except for security, however, managers from an urban background reported

somewhat higher scores for the other need categories. The research

findings do not confirm the proposition as formuìated.

Need Di screpancy

Table 23 shows the need discrepancy scores for managers based

on their rural/urban background.

5.708 5.467 0. 61 99 NS

4.000 4.522 l. I 735 NS

5.31 3 5.51 I 0. 6t 23 NS
5.194 5.732 1 .6546 NS
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TABLE 23

RURAL/URBAN BACKGROUND AND NIED DISCREPANCY

Need Category :

Rural (N=24) Urban (N= 92) Z -Val ue

Security 0.375 0.391
Soci al 0.250 0.043
Esteem 0.167 0.304
Autonomy 0.222 0.214
Sel f-Actual ízation 0.094 0.573

I S = Significant at 0.05 tevel; NS = Not significant at
0.05 level.

The above results, by and ìarge, shows that the rnanagers from

an urban background have a higher need discrepancy for various need

categories as compared to the managers from a nural background. The

differenòe is significant for esteem and self-actualization needs.

These results indicate that rurdl managers are generally more satisfied

with their jobs as compared to those from an urban background. The

managers from an urban background, have a somewhat higher perceived

need fulfillment and have higher expectations which are not being

fulfilled at the work place.

Need Importance

Tabl e 24 lists the perceived need importance scores based

on a manager's early life.
TABLE 24

RURAL/URBAN BACKGROUND AND NEED IMPORTANCE

Need Category Rural Urban , t-ratÍo Si gn'if i cance*

-0.498
-l .394
-l .883
-0.047
-2.3A4

Signifi cpnce*

NS

NS

S

NS

S

Security
Social
Esteem
Autonomy
Self-Actualization 5.167

(N = 24)

5.958
3.417
5.229
5.403

( N=92 )

5.370
4.120
5. 500
6. 033
5. 978

1 .301 l
1 .5654
0. 7t 09
2.0255
2.5036

NS

NS

NS

S

S

*S = Significant at 0.05 level (two tailed t-test)
NS = Not significant at 0.05 level
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The above table indicates that urban managers, by and ìarge'

reported higher mean scores for various need categories as compared to

managers from a rural background. Incidentia'lly, these managers had

alsoreportedhighervaluesforneeddiScrepancy

In the study, significant differences in perceived need

fulfillment, based on a manager's ear'ly life were not found. However,

the findings indicate, that rural managers are generally more satisfied

than those from an urban background. The managers from an urban

background have higher expectations which are not being met at the iob.

They aìso have a significantly hìgher perceived need importance for

the need categories of autonomy and self-actualization. This would

imp'ly that managers from an urban background desire higher order need

satisfaction more than the rural managers. This is at varÍance with

previous studies o Hackman & Lawl er ( 1 971 ) .

A meaningfu'l comparison of these findings with those reported

in the literature, could not be made. Some confusion exists as to the

definition of worker background. Hulin and Blood (.lg67) indìcated that

people with rural backgrounds will report relatively greater iob

satisfaction than people with urban background. But in their study,

they used plant location to determine worker background, inferring

that an urban plant had urban workers and a rural plant had rural

workers. The studies by Turner and Lawrence (1965) and Hackman and

Lawler (.¡97.¡) also used present locations of workers as their index

variables. Shepard (1970) and Schuler (1973) found negative results

when they used area where the worker had grown up (up to 20 years), as

the index variable.
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AGE

Toobtaintwogroupsapproximatelyequa]innumberofmanagers'

age 50 was selected as the dividing ìine. Those managers who were 49

years of age or younger, were termed the 'younger' group; and those 50

years and over the 'older' grouP'

26 chnwç' the net crepancy scores basedTable 25 shows the perceived need dist

on age.

Need Category

Securì ty
Soci al
Esteem

TABLE 25

AGE AND PERCEIVED NEED DISCREPANCY

younger(N155) 0lder (n=s] ) t-ratio Significance*

AutonomY 0.195
Self-Actual i zation 0.565

* NS = Not sÍgnificant at 0.05 level (two taited t-test)

It is interestjng to note that young managers reported higher

need discrepancy in the categories of self-actualization, esteem and

social, and lower need discrepancies in the categories of securjty and

autonomy.Howeverthesedifferencesarenotsignificant.

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

In terms of levels of education' those managers who had some

college or less, were classified as having'1ow education' and the

rest as having 'high education '' Table 26 shows the perceived need

d'iscrepancy scores based on levels of education'

0. 354
0.046
0. 300

0. 431
-0.098
0.245
0.242
0. 358

a.3421 NS

O.5B8B NS

0.31 02 NS

0.3480 NS

t.3650 NS
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TABLE 26 :

EDUCATTON AND PERCEIVED NEED DISCREPANCY

Low Educat,ion t-ratio Significance*

Securi tY
Soci al
Esteem
AutonomY
Sel f-Actual i zation

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 tevel (two tai'led t-test)
S = Significant at 0'05 level

The results of Table 26 indicate, that those managers with a

' hevo in opneral le of perceived needhigher education have in general, a higher degre

discrepancy and consequently would have a higher dissatisfaction t¡ith

job. The differehce is significant for the need category of self-

actualization. Thìs stands to reasono since because of their higher

education, they have higher expectations'

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION

The perceived need discrepancy scores were examined based on

a manager,s area of specia]ization, to See if any particular fieìd of

specialization stands out in relation to the rest' In the study' four

areas of specialization v,,ere included (a) General Management (b)

Finance and Accounting (c) Marketing and Sales and (d) Production'

Table 27 lists the perceived need discrepancy scores for all rnanagers

from each field.

(N= 84)

0. 393
-0.048
0.220
0.250
0.384

High Education
(N = 32)

0.375
0.063
0.422
0.125
0.71 l

0" 07'10 NS

0.4046 NS

1.0300 NS

0.8362 NS

1.9529 s
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TABLE 27

OF SPECIALIZATION AND

General Finance and
Accounti ng
N= 17

.824

.647

.294

.275

.779

NEED DISCREPANCY

Marketing and Production
Sales'
N=31

Mgmt.
N=3.l

. 194
-.226

.129

N=37

Securi ty
Soci al
Esteem
Autonomy .097
Sel f-Actual i zati on . 339

It can be seen from Tabl e 27, that managers in the field of

finance and accounting reported considerably higher need discrepancy

than the rest of the managers, ìn the categories of security, social

and self-actualization needs. In terms of various need discrepancies,

the managers ìn the fietd of marketing and sales and production, by and

large have similar responses. The managers in the field of genera

management reported least amounts of need discrepancy' These results

are very suggestive, and imply maximum dissatisfaction for managers ìn

the fields of finance and accounting. They have much highen

expectations than what the iob offers them, in terms of securìty, self-

actualization and social needs

Figure 2 graphically presents the perceived need discrepancy

scores for the variables of the study discussed above. A summary of the

findings-in the areas of nedd fulfillment and need discrepancy is listed below:

l. Senior level managers have signjficantly more need fulfillment of

esteem and autonomy. They are men at the top and are decisìon

makers

2. Manitoba managers, irrespective of their level of management' have

a comparati vely hi gh 'need d'i screpancy 'in the areas of sel f -actual i zati on

and security. It could be that because of the nature of Manitoba

.226
:.097

.194

.258

.468

.486
- "097

.459

.252

.453

I
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industry there is very little room for innovativeness- The high

concern for security is, perhaps, explainable, because these managers

are by and ìarge o'lder, have1ow education, and possibìy because

of the PràiÈie economy, have limited mobitity-

3. Because comparatively high need discrepancies simultaneous'ly exists

for lower and higher order needs, there is some question on the

hierarchy of needs. The results throw some doubt on the validity of

Maslow's theory of the hierarchy of the needs

4.Thesizeofthefirminourstudydidnotmakeverysignificant
differences for need fulfil:lment. Large size firms do tend to

provide a higher satìsfaction, particularly for security needs.

5. The results indicate that most of the clissatisfied managers are

working at the jntermedjate level in the medium size firms.

6. Managers from a rural background appear generally to have a higher

need fulfillment as compared to managers from an urban background.

7. Managers from an urban baèkground have higher expectations and

desire higher order need satisfaction, than the managers from a

rural background.

g. Age does ñot make a significant difference in a manager's perception

of need discrepancY

g. Managers with a higher education are genenal'ly more dissatisfied

based on higher order needs perhaps, because of their having higher

expectations for these needs

10. Managers ìn the finance and accounting fields have the highest

level of perceived need discrepancy for most need categories- They

seem to be loners and the most dissatisfied group
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This chapter basically dealt with the results of the

analysis in the area of Need Fu]filtrnent and Need Discrepancy as

perceived by Manitoba managers' The next two chapters, summarÍze the

resurts of the ana'rysis associated'rargely with the iob characteristics.

chapter vI deals primari'ly with core-djmensions whereas in chapter vII

the results based on Job Descriptive Index are presented.



CHAPTER VI

CORE DIMENSIONS, SPECIFIC SATISFACTION AND HIGHER

oRDER ÑrEo srREtlerH
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CHAPTER VI

CORE DIMENSIONS, SPICIIIC SATISFACTION AND HIGHER ORDER NEED STRENGTH

Core-djmensjon measures discussed in this chapter, were used

to study the job characteristics, with emphasis on motivation. Measures

adopted are similar to those used by others (Hackman and Lawler, l97l;

Brief and Aldag, .|975). In all, five measures were developed in this

study - four as measures of core-dimensions - Variety and Challenge'

Autonomy, Task Identity and Feedback and one as a measure of inter-

persona'l dimension - friendship opportunities. Under each of the

five headings, specific questionnaire items were used to measure the

total mean dimension as explained in Chapter IiI. The findings are

presented under the headings of the independent variables of the

study.

LEVEL OF MANAGEIqENT

Table 28 shows the individual'items used to measure the five

dimensions and contains the responses of the entire population of

managers based on their level of management. Also included are

critical Z-values from the Mann-Whitney U-Test.

TABLE 28

LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT AND INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OF CORE DIMENSIONS

ENTIRE POPULATION

Individua'l ltems Levels of Management Z-value significance*

Senior Intermediate
(trt=58) (N = 58)

I. Variety and
Chal I enge
(a) opportunity

to do challeng- 5.BB
ing work

5.70 -0. I 82 NS



Senior Intermediate
(N=58) (N=58)

(b) opportunity to
do different
things 5.75 5.54 -2.119 S

(c) Variety 6.00 5.84 -0.92 NS

II. Autonomy
(a) opportunity for

i ndependent
thought 6.20 5.86 -1 "372 NS

(b) Freedom to do
what I want 5.98 5.46 -l .325 NS

(c) Participation
in decisions 5.94 5.51 -1.023 NS

III.Task Ident'ity
(a) opportunity to

comp'lete the' work
(b) opportunity to

6.24 5. Bl -0.625 NS

do whol e job 5. 98 5 . 60 -1 .,207 NS

r IV. Feedback
I (a) opportunity

to find how
doing

-94-

TABLE 28(cont'd)

Individual Items Levels of Management Z-VaIue Significance*

4.93 4.98 -0.093 NS

(b) Feeling per-
forming job well 5.61 5.54 -0.274 NS

v. Friendship
opportuni ti es

(a) development
of friendshi p 4.70 4.53 -0.655 NS

* S= Significant at 0.05 level

NS = Not significant at 0.05 leve'l

Table 28 shows no significant dìfferences for the responses

based on levels of management except for the opportunr'ty to do chalìenging

work, in which case, the senior managers reported significantly higer
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mean-scores. This would be expected because of their being at the top

level of the decision making process.

Table 29 shows the mean scores for the five dimensions for

the entire population based on levels of management. Also included

are the critícal Z-ratio values from the Mann-t^lhitney U-Test.

LEVEL OF

Core Dimensions

TABLE 29

I,IANAGEMENT AND CORT DIMENSIONS

Variety and Challenge 5.569

Z-Val ue Si gnifi cance*

-0.061 NS

-t .670 s
-1.088 NS

-0.284 NS

-0.1 57 NS

Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedback

Level of
Seni or
(N=58)

Management
Intermedi ate

( N=58 )

5.598
5.51 1

5.603
5.172

5.730
5.741
5. 043

Friendship Opportunity 4.379 4.448

* S = Significant at 0.05 level

NS = Not significant at 0.05 level

it can be seen from the table that the difference between the

senior and intermediate leve'l managers 'is not significant except for

autonomy where the senior managers reported s'ignificant'ly higher mean

scores as compared to the intermediate level managers. These same

managers had reported a sign'ificantly higher level of perceived need

fulfillment and generaììy a greater satisfaction with their jobs

SIZE OF FIRM

Table 30 lists the mean scores for five dimensions for the

entire popu'lation based on the size of the firm.
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TABLI 30

SIZE OF FIRM AND CORE DIMENSIONS

Core Dimensions Size of Firm
Large Medium
N=61 N=55

t-ratio Significance*

Variety and Chaììenge 5.361 5.830 1.6204 NS

Autonomy 5.383 5.885 t.9l38 S

Task Identity 5.426 5.945 1.7874 S

Feedback 5.1'|5 5.100 0.0486 NS

Friendship Opportunity 4.279 4.564 0.7874 NS

* NS = Not Significant at 0.05 leveì (two taited t-test)

S = Significant at 0.05 level

These results indicate that managers in medium size firms

have significantly higher scores for the dimension of autonomy and

task identity. It ìs considered that because of the snnller size of the

firm, these nnnagers have a major say.in scheduling their work and in

selecting equipment and are able to more clearly identify the resuìts

of their efforts. The differences on other core dimensions are not

si gni fi cant.

To analyze the data further, the scores

large as well as medium size firms, were tabulated

of management within each firm size. The results

Tables 3l (a) and 3l (b)

of the managers for

based on their level

are tabulated in

TABLE 3l (a)

LARGE SIZE FIRMS - CORE DIMENSIONS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT

Core Dimensions Level s of Management
Senior Intermediate Z-Val ue Signi fi cance*

( N=30 )

Variety and challenge
Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedback
Friendshi p opportuni ty

5.290
5.430
5.452
5.097
3.935

5.433
5. 333
5.400
5..l33
4.633

-0.3s7
-0.592
-0.435
-0.387
-t .20t

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
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NS = Not signifjcant at 0.05

Table 3l(a) shows that in the

ìevel

large size firm, there is no

of senior and intermediatesignificant djfference in the perception

managers based on the five dimensions.

rABLE 3l (b)

MEDIUM SIZE FIRMS - CORE DIMENSIONS ACCORDING TO LEVEL

of l4anagement Z-Val ue
Intermediate

OF MANAGEMENT

Si gni fi cance*Core Dimensions

Var,iety and Challenge 5.889

Level s

Seni or
( N=27 )

6.07 4

(lr¡=ZS)

Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedback

6.074 5. 821
4. 981 5.214

4.254

5.77 4
5.702

-0.461
-1.876
-1 .177
-0.730
-1.345

NS

S

NS

NS

NSFriendship Opportunity 4.889

S = Significant at 0.05 level

NS = Not significant at 0-05 level

Table 31(b) indicates that senjor managers in medium size

firms consistently reported higher mean scores for the core dimensions

except for "Feedback". In the case of "Autonomy" they reported

significantìy higher mean scores as compared to the intermedjate

managers.

Based on our results, it is considered that the smaller the

size of firm, the easjer it is to identify and define the results of

manager's efforts. He has much more say in scheiduling his work.

Naturally, it is more so for a senior manager in small size firm.

RURAL-URBAN BACKGROUND

Table 32 shows the mean scores of the core dimensions based

on a manager's early life. Also included are t-ratio values.
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TABLE 32

RURALIURBAN BACKGROUND AND CORE DIMENSIONS

Core DimenSjons Rural Background Urban Background t-ratio Significance*
( N=24 ) (N=92)

Variety and Chalìenge 5.153

Friendship opportunity 2.246

Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedbac k

Variety and
Chal I enge

Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedback
Fri endsh'ip
opportunì ti es

5. 't94

5 .458
5 .333

5.656
5.677
5.777
5.069

4.414

Not significant

5. 696
5.732
5.728
5. 049
I .854

0.5640
0.4763
0. 8046
0.?914

0.2976

level (two

1"5176
1.6546
0.7454
0.77 35
ì .1735

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

tajled t-test)

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 leveì (two tailed t-test)

It can be seen from Table 5 that Urban managers reported

somewhat higher scores for variety and challenge, autonomy and task

;irdentity and somewhat lower results for feedback and friendship

opportunity as compared to the managers from rural background. However,

the differences are not significant.

AGE

Table 33 lists the mean scores of core dimensions based on a

manager's age i.e. younger (less than 50 years) or older (50 years or

more. )

TABLE 33

AGE AND CORE DIMENSIONS

Core Dimensions Younger 0lder t-ratio Significance *
(N=65 ) (t{=bt )

5.490
5.549
5.539
5.157

4. 353

at 0.05*NS=
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Although the younger managers in Table 33 show somewhat

higher mean scores for various core djmensions as compared to older

managers, the difference based on the t-ratio values are not signi-

ficant at the 0.05 level. It can therefore be said that age does not

significantìy influence a manager's perception of these core dimensions.

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Table 34 shows the mean scores for core dimensions based on

a manager's education i.e. low education (some coìlege or less) and

high educatÍon (college degree or more)

TABLE 34

LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND CORE DIMENSIONS

Core Dimensions Low Education High Education t-ratio Significance*
(N= 84) (ru=¡2)

Variety and Challenge 5.512
5 "452
5. 595
5.119

4.286

5.771
6.062
5.875
5. 078

4.750

0.7930 NS

2.0871 S

0.8530 NS

0.1225 NS

1.1519 NS

Autonomy
Task Identity
Feedback
Friendsh i p
opportuni ti es

NS = Not significant at 0.05 leve'l (two tailed t-test)

S = Significant at 0.05 level

Managers with high ìevels of education, by and ìarge, reported

higher scores for core dimensions as compared to those with low levels

of education. The difference ís significant for the core dimensions of

autonomy.

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION

The mean core dimensions based on a manager's area of

specialization are summarized in Table 35.
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TABLE 35

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION AND CORE DIMENSIONS

Core Dimensions Area of Specialization

Variety and
Chalìenge

Autonomy
Task Identíty
Feedback
Friendship
opportuni ti es

5.ì83
5.409
5.371
4.839

4.323

mean score* highest

General
Management
N=31

Finance &

Accounti ng
N = 17

5.667
5. 588
6.000*
4.971

3.824

for that core

Marketi ng &

Sal es
N=3.|

Producti on

N=37

5.946*
5.882*
5. 645
5. 161

5,097*

dimens i on

5.577
5. 595
5.797
5.351 *

4. t89

It is interesting to note from Table 35 that Finance and

Accounting managers reported highest scores on task identity dÍmension.

This cou'ld be because of the nature of their work in which they have

the responsibility for the complete job. Managers from Marketing and

Sales reported highest scores for the core-dimensions of variety and

challenge, autonomy and friendship opportunities. Again, this couìd

have been expected because of the nature of their iob. It has to be

structured to provide them for variety and autonomy and offers them

opportunities for fostering friendshÍps. Managers in Product'ion reported

the highest mean score for Feedback. Apparently, this response is

related to freedom in decision making in shops and the need for

necessary feedback from the top for good performance

So far, we have presented the results of our findings on

core dimensions based on the various variables of the study. Figure 3

graphically shows the resu'lts in a condensed form and a summary of the

findings in the area of core dimensions is presented near the end of

this chapter.
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SPECiFIC SATISFACTION ITEMS

Twelve items were selected to study the average managerial

satisfaction (Hackman and Lawler, l97l) with particular aspects of

their job. Table 36 summarizes the average responses for these items

as reported by senior and intermediate level managers. The overall

means for the entirepopulation, for large size firms as well as for

medium size firms, are also given. Also included are the crÌticaÏ

Z-ratio values for all categories from the Mann-Whitney, U-Test.

TABLE 36

SPECIFIC SATISFACTION ITEMS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT

Item Senior Intermediate Z-value Sìgnificance *
(N=58 ) (N=58)

Personal growth
& development 4.55

Self-esteem from
job 5.91

Opportunity for
i ndependent
thought

Prestige inside
company

Cl ose
supervi s i on

Securi ty
Pay
Development of
friendshi p

Promoti on
Fai r treatrnent
from boss

Feeling of
accompl i shmeñt

Parti ci pati on
in decisions

Mean for al I

Mean for ìarge
size firms

Mean for Medium
size firms

6.20

5. 88

2.21
s.71
5.25

4.70
3.86

5. 56

5. 68

5.94

5.14

5.06
(N=3.l )

5.25
(fl=27 )

4.72

5.35

5. 86

5.23

3.02
5.6.l
4.93

4.53
4.46

5. 63

5.68

5. 5l

5. 38

5.32
( N=30 )

5.43
( N=28 )

-0.426

-0.023

-1 .372

-0.2.l I

-0.388
-1.327
-2.423

-0.655
-0.747

-l .455

-1 .223

-t.023

-t .51 3

-0.036

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

S

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

-2.021
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S = Signifícant at 0.05 level

NS = Not significant at 0.05 level

Table 36 indicates that the differences between the specific

satisfaction measures based on levels of management are not significant
for the entire population except for "pay',, where senior managers

reported a significantly greater satisfaction as compared to the

intermediate managers. The mean score for large size firms does not

show any significant differences whereas for the medium size firms, the

intermediate managers reported a significantìy greater satisfaction

as compared to the senior level managers

JOB DESIGN

. An independent measure of job design was computed by averaging

the responses to the folìowing specific items relating to job character-

i sti cs

0pportunity to do complete job
Amount of close supervision received
0pportunity to do chal'lenging work
Pay
Opportunity to do a number of things
Opportunity to do the whoìe job
Promoti on
Respect and fair tr"eatment from the boss

Table 37 shows the average scores for job design for various

variables of the study. Also included are the corresponding t-ratio
values. The results are graphical'ly shown in Figure 4.
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TABLI 37

MEAN JOB DESIGN SCORË ACCORDING TO VARIABLES OF STUDY

Varriabìes of Study l4ean Job Design Sample t-ratio Significance*
Score Si ze

L.Level of Management 
I ..,66 NS

Seni or 4 '707 58

iñi.tt.diate 4.972 58

2.Size of Firms
Large 4.645 61 1'7496 S

¡ledíum 5' 055 55

3.Early Life
Rural 4.656 24 0' 7931 NS

Urban 4.887 92

4.Age - ^ /rrìtrYounger 4.885 65 0' 43.l 5 NS

0l der 4.782 5l

' 5.Level of Education
Low Educatiòñ 4.805 84 0'4713 NS

niér,-r¿u.ation 4.930 32

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two tailed t-test)

S = Significant at 0'05 level

It can be seen from Tab'le 37 that in general none of the

t-ratio values are signifjcant for the two-tailed t-test (except for

size of the firm) and thus the job design items used do not appear to

. be signifìcantly influenced by the variables of the study' It is however

interesting to note that jntermediate manager's reported somewhat

, higher scores.than senior managers. The managers in medium size firms

reported significantly higher scores as compared to manager's in the

large sìze firms. The effect of age, education and early life of a

manager are not that Pronounced'
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HIGHER-ORDER NEED STRENGTH

The moderating effect of desired higher order needs has been

studied by others (Hackman and Lawler, l97t; Brief and AIdag' .l975).

Hackman and Lawler compared the relationships between the core-dimen-

sions and each dependent variable for those respondents whose scores

fell into the top third of the desired higher-order need strength

distribution, with those whose scores fell into the bottom third of

the distribution. They concluded that higher order need strength acts

as a moderatìng variable except for relationships involving task

identity. Brief and Aldag (1975) attempted to replicate these findings

but found only partial success and questioned the assumed straight

forward role of desired hìgher-order need strengths as depicted by

Hackman and Lawler.

In the present study, the higher order need strength was

established by averaging responses to twelve jtems previousìy used

by Hackman and Lawler. This was done to compare our findings to those

of others. These items asked each respondent as to how much of various

opportuntiies and attributes the employees'would like to have on their

own job. Contents of the questionnaire ranged wide'ly, and included

items pertaining to PâY, promotion, security, working conditions' peer

relationships, and supervisory relationships. Twelve of the items were

judged on a'prÍority basjs to measure desire for higher order need

sati sfact'ions. These i tems are -

personaì growth
independent thought

for
for

- Opportunity
- 0pportunÍty
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- Opportunity to find hor¡r I am doing
- Opportunity to complete the work I start

0pportuni ty to do cha'l ì engi ng work
Feeling that performing job we'l1 or poorìy

- 0pportunity to do a number of things
- 0pportunity to do the whole job
- Freedom to do pretty much what I want
- Variety in the job
- Feeling of worthwhile accomplishment
- Partricipation in job-related decisions

PropcÍsition 4. Senior Level managers will have significantìy
more desired high-order need strength, as compared to
intermediate level managers (i.e. the higher the level of
management, the more the desired high-order need strength).

The mean value of the higher order need strength for the entíre

population of Manitoba managers was found to be 5.831 and this is fairly

high. Table 38 shows the distribution of the higher-order need strength

for various variables of the'study. Also included are the corresponding

t-ratio values. The resuìts are graphical'ly shown in Figure 5.

TABLE 38

MEAN DESIREDHIGHER-ORDER NEED STRENGTH ACCORDING TO VARIABLES OF STUDY

Variables of Study Mean desired Sampie
Higher order need strength Size t-ratio Significance*

l..Level of Management
Sen i or
Intermedi a te

2.Size of FÍrms
Large
Medi um

3.Early Life
Rural
Urban

4. Age
Younger
0l der

5. Leve'l of Educati on
Low Education
High Education

5 .885
5.777

5.637
6.047

5. 396
5. 945

5.886
5.761

5.720
6.122

58 0.4279 NS
58

61 1.6527 NS
55

24 1.7975 S

92

65 0.491 I NS

5l

84 1.4464 NS
32

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two-tailed t-test)
S = Significant at 0.05 level
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It can be seen from Table 38 that none of the t-ratio values

are significant for the two-tai'led t-test .(except for rural/urban background)

and thus the h.igher need strength has not been shown to be signifjcantly

influenced by these variables. It is, however interesting to note

that senior managers reported somewhat higher scores than intermediate

managers. The managers in medium si ze flrms show h'igher scores as

compared to those in the large size firms. Young managers report somewhat

higher scores as compared to older managers. However, based on early

life, urban managers reported a significantly'higher, desired high

order need strength as compared to managers from a rura'l background' This

finding is contrary to the findings of Hackman and Lawler (1971)' It

must be pointed out that their definition of rural/urban background

differs from that of our study (chapter v). In terms of level of

education, managers with a high educational level (College degree or

more) reported somewhat higher scores for desired high order need

strength. All these trends are explainable and consistent with the

findingsreportedelsewhereinthedissertation.

Proposition5-Amanager.s.perceptjonofhisjob'sfour
.or" ãi*.niiont (i.e. variety and challgene,-autonomy'
task iåärïitv ánà feeduack ilil1 be positive'ly coffelated
to *.uiutes 

-of satisfactron and iob design'

neral correlations between the core-Table 39 shows the ge DeLweerr Lrre I

dimensions and the specifjc satisfaction items' and the mean measures

of iob design

Nearly all of the specific satisfactíon items' mean satis-

faction and mean job design were sjgnificantlypositivelycorrelated

with the descriptions of jobs on the core-dimensions' This is to be



TABLE NO. 39
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG VARIOUS VARIABLES

CORE DIMENSIONS, SPECIFIC SATISFACTION AND MEAN JOB DESIGN
VAR|ABLESxsD1234567891011 12

A. CORE DII,/IENSIONS

1. Variety and challenge S.SB 1.57 1.00

2. Autonomy 5,62 1.43 O.B2 1.OO

3. Task identity 5.67 1.bB 0.6g 0.69 1.OO

4. FeecJback 5.1 1 1.60 0.56 0.55 0.69 1.00

B. SPECI FIC-SATISFACTI ON

5. Persorral growth 4.64 1.84 0.46* 0.37* 0.33* .0.34* 1.00

6. Sel{-esteem 5.63 1.29 0.31 " 0.39* 0.27* 0.16 O.42' 1.00

7. llr(lepcndcnt thought 6,03 1.22 O.52* O,74* 0.43* O.2g* 0.46- 0.36* 1.00

B. Prestige insicJe company 5.55 1.28 0.34+ 0.35* 0.36- 0.16 o.4g* o.14* 0.37* 1.00

9. Ctose supervision recoived 2.63 1JO 0.03 -0.06 -O.12 O.0S O.OO -O.OO -0.13 O.O1 i.OO

10, Security b.66 1.45 0.29* 0.36* 0.41 * 0.40* 0.46' O.27* 0.50+ 0.36- -O.OB 1.OO

11. Pay 5.09 1.38 0.36* 0,43' O.3o* O.i9' 0.37* O.3B' 0.34* 0.49" O.O2 0.45* 1.00

12, Development of friendship 4.61 1,74 O,42' O34n 0.36* 0.26* 0.31* 0.14 0.25* 0.18 O,17 0,36* 0.13 1,00

13, Promotional opportunity 4,18 2.O7 0,38+ 0.25* 0.30+ 0.29* 0.62* O.24* 0.33* 0.26* O,21* O.41* 0.31 * 0.23*

14, Fair treatment f rom boss 5,57 1,48 0.3Ax O.5O* O,49" 0.42" 0.41* O.4g* 0.41 * O.4B* 0.06 0.S5* 0.42* 0.33*

15, FeeÍing of accomplishment 5.65 1.33 0.56* 0.53* 0.61 " 0,49* 0.53' 0.50* 0.46* 0,56" 0.03 0.52* 0.39* 0.38*

16. Participation in decìsions s.i2 1.41 o.E6* o.az* .o.44" 0.51 * 0.43* o.42+ 0.56* 0.41 * -o.ob 0.37* 0.3g* 0.26*

17. Mean-satisfaction 4.87 1.16 O.78* 0.80* 0.71* 0.61 " 0.65+ 0.53* 0.55* 0.54* O.25* 0,59* O.SB+ O,SO*

c. ¡,îEAN-JOB DESIGN 4.84 1.27 o.Bo* 0.73' o.B1 * 0.64* 0.44- 0.30* 0.44- 0.35' 0.29. o.4s* o.sb* o.4o*

* p < 0.05 two ta¡led test
Number of respondents = 16

13 14 15 ID 17 18

1.00

0.43* 1.00

0.40* 0.57'

o.241 .0.49*

0.62* O.7o*

6.79* 0.70'

I

J

O
I

1.00

0.48* 1.00

0.75* 0.62* 1.00

0.65* 0.49* 0.91 * 1.OO
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expected since the core dimensions relate substantially to overall

job satisfaction - since overall satisfaction is likely to be strongly

influenced by satisfaction with the particular aspect of the work

situation addressed by the twelve specific items. It is useful,

however, to examine which of the sat'isfaction items are especiaìly

strongìy related to the core dimensions, and which have negligible

relat'ionships. Items with cons'istently strong relationships to the

core dimensions should be considered especialìy sensitive to

differences on these djmensions, whereas, those items with weak relation-

ships should be considered not as responsive to differences in iob

design. This should be helpfuì, thereforeo in ful1y understanding the

kind of effects that the core dimensions have on an employee's reaction

to hi s job

Thefourspecificitemsmoststrong1yrelatedtothecore

dimensions are (in descending order) (a).Particípation in job related

decisions (b) feeling of worthwhile accomplishment (c) opportunity of

independent thought and action, (d) the amount of respect and fair

treatment received from the boss.

The four specific items least strongly related to the core

dimensions are (in ascending order) (a) amount of close supervision

received, (b) the opportunity for promotion (c) tne pay for my job

(d) prestige inside the company,

It appears, as expected, thatthe four core dimensions by and

1arge, seem to be most strongìy related to the satisfactíon of higher

order needs. The satisfaction items which are the least related to the

four core dimensions seem to be most relevant to the satisfaction of

needs classified as lower-order in the hierarchies of Maslow (1973) and
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Alderfer (1969). These respìts in general are in ljne with those of

Hackman and Lawler ('l g71).

Proposition No.5a - a manager's perception of his iob's four
core dimensions (i.e. variety and chaìlenge, autonomy, task
identity and feedback) wìl'l be positveìy correlated to specific
satisfaction items for those with high higher-order need
strength, and it will be higher than the rel'ationships
for managers with low higher-order need strength-

For testing this proposition the correjations between core

dimensions and dependent variables were computed separately for those

managers whose higher order need strength scores were in the top one-third

of the distribution of scores for all respondents, and for those managers

whose scores were in the bottom one-third of the same distribution

Specifically, separate correlations were computed for those managers

with desired higher order need strength greater than 6.30 and for those

less than 5.50. It was expected that the relationships for the bottom

third would be lower in magnitude than the relationships for the top

third of the distribution. It was also expected that the relationship

found for the top third should be stronger than the one for all

respondents.

Tabte 40 shows the results of the anaìysis.

TABLE 40

MODERATiNG EFFECT OF DESIRED HIGHER ORDER NEEDS

CORE DIMENSIONS VERSUS SPECIFIC SATISFACTION ITEMS

Dependent
Variable Satis-
faction Item

Variety &

Cha'll enge AutonomY
Hi gh Loi^r' ' Hi gh Low
Str. Str. Str. Str.

Task
Identi ty Feedback

High Low Hioh Low
Str. Str. Str. Str.

-0.05 0.38* -0..|8
0.09 0.00 -0.17

1.

2.

Personal
growth 0.44* 0. I 6 0.39* 0.08 0-40*
Self-esteem 0.15 0.22 0.39* 0.25 -0.09
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TABLE 40 (cont'd)
Dependent VarietY g Task

Vái^iaUte Satis- Challenge Autonomy Identity
fáction Item High Low High Low High Low

Str. Str. Str. Str. Str. Str.

Feedback
High Low
Str. Str.

3. I ndependent
thought &

acti on 0 "27
Presti ge
i nside
company 0. I 7
Cl ose
supervision 0"04
Securîty 0.34*
Pay 0.24
Devel opment
of Close
Friendshìp 0.34*
Promotion 0.34*
Fair

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

0.44* 0.77* 0.65* 0.42* 0.38* 0.09 0.20

0.07 0.38* 0.00 -0,04 0"06 0.08 -0.20

-0.?3 -0.04 -0 "23 -0. I 6 -0.29 0. 02 *0. 08
0.23 0.32* 0.4.l* 0.49* 0.32* 0.41* 0.26
0.53* 0.32* 0.57* 0.12 0.58* 0.ì9 0.14

0.61* 0.19 0.59* 0.?1 0.36* 0.09 0.54*
0.23 0.27 0.03 0.36* 0.30 0.22 0.319.

10.

11.

12.

treatment
from boss 0.16 0.57* 0.44* 0.57* 0.33* 0-68* 0.38* 0.21
Feeling of
accompì i sh-
ment 0.52* 0.69* 0.17 0.75* 0.20 0.57* 0.19 0.09
Parti ci -
pation in
äecisions 0.5b* 0.68* 0.77* 0.87* 0.35* 0.70* 0.42* 0.61*
Average
Satisiaction 0.4T* 0.83* 0.50* 0.89* 0.36* 0.74* 0.31 0.61*

* Significant at 0.05 level (two-tailed test)

The results presented in Table 40 of the analysjs do

not show an explicit support of the proposition. Although in some cases,

managers with higher desired high-order need strength show higher positive

relationships with those managers who have lower desired high-order need

strength, there are quite a few cases where the reverse is also true.

Thus in our study of manageria'l iobs in Manitoba, we have not found as

clear a relationship as Hackman and Lawler (.l97'l) found in their study

of telephone company employees. l,lhether this is because of djfferences

in desired high-order need strengths of managers and workers or whether

the role of these high order need strengths is complex' aS su.ggested
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by Bri ef and A'l dag (t 975) , i s di ffi cul t to say wi thout further
empirical studies or indepth examination of underìying correlations.

FACTOR ANALYSIS

A factor analysis was carried out for the twenty items of
Part III of the questionnaire along with mean measures of specific

satisfaction and job design. The items selected were responses to

part (a) of each question.

Basically, factor anaìysis is a technique for representing

a large number of varjables in a more concise form,. This is accompìished

by determining inter-relationships between variables, and eliminating

duplicate information. There are two types of analysis: R and Q type.

The R type analysís consists of factor analyzing a matrix wìth variabJes

referring to the characteristícs of entities, and the cases being the

entities themselves. Q type is the transpose of this matrix. The R

type ana'lysis was used in this study as our interest was to describe

the individuals alongcertain undefined dimensions, and not the reverse.

A factor analysis consists of three ordinary steps (a)

preparation of the comelation matrix of all variables (b) extraction

of the initíal factors i.e. the data reduction function and (c) the

rotation of the significant factors to a termínai solution. Each step

involves a choice of options in the SPSS program.

The R-type factor anaìysis was selected, as noted above, and

a correlatìon matrix was prepared for step one of the factor analysis.

In step two, two basic techniques u/ere considered for extracting factors:

principa'l-components and principaì-factor. In a principal-component

anaìysis, the correlation matrix is left unaltered, thus the diagonal

remains .l.0. This results in a systematic selection of factors beginning
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with the one with the greatest exp'lanatory power and moving down. The

second techníque involves the replacement of the majn diagona'l with

estimates of communalíty. Communality is defined as the proposition of

a variable sharing something in common with all other variables in the

set, thus it cannot be smaller than the squared multiple correlation

between a variable and others jn the set. The basic assumption under-

lyíng this technique is that only some portions of the variables are

involved in the patterning, and by removing the comfiþn sources of

variance, the remaining corrê'lations between variables wÍll all become

geros. In other words, each variable has a unique variance not invoìved

with any other variable. By replacing the diagonal elements in the

correlation matrix, in effect, this unique variance of each variable

l's removed, leaving onìy the remaining portion of the variable.

Theoretically, this approach is superior to the principal-component

technique, although there is one problem. The minimum diagonaì is the

squared multip'le correlation, and the ceilìng is l-0. However, no

one has yet accurately determíned the exact value of the diagonaìs

required to split each variable accurately. In step two thus, the

principal-factor technique was selected because of its theoretl'cal

superi ori ty.

The first decision in step three is to determine the number

of factors to rotate. Although several criterion exist to aid in the

decision, there is no definite cut-off point. The scree test is the

one most wideìy used, (Rummel, '|970). The proportion of total variance

explained by each factor is plotted agaínst the factor number" The

cut-off point is where the curve flattens. Another cirterion is a big

drop in the explanatory power from one factor to the next. A most
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common point is to cut-off all factors with eigen values less than one.

Several other techniques exist such as meaningfulness, interpretability,
strength of relationship, etc. but most are redundant. In our study,

onìy those factors which had a eigen value greater than one were used

for rotation. Most analysts agree that rotating too few factors can

distort the factor structure. The effect of using too many factors is not

clear. It is generally considered that it is more critical that signìficant
factors not be eliminated

Once the method for selectíon of the required number of factors

was decided, the next step was the selectíon of the method of rotation.

Rotation optimízes the variables fit with one or more of the factors.

The decision is between orthogonal rotation and oblique rotation.

Orthogonal rotation produces uncorrelated factors i.e, factors at right
angìes ín n- space. In ob'lique rotation, factors can be rotated free'ly

with no correlation restriction. The most common'ly used technique

is the VARIMAX orthogonal rotation, which concentrates on simplifying

the columns of the factor matrix. This, in effect, is the process of

fitting each variable to one or more factors and eliminating partial

loadings as much as possíbìe. 
\

of satisfaction were factor analyzed to obtain further information on

their structure in relation to Maslow's need categories. ThEse twenty

two items were intercorrelated and the matrix of intercorrelation was

factored by a principal axis method with squared multíple correlations

in the diagonal of the matrix. Four factors with eigen value greater

than unity were selected and rotated to a VARIMAX solution using the

sPSs. This techníque has been previously used by others (payne , 1970;
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Roberts et al, l97l; Waters and Roach, 1973)

The factor loading of satisfaction varíables is given in

Table 4l along with their loadings and communaliti"s(f'2). Four

distinct factors were obtained as under:

Factor I. This factor has been defined as relating to interpersonal

relationships and friendship. Most of the items go quite welì with each

other. The only surprising exception is the variable representing

worthwhi 1 e accompl i shment.

Factor II. This group factor seemed to represent esteem or prestige

and included pay and fair treatment and respect from boss. This

factor generalìy corresponds to lower order needs and to items relating

to extrinsic satisfaction. The mean measure of satisfaction is also

loaded on this factor.

Factor III. This factor was interpreted as higher order need fulfillment.

All of the items pertaining to self-actualízation and autonomy categoris

loaded above criterion level. The measure of job design also ìoaded on

this factor which would imply that satisfaction with intrins'ic aspects of

work situation are more related to the measure of iob design than to

the satisfaction measure.

Factor IV. This factor was identified as relating to promotion and

close supervision.
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TABLE 4I

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SATISFACTiON VARIABLES

Variable Descrjption

FACTOR I

Feedback
Doing complete work
Securi ty
Performing job well
Close friendship
Doing whole job
l,rlorthwhi 1 e accompl i shment

FACTOR II

Esteem
Prestige inside company
Pay
Fair treatment and respect from boss

Mean satisfaction

FACTOR III
Growth
Independent thought
Challenging work
Doing different things
Doing what you want
Variety in iob
Parti ci pati on

Mean Job Design

FACTOR IV

Close Supervision
Promoti on

Loadi ng Communal ities (h2)

.49

.67

.66

.60

.56

.77

.62

.84

.82

.63

.53

.56

.44

.70

.59

.87

.51

.68

.54

.55

.79

.64

.28

.60

.59

.41

.45

.73

.69

.75

.77

.55

.61

.98

.60

.69

.58

.83

.46

.58

.52

.94

.66

.65
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l,lfrile the factors obtained in this study are not direct'ly

comparable wìth those obtained jn the previous three studies, yet the

results of the present study are'in qgreement in that items frequently

used to represent the l,laslow need categories do not cluster as a'priori

classified according to the Maslow system. It does appear that Porter-

type items can be used to differentiate higher and lower.order need

fulfillment. The results of this finding however, suggest that the

measure of job design (as compared to the measure of specific satisfaction)

is better related to the fulfillment of higher order needs

In this chapter we have covered considerable ground and a

recapitulation is ín order. The chapter was started with the results of

a manager's perception of core-dimensions of the iob. The measures

of specifjc satisfaction and mean iob design and higher-order need

strength were presented next. The moderating effect of higher-order

needs was analyzed and a brief report on factor ana'lysis of the

need fulfillment items has been jncluded. A summary of the findings

is as follows:

1. Senior level managers have a significantly higher perception about

the core dimension of autonomy. Being the men at the top they are

the decisjon makers and thus the findings are understandable.

2. Managers in the medium size fjrms have signifìcantìy higher

perceptions for the dimensions of autonomy and task identity. It
appears that because of a small firmsize, these managers have

more say in scheduling the'ir work and can identity the results

of their efforts much better. In fact, the senior managers in

medium size firms rate the highest'in terms of their perceptions

about autonomy.
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3. A manager's early life does not significantly infìuence his perceptìon

about the various core-dimensions at work.

4" Age does not ìnfluence in any significant way a manager's perception

of his core-dimensions.

5. The level of education shows a slight positive relationship with core-

dimensions i.e. managers having higher education have a somewhat

higher perception of their core-dimensions.

6. The data is very suggestive with respect to a manageris area of

specialization and his perception of the four core-dimensions. Managers

in the area of finance and accounting scored highest on the

djmension of task identity, managers in marketing and sales scored

highest on the dimensions of variety, autonomy and friendship

opportunities, and managers in production reported highest scores

for feedback. The managers in general management reported somewhat

lower scores for each dimension.

7. The concept of the measure of the iob design, introduced in this

chapter, is very promising. The study has indicated that the leveì

of management, age, education arid earìy life of a manager does not

significant'ly influence his perception of the items of job design.

0n1y in the case of the size of the firms studied, managers in medium

size firms reported significant'ly higher scores as compared to the

managers of the large size firms. Based on the results of the factor

analysis, the mean job design appears to be related to fulfillment of

higher-order needs
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A managerrs perception of h'is jobts four core dimensilons, variety.

and challenge, autonomy, task identity and feedback, are positively

correlated to spec'ific satisfaction items and mean measure of job

design. The four specific items most strongìy related to core-

dimensions are (in descending order) (a) participation in job

related decisions (b) feeling of worthwhile accomplÍshment (c)

opportunity of independent thought and action and (d) tne

amount of respect and fair treatment received from the boss. The

four specific items least strongly related to the core dimensions

are (in ascending order) (a) amount of close supervision (b) the

opportunity for promotion (c) the pay for my job and (d) prestige

inside the company.

In terms of the desired hígher-order need strength the results suggest

the folìowing

(a) senior level managers have somewhat higher desíred high-order
need strength as compared to intermediate managers.

(b) medium size firm managers have somewhat higher desired high-order
strength as compared to the managers of the large sÍze firms.

(c) younger managers have somewhat higher desired high order need
strength as compared to the older managers.

(d) managers with urban background have significantly higher
desired high-order need strength as compared to thoefrom
rural background.

The role of desired higher order need strength as a moderator on a

manager's perception of core dimensions and job characteristics,

appears to be very complex.

The results of the factor analysis jndicates that the Porter-type

items can be used to differentjate between high and low order need

categori es.

9.

10.

11.
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This concludes the ana'lysis associated with core-dimensions,

specific satisfact'ion and higher order need strength. Another measure

of satisfaction, Job Descriptive Index, was incorporated in the present

study and the next chapter summarjzes the fjndings re'lated to JDI.



CHAPTER VII

JOB DTSCRIPTiVE iNDEX AS A MEASURE OF SATiSFACTION
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CHAPTER VII

JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX AS A MEASURE OF SATISFACTION

The Job Descriptive Index (JDI), as a measure of satisfaction

in work, has been successfulìy used in many prevÍous studies. (Smith et

al, ï969; Hulin, 1969; Herman and Hulin,1973; Gillet and Schwab, 1975).

Out of these studies, the one by Hulin (1969) is of particular interest,

as it was conducted in a Canadian setting. Two community towns in

British Cotumbia were studied to examine the influence of community

characteristics on job satisfaction.

In the present study, measures of managerial satisfaction were

obtained, with actual work done, paJ, promotional opportunities, supervison

and co-workers, using theJDI. The JDI is an accumulative point adjective

check-list measure of job satisfaction, whích possesses adequate convergent

and discrÍminant validity for individual analysis (Quinn and Kahn 1967;

Smith, 1967; Vroom, 1964).

Proposition No. 6 - Levels of satisfaction (JDI) will be
positively correlated with a manager's level of hierarchy
in the organization (i.e. the higher the level of management,
the greater the degree of satisfactíon.)

Tabl e 42 gi ves the JDI scores

on levels of management. Also given are

the Mann-Ì,'lhi tney U-Test.

LEVEL

JDI Item

(trl=58 )

for the enti re popul ation based

the critical Z.-ratio values from

Si gni fi cance*

-0.'l 36
-0.181
-1.55.|

TABLE 42

OF MANAGEMENT AND JOB DESCRiPTIVE INDEX SCORES

Level of Management
Senior Intermediate Z- Rati o

Ì¡'lork
Pay
Promotion

37 .7 41
16.724
I 1 .397

37.414
16.414
I 5.000

NS
NS

NS



Supervi s i on
Co-l,lorkers

l,lork
Pay
Promotion
Supervi sion
Co-l^Jorkers

23.690
35. 500
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35.31 0
34. 931

-2.851
-0.355

s
NS

*S = Significant at 0.05 level NS = Not significant at 0.05 level

Table 42 shows that, the JDI scores, based on the levels of

management, do not show significant differences except in the area of

supervision. The intermediate managers reported a signifícant'ly higher

satisfaction with supervision as compared to the senior level managers.

The intermediate managers also reported higher ìevels of satisfaction with

promotional opportunities as compared to theÍr senior counterparts.

These results do not support the proposition as formulated

and are at variance with previous findings (Smith, ei a'l, 'l969; Herman and

Hulin, 1973). However, the results are explainable in the present case

as the senior level managers have reached the top of the hierarchy and have

no pìace to go. Consequently, there perception about promotiona'l oppor-

tunities and supervision received is clouded. In this context, it would

be questionable even to use JDI for the top senÍor manager to measure the

degree of satisfaction.

Table 43 shows the JDI scores for the entire popu'lation based

on the size of the firm.

TABLE 43

SIZE OF FIRM AND JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX SCORES

t-rati oJDI Item Si gn i fi cance*Size of
Large
(N=61 )

Fi rm
Medi um
( N=55 )

37.623 37.527 0.0281 NS

I 0. 451 9 .87 4 0 .0692 NS

13.721 12.618 0.5393 NS

29 "721 29.255 0- l ï 32 NS

35. 443 34.964 0.1266 NS

Not sign-ificant at 0.05 tevel (two-taiìed t-test)*NS =
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The results of Table 43 indicate that size of the firm does

not significantly affect a manager's perception of the JDI items.

Table 44 shows the JDI scores for the entire population based on

rural/urban bakcground of the managers and the critical Z-ratio values

based on the Mann-I^lhitney U-Test.

TABLE 44

RURAL/URBAN BACKGROUND AND JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX SCORES

JDI Item Rurral Background Urban Background Z-Value Significance*
( N=24 ) (f,,1=92 )

I,lork
Pay
Promoti on
Supervision 26.250
Co-Workers 30.417

38 .891 -0.603 NS

17.098 -0.797 NS
I 3. 391 -0.81 5 NS

30.348 -1.049 NS

36.467 -l .808 S

32.542
14.542
I 2. 458

NS = Not Significant at 0.05 level* S = Significant at 0.05 level

The urban managers consistentìy reported higher scores for

satisfaction for each area as compared to managers from a rural back-

ground. The difference jn the area of supervision is quite high but not

significant, whereas for co-workers, it is signíficant. It is interesting

to recall here that managers from an urban baôkground repoÊedsomewhat

higher perceived need fulfillment as well as higher perceived need impor-

tance for social needs, as compared to managers from a rural background.

It could be, that their significantly h'igher satisfaction with co-workers

may be related to this perception.

Table 45 shows the JDI scores based on a manager's age. Also

included are values of the t-ratio.
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TABLE 45

AGE AND JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX SCORES

Yggggl_manqggL 0lder manager

*NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two-tailed t-test)
S = Significant at 0.05 level

It can be seen from Table 45 that younger managers consistentìy

reported somewhat higher JDI scores as compared to their older counterparts.

In fact for the JDI items of promotion and supervision, the younger managers

reported a significantly higher satisfaction as compared to the older

managers. Although the data is significantìy in favor of younger managers,

some caution in interpretation is necessary. A majority of older managers

are at senior levels of management (Table 9) and hence their scores for

supervision and promotÍon could be'low because of their being at the top.

Table 46 shows the JDI scores based on a manager's level of

education. Also included are the values of the t-ratio.

TABLE 46

JDI Itern

l,lork
Pay
Promotion
Supervi s i on
Co-l,lorkers

l¡lork
Pay
Promotion
Supervi sion
Co-hlorkers

39.662
1 7. 508
15.615
32.277
37.215

34.922
1 5. 373
l0.lt8
24.686
32.667

t-ratio

I .43s
1.127
2.756
2.112
1.204

*Si gni fi cance

NS

NS

S

S

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND

JDI ltem Low Education

JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX SCORES

High Education t-ratio *Significance

36.333
16.179
I 3.488
27.429
33.714

40.844
17.594
12.438
34.938
39. I 56

1 .227
.671
.460

1.650
1.298

*NS = Not significant at 0.05 level (two tailed t-test)

Table 46 indicates that, in general, managers with higher levels

of education, reported higher scores for the various items of JDI., The
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t-ratio values however, do not indicate significant differences. In a

separate study, Tersine and Altimus (1974) compared the JDI scores for two,

skill level groups for blue collar workers and reported significant

differences for scores of work and pay factors with high-skil'l group being

more satisfied than the low skill workers" Aìthough we have compared the

levels of education rather than job skills needed and have taken managerial

jobs rather than blue collar workers, yet our results show somewhat

similar trends

Table 47 shows the JDI scores based on a manager's area of

specia'lization.

AREA OF

JDI Item

lJork
Pay
Promoti on
Supervi si on
Co-l^|orkers

Fi nance &

Accounti ng

39. 941 *
19.il8*
I 7.000*
36.059
37 .059

TABLE 47

SPECIALIZATION AND JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX SCORES

Area of Management

General Marketing &

Sal es
P roduc ti o n

34.871
16.290

9. 581
I 9. 000
3l .l 6l

39.129
I 6.806
1 5. 871
37 .452*
41 .032*

37 .459
15.432
12.243
28.622
32"892

* Highest mean scores for JDI ltem

It is very interesting to note that the managers in the Finance

and Accounting area were most satisfied in such areas as work, pay and

opportunities for promotion. Marketing and Sales managers were most

satisfied on such areas as supervision and co-workers. These results

can be exp'lained in terms of the nature of the work in the various areas

of special ization consjdered.

In this chapter an analysis, of the JDI items as measures of

satisfaction, was presented in relation to various variables of the

study. The major findings are as follows:
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1. Levels of satisfaction (JDI) were found to be negat'iveìy comelated

to a manager's level of hierarchy in the organization i.e. the lower the

level of management, the higher was the level of satisfaction. This

is expìained in terms of senior managers being at top and having a

clouded perception about items like promotion and supervisíon, etc.

This raises some questions about the use of JDI as a measure of

satisfaction for senior level managers

2. The size of the firm does not make a significant difference in a

manager's perception of satisfaction (¡nt scores).

3. Urban background managers, reported higher levels of satisfaction

as compared to those with a rural background. Thís couid be related

to the higher desire for social needs on the part of managers from

an urban background.

4. Younger managers reported significantìy higher leveìs of satisfaction

(JDI scores) as compared to older managers. Caution in interpretation

is necessary as older managers are mostly at a senior level and could

have scored 'low on such items as promotion, supervision receìved,

etc. since they are a'lready at the top.

5. The level of education does not make a signifícant difference in a

manager's perception of satisfaction (JDI scores). It may be noted

however, that managers with higher leveìs of education reported a

somewhat higher satisfaction as compared to those with lower levels

of education.

With the results reported in this chapter, the main areas of

the present study have now been covered. Chapter V dealt with the area of

Need Fulfillment andChaptersVl and VII dealt with Job-Characteristics.

The next chapter summarizes the findings based on occupational stress and
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general health and is foJlowed by summary conclusions and poìicy impìi-

cations in chapter IX.



CHAPTER VIÏI

OCCUPATIONAL VALUES, OCCUPATIONAL STRESS AND GENERAL

HEALTH
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CHAPTER VI II

OCCUPATIONAL VALUIS, OCCUPATIONAL STRESS AND GENERAL HEALTH

It has generally been reported jn the literature that there is

an emerging shift in occupational vall;ues. A contemporary manager is no
..l:'i longer interested in a conventional career working through an adminí-

' strative hierarchy of an organ'izationo especial'ly a bureaucratic organi-

zation. They object to authoritarian supervision and instead, have a

' preference for a consuìtative - participative relationship with their

...;:,t,' superior. There is a tendency for a contemporary manager towards

rejection of narrowly defjned jobs. They have preference for

independence, individual responsibility, achievement and recognitjon.

It was in this context that in the present study of managers,

questions about 9 occupational values were included.

Table 48 shows the results of the analysis. Out of the tota'l

of ll6 respondents, only 98 reported their preference for occupational

values. In addition to overall responses, occupational values are

also shown for two sizes of firms and two levels of management.

,,'.:i:, The results are shown graphica'lly in Figure 6.
' .: ' :.'.

TABLE 48

RANK ORDER OF OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

LIVEL OF MANAGEMENT AND SIZE OF FIRMS

Total Managers Large Síze Firms Medium Size Firms
Rank % of Iotal Senior Intermediate Senior Intermediate

N = 98 N= 23 N= ?7 N=24 N=24

1. Challense in work I 36.5 I (34.6) 1 (44.0) 1(24.9) 1 (4.|.1 )
2.0pportunitÍes for

achievemenr 2 29.4 I (34.6) 2(40.3) 3(.16.7) 2(24.7)
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TABLE 48(cont'd)

Total Managers Large Sïze Firms Medium Size Firms
Rank % of Total Senior Intermediate Senior Intermediate

N = gg N=23 N=27 N=24 N=24

3. Independence 3 ll.3 2(13.0) 6(0.0) 2(20.7) 3(13.0)
4. Good Saìary 4 10.2 3( 8.7) 5(3.7) 2(20.7) 5( 8.3)
5. 0pportunities for

srowth 5 7.4 5( 4.3) 3(8.2) 5( 8.3) 4( 8.7\
6. Security 6 4.2 4( 4.8) 6(0.0) 4( 8.7) 6( 4.2)
7. Good relations

with coworkers 7 1.0 6( 0.0) 4( 3.8) 6( 0.0) 7( 0.0)
B. Good supervision B 0 6( 0.0) 6( 0.0) 6 (0.0) Z( 0.0i
e. sratus I 0 6( 0.0) 6( 0.0) 6 (0.0) 7( 0.0)

10. 0rhers B 0 6( 0.0) 6( 0.0) 6 (0.0) 7( 0.0)

Athough the totaì number of respondents ín the four sub-groups

of Table 48 is not very iarge (N= 23 to 27), yet some very interesting

conclusions can be drawn

1. Challenge in work is consistently ranked first by the respondents of

each sub-group. The opportunities for achievementn independence,

good saìary and opportunitjes for growth are consistently ranked

within the first five rankings aithough not necessari'ly in the

same order.

2. It is very difficult to explain the low rating of "independence"

by the intermediate level of managers in large size firms.

Surprisingly, these managers also rated "good reïatíons wjth co-

workers" higher than the other groups. This is however in line

rnrith these managers reporting a 'low need discrepancy for autonomy

in an earlier section.

3. Security was rated high (fourth) by the senior levels of managers

both sizes of firms. ThÍs is consistent with the Manìtoba

manager's greater concern for security reported earlier. Also,
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"good sa'lary" was rated higher by senior managers than by the

intermediate level managers. (Also refer to Table 36) perhaps

these results do indicate the occupational value characteristic

of a senior business executive.

Table 49 gives the rank order of occupat'ional values for'
Manitoba managers along with the results from a previous study, (gndrack,

1e73).

MANITOBA

0cqupati onal

Val ues

1. Challenge in
work

2. Opportunity for
achi evement

3. Independence
4. Good Salary
5. Opportunity for

Growth
6. Security
7. Good relations

wi th co-workers
8. Good Super-

TABLE 49

RANK ORDER OF OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

MANAGERS VERSUS GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDENTS (MBA)

Manitoba Manager MichÍgan (N=55) Toronto (N=70)
(r{=98)

Rank % of Total Rank % of Total Rank % of Total
Responses Responses Responses

I

2
3
4

5

6
7

36.5

29.4
il.3
10.2

7.4
4.2
1.0

I 19.23 I

3 9.34 4
3 9.34 3
2 12.08 2

5 2.20 5
7 0.54 7
7 0.54 7

17.90

5. 83
14.78
I 5.56

3. 50
l.16
l.l6

vision B 0 6 1.10 6 2.33
9. Status I 0 4 2.74 I 0.7710.0thers B 0 I 42.89* 9 37.01*

* These questionnaire's included 20 items and the balance
of the percentage covers the remaining items.

In order of rank, the challenge in work was rated as fìrst in

the Manitoba study. Except for salary which was ranked fourth, all
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the first five rankings are for items which incorporate a desire for

independence, opportunities for challenging work, growth and achievement.

Lower rankings were given to such items as security, good relations with

co-workers, supervision, status, etc. In the Ondrack study, twenty

occupational values of MBA students at Michigan and Toronto were

anaìyzed and hence are not directly comparable to a Manitoba nanager.

However, the data is presented for interest sake, and on'ly nine

occupational values were used for comparion.

There are some striking similaríties with the previous

studies. The chalìenge in work was also ranked first in the Michigan

and Toronto studies. Similarìy, independence and opportunity for growth

were ranked third and fifth respectively in aìl the studies. The first
five rankings by and large went to the same five items, although not

necessarily in the same order. One notable exception was the ranking

for "good salary". In the Manitoba study, the salary was ranked fourth

whereas in Michigan and Toronto studies it was ranked second. The

t4ichigan and Toronto studies were on MBA students and it is quite

probable, that being in a professional school, they had good employment

opportunities as their prÍme objective.

The results of the anaìysis, by and large, show that the

preference in occupational values is for items like challenge in work,

independence, opportunities for achievement and growth. Such occupationa'l

values as security, good relations with co-workers, good supervision,

status, etc. are consistentìy ranked lower
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OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

In the present study, questions on ccupationaì stress and

general health were included because of the imptication that job dissatis-
faction may contribute very signíficant'ly to heart disease. In fact in
a recent report (Upiohn, .l973) it is noted that work roìe, work conditions,

and other social factors may contribute about 75% to the risk factor

leading to heart disease in America. Benson (1974) noted the fotìowing:

"Emotíonal stress is a well-known aspect of the modern
Western world and is especi.aììy prevalent in the business community.
0ur society has experienced rapid technologicaì progressi the busi-ness
co_mmuníty has been an integral part of thii orogi^esi and,like the restof the business community have been forced to mãke certaín behavioral
adjustments - notably, a faster pace and a more pressure life - and
behavioraì adjustments of this sort induce stresi. Although some individuals
are aware of the physiological]y harmful effects of stress, tew
know how to prevent or allevíate them. VÍctimized by a stiessful world
they have helped to create, many executives have accépted stress as a
necessary component of their existence,'.

It is very difficuìt to define the concept of stress. In our

study, occupational stress lvas measured by incorporating the job re'lated

tensíon index used by Kahn et al (ì964). Fourteen items used by them in

a national survey were included in the study. Respondents answered

each question by choosing one of the five fixed alternative responses:

Never; Rarely; Sometimes; Rather Often; Nearìy aì1 the time. These

a'lternatives were assigned coding values of from I to 5 respectively.

The respondents score was based on the average computed from all
fourteen items. In this part of the analysis a respondent's stress-score

was analyzed for specific variabìes of the study and to test the following

proposi ti on:
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Proposition 7. senior level. managers wiìl have higherlevels of stress as compared to tñe intermediateleüel managers(i-e. the higher the rever or manJgement, the greãtãr the
degree of occupational stress)

Table 50 shows the mean stress scores for the various varìables
of the study. Figure 7 shows a graphíca'l pìot for illustration.

OCCUPATIONAL

VarÍables of Study

TABLE 50

STRESS ACCORDING TO

Mean Occupational
Stress

OF STUDY

t-ratio Significance*

VARIABLES

Samp ì e
Si ze

1. Level of
Management

Sen i or I .804
Intermediate Z.Z0g

2; Size of Firm
I .96t
2.057

1.622
2.107

2.101
1 .887

5. Level of Education
Low Education 2.031
Hi gh Educati on 1 .944

58 3.1147 s
58

Large
Medium

3. Earìy Life
Rural
Urban

4. Age
Younger
0l der

6l
55

24
9?

0.7077 NS

3.01 37 s

65 1 .5889 NS
5t

84 0.5712 NS
32

* NS = Not significant at 0.05 ìeve] (two taiTed t-test)
S = Significant at 0.05 tevel

A review of the results presented in Table 50, shows some

very interesting trends. These are summarized as follows.

1. Intermediate level managers reported a significant'ly higher mean

stress score as compared to senior level managers. This negates

the proposition as formulated. It could however be explained in terms

of other findings of our study. Intermediate managers had a higher

need discrepancy in general in the need categories and are exposed
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to more anxiety and dissatisfaction. It could be attributable to

their more often experiencing a role conflict and perhaps higher

unsatisfied mobility aspirations (Kahn et al, 1964). It could be, as

Chambers (1975) noted, that there is a gradual loss of executive

author.ity of middle managers, because of a combination of union

pressures and increased emphas'is on participation by the work force

on one hand, and important decjsions being made at the top on the

other hand.

The size of the firm did not significantly influence a manager's

mean-stress score

It is interesting to find that managers, with an urban background,

have a significantly higher mean-stress score as compared to their

counterparts with a rura'l background. These managers had a higher

need discrepancy and a higher dissatisfaction with their jobs whìch

could exp'lain their increased degree of stress.

Aìthough younger managers reported somewhat higher mean-stress scores

as compared to older managers, the dífference is not significant.

The level of education does not appear to sígnificantly influence

a manager's mean-stress score

Tabl e 5l shows the mean-stress scores based on a manager's

area of specialization

4.

5.
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TABLI 51

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION AND MEAN

General Mgmt.

OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

Marketing and
Sal es

Producti on

Mean Stress
Score 1.707

Finance &

Accounti ng

2.307
17Sample Size 3l

PAIN IN LAST THIRTY DAYS

Level of Management

Senior

Intermedi ate

Tota l

2.118
3l

2.027
37

OF FIRM

Fi rms Tota'l

The managers in the area of finance and accounting reported

the highest mean-stress scores. These managers had higher unfulfilled
needs and higher expectations in the need categories, and this dissatis-

faction with conditions at work could be responsible for their high

level of stress

GENERAL HEALTH

Questions about general health were included in the study to

specificalìy examine the occurance of peptic ulcer among the Manitoba

managers. The results vrere also reviewed to see if there u/as any

suggestive relationship between the occurance of occupationaì stress

and peptic ulcer.

As reported earlier in the analysis, onry 26.4% of the entire

population of ll6 respondents reported pain in the stomach within the

last thirty days. Table 52 lists the occurances based on the'size of

the firm and on the level of management.

TABLE 52

- LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT AND SIZE

Large Size FÍrms Medium Size

7 (25.e%)

6(21.4%)

13(23.6%)

e (33. 3% )

7 (25.0%)

16(2e.1%)

16(2e.6%)

13(23.2%\

2e(26.4%)
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It is evident from the above figures, that only a smalì proportion

of the Manjtoba managers in the private industry, have occurances of

peptic ulcer. The vast majority are enioying good health. Because of the

small numbers of the sample involved wíthin each sub-group (i.e. for large-

size senior, intermediate; and l4edium size-sen'ior, intermediate), no

definite conclusions are being drawn. It js interesting, however, to

note that for the entire population as well as for each size of the

firm, senior managers reported a somewhat higher occurance of peptic

ulcer as compared with intermediate level managers. This is a suggestive

trend only. In the case of occupational stress, the intermediate level

of managers reported a significantly higher mean stress score as compared

to senior managers for each case. This wouTd imply that a positive

relationship between occupationa'l stress and peptic ulcer, at ìeast in

our case, has not been confirmed.

Out of the 29 managers who reported pa in, 42.g% did not

associate it with eating where as 28.6% reported the appearance of pain

2 to 3 hours after eating. 0f theseo a significant majority (40.7%'t

reported relief in pain by taking bicarbonate of soda and only 14-B%

reported reljef in pain by drinking milk. 31.0% of the managers

(out of a tota'l of 29) reported pain for less than 2 days in the last

month and 34.5% reported pain for 2 to 5 days in the last month.

Approximately 10% of the managers reported pain for more than 20 days

Ín the 'last month.

Table 53 summarizes the occurance of depression, common cold,

and headache for the entire population as well as for both the sizes

of the firms and the levels of management
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TABLE 53

OCCURANCE OF DEPRESSiON COMMON COLD AND HEADACHE

Size Total
Intermediate

Large Size
SenÌor Intermediate

Medium
Seni or

l.Depression
-Never 10(37 .0%) 10(35 "7%) 6(22.2%) 11(40.7%) 37 (33.s%')
-0ccasion
_ally t7(63.0) 17(60.7) 21(77.8) 1s(55.6) 70(64.2)

-Qui te
often 0(0.0) 1(3.6) o(0.0) r (3.7) z(l .B)

Torat s 27 (49.1) ze(so.g) 27(50.0) 27(50.0) .¡0e*(r00.0)

2. Common
Col d

-l:yi'. l(3.6) 2(6.s) 4(14.8) 8(28.6) ts(I3.4)
-uccas I on-

alry 27(e6.4) 27(e3."t) 23(85.2) z0(7r.4) e7(86.6)
-QuÍ te

ofren 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0)

Torals 28(4e.1 ) 2e(50.9) 27(4s.1) 28(50.e) lì4*(100.0)

3. Headache
-Never 7(zs "0) B(2e.6) t (zs.s) 8(28.6) 30(27.3)
-Occas i on-
_a'lly 20(71.4) 't6(5e.3) t6(5e.3) te(67.e) 7t (64.s)

-Qui te
often I (3.6) s(H.t ) 4(14.8) I (3.6) g(e.z)

Torals 28(50.e) 27(4e.1) 27(4e.1) 28(50.9) 110*(100.0)

*Out of a total of ll6 respondents

As shown in Table 53, a vast majority of Manitoba managers suffer
from occasional occurances of depression (64.2%), common cold (go.o%)

and headache (64.5%). Some very interesting comments can be made.

1. Senior managers in medium sjze firms, reported a higher occurance

of depression as compared to their counterparts ín the large size

firms. The reverse is true for intermediate leveì managers.
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2. Senior and intermediate managers of the large size firms, reported

a higher occurance of common cold as compared to their respective

counterparts in the medium size firms.

3. Senior managers in large size firmso reported a higher occurance of

headache as compared to their counterparts in the medium size firms.

The reverse is true for intermediate level managers.

In this chapter the data analyzed relates to a review of

contemporary occupational values, measures of occupational stress and

general health. Some major conclusions are given below:

1. In occupational values there is a trend for higher ranking of

va'lues such as challenge in work, independence, opportunities for
growth and achievement, and low ranking ofva'lues such as security,

good relations with co-workers, good supervision, status, etc.

2. Intermediate level managers, have a significantly higher mean-stress

score as compared to the senior level managers.

3. Managers with an urban background have a significantly higher mean-

stress score as compared to managers from a rural background.

4. The size of the firm, age and level of education of a manager do

not significantly affect the manager's mean-stress score.

This completes the ana'lysis of the results of the present

study. The summary conc'lusions, policy implications and suggestions

for future research are given in the next chapter.



CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS, POLICY iMPLICATIONS

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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CHAPTER

SUI.II.IARY CONCLUSIONS, POLICY II"IPLICATIONS
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study is the first extensive study of its kind for the

Province of Manitoba" Very few industries in Manitoba incorporated high

degrees of innovation (E'lectronics oriented) and/or sophisticated

industrial production (Steel l'1i I I s, etc" ) . Consequently, the general i zation

of the results of the study to other areas may be questionable. Perhaps

the results of the study can be generalized to similar settings. In

that context, the results and findings reported belov, may apply to the

cities in the Prairie region but not necessariìy to the metropo'litan

cities like Toronto, llontreal and Vancouver. The major findings are

summarized below. Where possibìe they have been presented in relation

to the various independent variables of the study

1. The average industrial manager in Manitoba is about 47 years oìd.

He is married and has over twenty years of total experience.. He is

genera'lìy a Canadian by birth and comes from an urban background.

In terms of a formal education, he has an equaì chance of having

completed (a) High School (b) Some College and (c)colìege Degree.

The average annual income of a Manitoba manager is $2S,420(1975).

A significant number of them receive bonuses and have a company

vehicle. Most of the managers read "The Financial Post" and "Canadían

Business". l4agazines of popuìar interest are "Time", "Newsweek" and

"Reader's Di gest".

A large number of them left their first job in less than 5

years, aìthough a sjgnificant number has been with the present

company for over 20 years.

IX
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The ìevel of perceived need fulfillment is fajrìy high for t4anitoba

managers. The lowest level of need fulfillment exists for social

needs. Senior level managers have sjgnificantly more need fulfillment

of esteem and autonomy categories as compared to intermediate level

managers. They also have a significantìy higher perception of the

core-dimension of autonom.y. These findings are understandable as

senior managers are at the top and are decision-makers. The level

of satisfaction as measured by JDI, however, was found to be

negatively correlated to a manager!s level of hierarchy. This is

explained in terms of senior managers being at the top and such items

as promotional opportunities, and quality of supervision received,

do not mean too much to them. Consequentìy they may have a tendency

to score low on these items. This raíses some questions about the

use of JDI as a measure of satisfaction for top level managers.

Manitoba managers, regardìess of the'ir level of management, have a

comparativeìy high need discrepancy ín the areas of self-actualizatìon

and security. These findings raise certain basic questions about

Maslow' s need hi erarchy where need di screpancy !,,as simul taneously

reported in the categoríes of lower and higher order needs. Aìthough

litt'le support for a clear cut need hierarchy exists in the literature,

there is some evidence that unless the security needs are satisfied,

people are not concerned with hÍgher-order needs (Cofer and Appley,

1964; AJderfer , 1972). Our findings do not indicate a clear cut

hierarchy and are in lfne with others (Ivancev'ich, .l969; 
Slocum,

TopÍchuk and Kuhn 1971). Because the managers studiedn generally,

are older, have low educatÍon and have been with the company for more
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than 20 years, security seems to mean a

mobility is also limited because of the

economy.

great deaì to them. Thei r
nature of the Prairie

0nìy a smal I number of Mani tcba managers reported occurances

of peptic ulcer. Because of the small samp'le size, statistical tests
were not performed. In the area of occupational stress, however, the
response rate was very good. The intermediate managers reported a

significantly higher occupationa'l stress. It seems that the higher
stress may be due to their unsatisfíed mobitit¡r aspirations and

rol e confl ict.
The size of the firm did not make a sígnificant difference on a
manager's perception of need fuìfillment, leve'ls of satisfaction
(JDI) and occupational stress. Managers in medium size firms, however,

scored significant'ly high on their perception of the core-dimensions

of autonomy and task identity. It could be that because of a smaller
firm size' managers have a greater say ín scheduling their work and

can ídentify the results of their efforts more clearly.

The data on the size of the firms, however, suggests that.large
sjze fírms tend to províde greater satisfactíon, particularìy for
security needs- Most dissatisfied managers in terms of perceived need

discrepancy' are those working ín a medium si ze firm at an intermediate

level.

Managers from a rural background appear generalìy to have more need

fulfillment as compared to managers from an urban background. However,

the latter managers have higher expectations and desire more higher-

order need satisfaction as compared to the former. A manager,s early
life does not significantly affect his perception about core-dimensions

4.
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or Jevels of satisfaction (JDI)

Managers from an urban background have a significantly higher

stress as compared to those from a rural background. This couìd be

attributed to the anxiety created on account of their unfu'lfilled need

expectatÍons.

5. Age does not make a significant difference in a manager's perception

of need discrepancy, core-djmensions, or occupational stress.

6. Managers having hioher levels of education are generally more

dissatisfied ín the higher order need categories. The level of education

however, does not significantly influence a manager's perception about

the level of satisfaction (JDI) and the level of occupational stress.

7. The data are suggestive in the area of managerial specialization

Managers in the field of Fínance and Accounting have the hjghest level

of perceived need d'iscrepancy for most need categories. These

managers scored highest on the core-dimensions of task identity and

have the highest occupational stress. The findings are expìained in

light of the nature of their work, their being ''loners', having high

unfulfilled expectations and thereby high anxiety and concern.

B. The measure of job-design adopted in the study for job-characteristics

appears very promising. The study has indicated that a manager,s

perception about iob-design is not significantìy infiuenced by his

level of management, age, education or ear'ly life. The results of

the factor anaìysis indicate that the measure of job-design is

related to the fulfillment of higher-order needs

9. The four spec'ific satisfaction items most strong'ly related to a job's

four core-dimensÍons (variety and chal'lenge, autonomy, task identity
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and feedback) are (in descending order) (a) participation in job-

related decÍsr'ons (b) feelings of worthwhile accomplishment (c)

opportunity for independent thought and actíon (4) ttre amount of

respect and fair treatment from the boss

The role of desired higher-order need strength, as a moderator of

a manager's perception of core-dimensions and job characteristics,

appears to be very complex.

The results of the factor analysis indicate that Porter-type items

can be used to differentiate between hígher and lower order need

categori es.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The present study was undertaken to assess and analyze certain

aspects of managerial motivation in the prívate sector industries in the

Province of Manitoba. The objectÍve of the study was to concentrate on

three specific areas (a) Need Fulfillment and t4otivation (b) Job-

characteristics and Motivation and (c) Occupational Stress and Manager's

General Heatth.

The major findings of the study have been summarized in the

previous section. The results have some policy implications. They are

largely aimed at increasing the success of the indivídua1-organization

interaction and therefore should contribute to overalt productivity. The

focus of the study was on senior and intermediate level managers and

consequently the usefulness of the findings are mainly directed to the

owners, Board of Directors or Corporate Head 0ffices of the organizations

studied. The results of the study could be useful to the Government

to the extent that they can influence the business environment in the
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Province. Last but not the least, the managers studied would find the

resu'lts useful as it will increase their general awareness.

Some of the findings which have policy impìications are presented

below with respect to the three specific areas studied.

NEED FULFILLMENT AND MOTIVATiON

A very surprising finding was the Manitoba managers, and par-

ticularìy the middle managers, paramount concern for security. In thfs
respect, they came very close to Maslow's (lgOS) class of people fixated
at the safety-need leveì

It appears as if these managers have reached the arrival
stage (Jennings, 1967) and are staying at a plateau in their career. They

' are general'ly oìder, have 20 years of service and may have a restrl'cted mobility
becauseofthePråÍrieeconomy.Mobilityishighlyrelatedtg$rowth

The industries in the Province are not undergoing spectacular growth

patterns and thus opüions for promotion wíthin the fírm, and chances

outside in other firms, are restricted. A major policy imptication wou'ld

thus be an evaluation or incorporationof ways and means to reduce this
anxiety. Perhaps, if the perceíved need dissatisfaction with security
need decreases, manageriaì motivation may increase. This suggests an area

of future research aímed at an attempt to reduce securitV need discrepancy.

This could amonq other things,include a revieur of existing methods

for (a) recruitment, selection and training and (b) compensation, pension

and retirement.

JOB CHARACTERTSTICS AND MOTIVATION

Job characterÍstics were studied uti'lizing the concept of core-

dimensions, job-design and JDI.
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In proposition no. 5, dealing with the core-dimensions,

(Chapter VI), it was imp'lied that those characteristics of a job

which showed a strong positive relationship to the core-dimensions could

be utiljzed to increase managerial motjvat'ion. It the Manitoba study,

it has been found that the following four characteristics are strongìy

related to core-dimenions

a. Participation in job-related decisions.
b. Feeling of worthwhile accomplishments
c. Opportunity for independent thought and action
d. Respect and fair treatment from the boss.

A major poìicy implication would thus be a review of the exìsting

organizational setting to see how these four items can be incorporated

jnto the job. This will increase a manager's satisfaction and thus his

intrinsic motivation. However, these changes would have to be done within

the industrial character of the Province. There were very few industries

which incorporated high degrees of, innovation and/or sophisticated

industrial product'ion (faUl e 2). Consequent'ly before any or all of the

above four characteristics can be successfully íncorporated into a manager's

job, future research would be necessary to establish theír app'licability.

OCCUPATIONAL STRESS AND GENERAL HEALTH

Questions on occupational stress and general health v'rere

included in the study because of the implication that job dissatisfaction

contributes significantly to illness. The results of the study have

basically confirmed this implication. The managers who have a relatively

high need discrepancy aìso generally reported higher occupational stress.

Apparently they are working in anxiety and tension.

The imp'lication for policy, based on the results of the study

in this area.are not very direct. An impìicit assumption can, however, be7-

made that conditions at work, which increase managerial motivation either
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in terms of decreased need discrepancy or interms of increased satis-

faction from job characteristics,should result in better empìoyee health.

This suggests that future research on work motivation shouìd also study

worker's health at the same time. It was realized, in the present study,

when the analysis was ha'lf-way through, that the questionnaire on generaì

health and occupational stress needed some improvements. It is suggested

that the questionnaire for generaì health be given an extensive review

and additional questions on 'bìood-pressure' and 'heart-disease' etc. be

included in future studies

The above briefly summarizes the major policy implications

and includes some comments about possible areas of future research. The

study might also stímulate research 'in additional related areas. It
would be of interest and more meaningfuì to see how the results of the

present study compare with managers from the public sector i.e. crown

corporations and the civil servjce in the Province. The scope of the

study could then be enlarged to cover other industrÍal economies nationaìly

as well as internationalìy.

.Ì,$
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE



PART

Please check the appropriate anshrers:

1. Sex:
I Male
! Female

Age:
I zo-29
I so-s9
[ 40-49
I so-s9
[ 6o or more

Current marital status:

u ör-ngle
I Married
I widowed
I Separated/Divorced

Highest leve1 of fornal

High School education
not completed

High School graduate
Some college
College graduate
(e.g. 8.8., 8.4.,
B.Sc., B. Com.,
LL. B. )
Graduate degree
(e.g. M.4., M.Sc.,
M.B.A., Ph.D.)

.N

-162-

education completed:
SELF FATHER I{CTHER

[[[

[[[
t[[
[[[

GRANDFATHER
l
I
l

1..

2-3,

4-6,

2.

3.

4. WIFE/
HUSBAND

I
U
D
n

üLII

5. Professíonal non-University designations

I C.A.
I R.I.A.
I P. Eng.
I Others: Specífy

6. Fatherts occupational background

Farmer
Self-employed
Enployee

FATHER
tl
I
I

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

CODE:

P

L

N

I ?,'

il'

n'

14
l5
t6
77

1g 19



7. Approxirnate nurnber of years of
including the present:

I Less than 2 years
I z-s years
[ 6-].oyeaïs
I 11 - 15 years
I 16 - 20 years
Ü More than 20 vears

- 163 -

'.

total work experience

Approximately hol long did you stay Ín your first
job before noving on to another job:

I Less than 2 vears
[ 2 - 5 years
[ 6=10years
t 11 - ls years
I L6 - zo years
I More than 20 years

Approxiurate number of work experience with
present enployer:

I Less than 2 years
[ 2-s years
[ 6-loyears
[ 11 - 15 years
I L6 - 20 years
I More than 20 vears

Approxinately how many years of your work career
has it taken for you to reach your present position:

I Less than 2 years
[ 2 - 5 years
fl 6-loyears
fI 11 - 15 years
I L6 - 20 years
I More than 20 years

Last yearrs incone from work:

I Less than $6,000
[ $6,000 - $9,999
[ $10,000 - $14,999
[ $15,ooo - Szq,ggg
[ $25,000 - $49,999
fl $50,000 and above

8.

9.

10.

11.

ffo

fl "

["

T,U
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Please indicate the fringe benefits which you
receive:

Bonus
Specific location allowances
Reimbursenent of special kinds
of expenses; nedical
others

Conpany
Cornpany
0thers

ffi
acconnodation

YES NO

[[
[[
[[

[[
tI
[[
[[

YES NO

[[
[[
[[
[[
tI
[[

L3. Please indicate the area/aïeas of professional
specialization in relation to work:

74.

Engineering
Law
Business Administration
Public Aùninistration
Accounting
Others: Specify

Indicate the nunber of
associations to which

I None
I o-2
t] 3-s
I Ouer 5

Please specify:

professional
you belong:

societies or

Is. Please indicate the type of business
in the organization you work for nost
an employee or as an oumer-manager:

Goods-producing industries (excluding

which is dominant
of the time, as

agriculture) :

I
I
I
I
I

Forestry, fishing and trapping
Mines, quarries and oil wells
Manufacturing

Durables (auto, Large appliances, etc.)
Non-durables

Construction

E
E

H
tr

25
26
27

z8
25
30

31

32
33

34
35
5b

37

Ll 38

lllru 40
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Service industries:

I Transportation, comrm¡nication and other utilitiesI Trade
I Finance, insurance and real estate
! Corununity, business and personal service
I public Adninistration (Civil Service)
[ Others: Specify

16. The organízatíon for which you work for most of the
time is in the:

Public sector (i.e. government and Crown Corp.)
Private sector

17. Please indicate the najor fi¡nction of your present job:

Senior or Divisional Level of Management:
I Assistant Deputy Minister
I Chaírman/President
I General Manager

! Director/Vice-President/Chief Engineer
I Controller/Conptroller
U Others: Specify:

Internediate or Departnental Level of Management:
I Project Managers
I Plant Managers
I Superintendent
I DepartmentaL Head/Director
I Administrator

I
TÌ
LJ

I Sales l,tlanagers/Purchasing Managers
I Asstt. Project Managers
I Others: Spec.ify

Junior or Section Level of Management:
I Senior Research Engineers/Consultants
I Econo¡nists/Designers
I Supervisors
I Section Managers
I Project Engineers
I Administrative Manager/
[ Others: Specify:

Indicate the number of people you supervise:
I Uptol0
I Lr-20
[ 2L-30
[ 31-s0
I sl-100
I upwards of 100

18.

uun

Io'

l-T-l s, 43
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19a. rf you are employed in a business or industry sector,
please indicate your annual sales yolune:

! Up ro 1 niltion doltars
U Over I nillion - up to 2 nil.lion dollars[ ùver Z nillion - uþ to 5 nillion dollars
I Over 5 niltion - uþ to l0 nillion doltarsI Upwards of l0 nillion dollars

19b. If you áre not working in an industry or if 19a. is
not applicabLe, please indicate the aaount of,
annual budget allocated to you or handled by you:

I up ro 5o,ooo dottars
q Over 50,000 - up ro 200,000 dollars
0 ûver 200,000 - up to 500,000 dollars
I Oruer 500,000 - up to I nillion dollars
I Over 1 niliion - 2 nillion dollars
I Over 2 nillion - 5 nillion dollars
I Over 5 nillion dollars

20. How were you recruited to the present position:

(the same
(the whole

I
I
l

Promotion fron within
Selected fron inside
Selected fron outside

Indicate the journals of
or general interest which
of 2 in each group).

i) Technical and Professional

Haryard Business Review
Personnel Journal
Financial Post
Financial Times of Canada
Canadian Business
Others: Specify

ii) General.Interest

McLeans
Tine
Readerts Digest
Newsweek
Popular Mechanics

departnèñt)
organization)

technical, professional
you read: (Ma:rimum

1ST 2ND
CHOICE CHOICE

2L.

I
I
D
I
I
I

I
0
I
I
I
I

tlU
I
I
t-ltl
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
üOthers: Specify

[]*u

rue

tr

m

r+7

r+8 49

50 5l
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22. Indicate your main hobbies: (Maxinun of 4)

Fishing
Golf
Curling
Hockey
Water Skiing
Others: Specify

English
French
Ukranian
German
Italian
Spanish
Portugese
Others: Specify

25. How many years have

I Since birth
I Born outside but
l
I
I
U
I

ALMOST QUTTE
ALWAYS OFTEN OCCASIONALLY

[[[
[[[
[[[
[[l
[[[[[n
[[[
[![

you been residing in Canada:

. 1ST
CHOICE

n
!
I
!
l
I
I

2ND
CHOICE

I
I
I
!
I
I
I

3RD
CHOICE

U
n
!
L
U
I
I

4TH
CHOICE

I
I
I
U
n
tl
tl
L¡

23. Religion:

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Others: Specify

24. Indicate the language spoken predoninantly in your hone for
interpresonal communications in the family

I
I
I
I

NEVER
ti
I
D
n
llU

n
I
nLI

nore than
16-
11 -
6-
a'¿-

Less

20 years
20 yea,is
15 years
10 years
5 years

t}j^an 2 years

52

nu'

57
5ð

CY

AN

6-Ì

62

qJ
64

fl'u
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26. Indicate the region of your birth or origin:
t Canada

H yl*:1,-tngdon (Engtand, Scorland, rVales, N. Ireland)U ITEIANCI
I Western õ Southern Europe
I Central Ê Eastern europäI u.s.A.
I Latin Anerican
I Oceania (Australia, New Zealand)I Asia
I Africa

27. Specify the country of origin:

I Nane of the country

28. Where did you spend most of your early life(up to 12 years):

I Rural (farn)
I Urban (towns and big citíes)

l-T1..67

fl u'

Below are gíven five scales to describe the characteristics of your job in terms ofwork, supervision', pay' promotion and co-workers. please mark a y (yes) beside aniten if the iten. describès the particular u.tp"-t of your job, N (no) if the item didnot describe that aspect, or ? (question 
'o""ft¡ if yoü 

"o,ríd 
íot d.ecide.

e.g.

E
N
E

PART II

Fascinating : Yes, work is fascinating.

Routine : No, work is not r'outine.

? satisfying= There is a question nark whether the work is satisfyingor not
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lVork

Frustrating
Fascinating
Routine
Satisfying
Boring
Good
Creative
Respected
Hot
Pleasant
Useful
Tiresone
Healrhful
Challenging
On your feet
Sinple
Endless
Gives sense of
acconplishnent

Supervision

Asks my advice
Hard to please
Inpolite
Praises good work
Tactful
Influential
Up-to-date
Dosentt supervise enough
Quick tempered
Tells ne where I stand
Annoying
Stubborn
Knows job well
Bad
Intelligent
Leaves me on my own
Laz.y
Around when needed

7
a

q

t0
l1
72
I3
l4
15
16
t7
'tn

19
20
z1

22
23
2+

l:y_

lnc9m9 adequate for nor¡nal expensesSatisfactory profit sharing ''
Barely líve on income
Bad
fncome provides 1uxuries
ïnsecure
Less than I deserve
Highly paid
Underpaid

43
44
¡r5

l+6

\7
|.Â

49
50

31

advancement
limíted

Good chance for pronotion
Unfair promotion policy
Infrequent pronotions
Regular pronotions
Fairly good chance for promotion

Co-ltrorkers

Stinulating
Boring
Slorv
Anbitious
Stupid
Responsible
Fast
Intelligent
Easy to make enemies
Talk too much
Smart
Lazy
Unpleasant
No privacy
Active
Narrow interests
Loyal
Hard to meet

Promotions

Good opportunity f,or
Opportunity somewhat
Pronotion on ability
Dead-end job

52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59

ou

¿J

26
27
28
29
30

31

J¿

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4l
42

6l
62

9J

64
65
Þb

ot

e9
69
70

7).

72
73
74
75
76
77
78

F
Fì
tr
H
F-r-
.
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PART III
rn part rrr are listed several job- attributes or characteristics connected with
*-9T1 ll?^!ti.-i!io" in vour firm. For each such characterisii",-yo., are asked togr_ve three answeÏs:

a) How nuch of the characteristic is there now connected with yqurposition in your firm or organiãîïõñf--

tl-oy nuch. of the characteristic do you think shouldlike to have) connected with your position in your
be (i.e. you rvould
i-i:rn or o@ETIonr

c) How important is this position characteristic to you ?

Each answer can be scored on a seven-point scare, like the follorving:

b)

(Mininun)

How rnuch is there now?
How much should there be?
How irnportant is this to ne?

nuch is there now?
much should there be?
irnportant is this to ne?

üû[[[[[
1234567

(Maxinurn)

(Min. ) (Max. )

Please put a nark (x) i" -tr,g appropriate box on the scale that represents theanount of characteristic being scored.

Lorv numbers repïesent low or ninimum amounts and high numbers representhigh or naximuñ amounts. rf you think rhere ir-';;;; ï#;;; ;"rnone of the characteristics ässociated with the position, you wouldplace an x above the nunber l. rf you think there is rjust a littler,you wourd place an x above the nunbêr 2, and so on. rf you think thereis a tgreat deal but not a maxirnum amount!, rou would prace "" i-'J;;;-number 6- For each scale (question), pleaie'p"t ," x mark for onry onenumber.

1. The opportunity for personal growth and
development in my job.

n[üD[[[
r?34s67

[[atlIDI
[[[[[[[[[[[[[n

a)
b)
c)

[ [ [ ,[ [ 0 [
[[[[[[[
[[ü[[[[

[[[[r]11[[[t[[[[
[[[[[[[

? The feeling of self-esteen or self_respect
a person gets from being in my job.
a) How nuch is there now?
b) How much should there be?
c) How important is .this to ne?

The opportunity for independ.ent thought
and action on ny job.

l0
TI
T2

a) How
b) How
c) How

nt3
ñtuE"

3.



work.

(Min. )
I23

(Max. )
7/)ot

4. The prestige of ny job inside the company
(that is, the regard received frorn otñers
in the conpany).

5.

nuch is there now?
nuch should there be?
inportant is this to me?

The opportunity to find out how I am doing.
a) How much is there now?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) How inportant is this to me?

6. The opportunity to conplete work T start.
How nuch is there now?
How nuch should there be?
How important is this to me?

7. The amount of close supervision
receive

a) How much is there now?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) Horv irnportant is this to ne?

It[[[[[[[[[D[[
[[![[![

a) How
b) How
c) How

[[[[[[[[[t[[[[
[[[[![[

[[![[[[
!t[[[[[
[[![[[[

n[[[[[[
[[[[[[[
[[[[D[[

[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[

[[[[[nI
[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[

ri[[[[ü[
[[[[[ü[[[[[[[t]

[[[[[tüütü[[[[
[[[[[[[

8. The opportunity to do challenging
a) How rnuch is there now?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) How important is this to me?

9. The feeling of security in my job.
nuch is there- now?
rnuch should there be?
irnportant is this to me?

The feeling that f know whether I
perforning ny job well or poorly.
a) How rnuch is there now?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) How inportant is this to ne?

11. The pay for my job,
How nuch is there now?
How mrch should there be?
How important is this to ne?

10.

a)
b)
c)

a) how
b) How
c) How

a)
b)
c)

I-l 16

ñ',E"

fJ le
Fl 'o
El "

D'"l-l 2.

E,U

Tl 2t
Fl,un"

28
29
30

I-l tt
f-3'
E,.

34
35
36

I-l"
Rrt
E.'
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t2. The opportunity to do a nunber of
different things.
a) How nuch is there norv?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) How inportant is this to ne?

The opportunity to develop close
friendships in my job

a) How nuch is there now?
b) How nuch should there be?
c) How important is this to ne?

I4-.. The opportunity to do a job from the
beginning to the end (that is, the chance
to do a rvhole job).

15. The

How much is there now?
How nuch should there be?
How irnportant is this to ne?

opportunity for pronotion.
How nuch is there now?
How much should there be?
How ímportant is this to ne?

16. The freedom to do pretty nuch what
want on my job.

much is there now?
much should there be?
important is this to ne?

The amount of respect and fair treatment
I receíve from rny boss.

How much is there now?
How much should there be?
How important is this to ne?

18. The amount of variety in ny job.

How nuch is there now?
How much should there be?
How irnportant is this to rne?

The feeling of worthwhile acconplishment
in my job.

a) How much is there norv?
b) How much should there be?
c) How ímportant is this to me?

(Min. ) (Max.)

13.

[[[[[[[
[[[[[D[[[[n[[[

[[û[tID
![[[[[[
ü[[[[[[

![[uD[[
[[[[[[ü
[[D[[[[

[[[[[[ü
[[[[[[[[[[[[[r

[[[[D[[
[[[![nI
[[[[[[[

a) How
b) How
c) How

[ün[[[[
DÜDDD[Ü
[[[[t[[

[[[[ü[[
[[[[[[[
ID[ü[[!

a)
b)
c)

[[[[[[[
n[[ttl [[![[nn[[

17.

a)
b)
c)

a)
b)
c)

a)
b)
c)

19.

tl
i--l
-

=H

40

41

42

q3

4lr
45

46
+7
l+8

49

50
5t

rut
ì-l s.

Euu

5s
56
57

Tl ut
Fl rs

E'o

6t
62
63
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(Min. ) (Max.)
20. The opportunity, in my job, for partici-

pation in the determination of nãthods,
procedures and goals

How nuch is there now?
How much should there be?
Horv inportant is this to ne?

PART IV

The questions in- part IV are grouped into three separate head.ings. part
IV (a) deals with the occupational values of managers and is deiigned toget their rating of certain job characteristics. part rv (þ) hasquestions which are designed to assess rvork-stress associated with yourjob and Part rv (c) deals with questions of generar health.

Part IV (a) - OCCUpATTONA! VALUES

1. rmagine you have an ideal occupation. Rank the following job
characteristics in order of their inportance to you in añ i¿eatoccupation. The job characteristics are not aîranged in anyparticular order of importance.

! Challenge in ivork
U Good relations with co-workers
I Good salary
I Good supervision
U Independence
I Opportunity for achievement
[ Opportunity for personal growth
I Security
I Status
[ Others: Specify

All of us occasionally feel bothered by certain kinds of things in ourwork. Follorving is a list of certain things that sonetimes botherpeople. Prease indicate how frequently you feel concerned by each ofthem. As you will notice, each question can be scored on a îive point
scale. The ansr¡¡ers can be one of the folloling:

1 Never
2 RareIy
3 Sometines
4 Rather often
5 Nearly all the time

a)
b)
c)

[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[
[![[[[[

I
I
I
I
I

nr
64
65
66

78
I t0
l1 r2
13., 14
15 t6
t7 18
19 20
2t 22
23 24
25 26
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1. Feeling that you have too littre authority to L 2 3 4 5

carry out the responsibilities assigned to you. I n fJ [ f]

2. Being unclear on just what the scope and
responsibilities of your job are.

3. Now knowing what opportunities for
advancement or pronotion exist for you.

[[[[[

[[[[[

4. Feeling that you have too heavy a work load,
one that you canft possibly finish during [ [I [ [l I
an ordinary workday.

5. Thinking that you wíll not be able to
satisfy the conflicting demands of
varíous people over you.

6. Feeling that you are not fully qualified
to handle your job.

7. Not knowing what your superior thinks of
you, how he evaluates your performance.

8. The fact that you cannot get
informatíon to carry out your job.

9. Having to decide things that affect the
lives of individuals, people that you
know.

[[[[[

[[n[[

[[[[[

[[u[[

[[[[[

I0. Feeling that you may not be liked and
accepted by the people you work wirh. tl [ [ [ [

11. Feeling unable to influence your
furunediate superiorrs decisíonS and
actionsthataffectyou. [ ü f] D I

L2. Feeling that your progress on the job is
not tìrhat it should be or could be. fl [ [ [ [

13. Thinking that someone else may get the job
above you, the one you are directly in line for. I D ü n I

14. Feeling that you have too nuch responsibility
delegated to you by your superiors ü fJ [ f] [

n"

["

fl "

Ll 'o

fl "

[]rt

nto

t]'u

nrt

fl "
n"
Ert

nno
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PART IV (c) - GENERAL FIEALTH

This part has been designed to study the stressful work
its relationship to your general health

15. During the last thirty days, did you have any pains

16.

after eating
eating

by eating, drinking milk
or by anything else?

situations and

in your stonach?

If

(i)

I Yes
I No (If no, go to Question No. 17 )

)¡ês, then answer the following questions

Did these pains cone on before eating, while eating, right after
eating, a couple of hours after eating, or when?
I Before eating
I While eating
I Right after eating
n Two or three hours
! Not associated with

(ii) Was this pain relieved
soda or other antacid,
I Eating

, bi-carbonate of

I Drinking milk
I Bi-carbonate of soda or other antacid
I Anything else
I Nothing

(iií) Did the stomach pain wake you up or keep you up at night?
I Yes
ENo

(iv) Thinking stil1
would you think

I Less than 2

n 2- 5days
! 6-lodays
[ 11 - 15 days
[ 16 - 2o days
I More than 20

17. How often do you suffer from:

NEVER OCCASIONALLY
Depression [ [
Common Cold f I
Headache ! [

about this part for four rveeks, on how many days
you had this pain for at least part of the day?

days

QUITE OFTEN

!
!
n
LI

TTIANK YOU FOR YOUR CO_OPERATION:

[Io'

LI o',

[i ou

ruo
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